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Abstract  
This study provides a comprehensive investigation into the role of both total 
volatility (TV) and idiosyncratic volatility (IV) in asset pricing in the Hong Kong 
stock market over the period 1980 to 2007. Total volatility is measured by the 
standard deviation of past daily returns and idiosyncratic volatility is measured by the 
standard deviation of residuals from the Fama-French (1993) model following Ang et 
al. (2006, 2009). This study relates 1-month lagged idiosyncratic volatility (total 
volatility) to the current month’s portfolio return. First, results suggest that the 
equal-weighted average idiosyncratic volatility (total volatility) of Hong Kong stocks 
increased over our study period but market volatility declined. However, if the whole 
sample period is divided into two sub-periods, pre- and post-Asian financial crisis, TV 
and IV both trend downward in both sub-periods. The reason is that the HK stock 
market had a structural change after the Asian financial crisis. Second, the average 
equal- and value-weighted firm-level idiosyncratic volatility (total volatility) cannot 
predict one-month ahead excess market returns. Third, this study documents a strong 
positive relationship between idiosyncratic volatility (total volatility) and abnormal 
returns, similar to the findings of Malkiel & Xu (2006) and Fu (2009) in US stock 
markets, and Brockman et al.’s (2010) findings in the Hong Kong stock market. More 
importantly, we also find that investors could generate higher portfolio returns by 
using IV to sort portfolios rather than using TV. Our results are robust to controls for 
size, value, momentum, short-term reversal, dividend yield, price-earnings ratio, 
turnover ratio, AltmanZ ratio, number of zero volume, and number of zero returns, 
and are also robust in sub-period analysis. Moreover, the significant positive IV effect 
in the HK stock market is also robust to the use of weekly data in computing IV.
The results imply that: 1) the correlation among stocks in the Hong Kong market has 
declined over time, which means an increase in the benefits from diversification; 2) 
firm-level measures of idiosyncratic volatility cannot be used to predict market 
returns; 3) that investors in the Hong Kong stock market can systematically increase 
their portfolio returns by going long on stocks with high IV and short on stocks with 
low IV.  
Key words: idiosyncratic volatility, total volatility, asset pricing model, behavior 
finance, Hong Kong stock market  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) introduced by Sharpe (1964) was used as the 
prevailing model over the past 40 years in predicting asset returns and as a tool for risk 
management. The model argues that assets with high risk should provide a higher return than 
the assets with a low risk. However, empirical research has criticised the CAPM model with a 
single beta (β) as having little power in explaining the covariance of average asset returns. 
For example, Haugen (1996) presents evidence that stocks with a low β could earn a higher 
return than stocks with a high β. 
Researchers have indicated that several other variables have significant relationships with the 
expected stock returns, for example, firm size (Banz, 1981; Dowen and Bauman, 1986; Fama 
and French, 1992& 1993); book-to-market equity ratio (BM ratio) (Fama and French,1992, 
1995, & 1996; Chan et al., 1991; Lakonishok et al., 1994); earnings-price ratio (Ball,1978; 
Basu, 1983); idiosyncratic volatility risk (IV risk) (Malkiel & Xu, 2006; Ang et al., 2006; 
Goyal & Santa-Clara, 2003), and momentum (Jegadeesh & Titman, 1993; Johnson, 2002). 
Fama and French (1993) demonstrated that firm size and BM ratio could be proxies for risk 
factors in their three-factor asset pricing model (FF three-factor model), which include firm 
size and BM ratio in the original CAPM model. They concluded that their three-factor pricing 
model does a better job in explaining common variation in stock returns using time-series 
data and the cross-section of average returns for US stock markets.  Importantly, Fama and 
French (1993) regard both size and BM factors as the proxies of systematic risk factors.  
Therefore, they still argue that the expected stock portfolios’ returns are only related to stocks’ 
systematic risk.   
Traditional finance theory suggests that only systematic risk is rewarded by the market with 
higher than expected returns (Sharpe, 1964). However, the finance literature indicates that a 
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firm’s idiosyncratic risk also has some impact on the firm’s expected returns. Levy (1978) 
and Merton (1987) both suggest that if investors are constrained from holding fully 
diversified portfolios, they would demand compensation for idiosyncratic risk. Thus, in a 
market where under-diversified risk-averse investors set prices, there should be a positive 
relationship between the idiosyncratic risk and expected stock returns. The existence of such 
a market is not unlikely if we consider Malkiel and Xu’s (2006) argument that if one group of 
investors is constrained from holding the market portfolio, other groups of investors will 
likewise be unable to hold a fully diversified portfolio and hence be under-diversified even in 
a state of equilibrium. 
 
1.2 Research Background 
A natural proxy for idiosyncratic risk in empirical studies is idiosyncratic volatility (IV), 
which refers to the volatility of a firm’s returns related to firm-specific events. There are two 
methods used to estimate IV for stocks, namely, the indirect decomposition and the direct 
decomposition methods. However, Xu and Malkiel (2003) report that the IV is often 
overestimated by the indirect decomposition method, thus most studies employ the direct 
decomposition method to estimate IV for stocks. Under the direct decomposition method, 
three models have been widely used to estimate IV for stocks, for example, the CAPM model 
(Bali et al., 2005; Bali and Cakici, 2008), the Fama-French three-factor model (Fama-French, 
1993) (Ang et al., 2006, 2009), and the EGARCH model (Fu, 2009; Brockman et al., 2009). 
The empirical evidence of the relationship between IV and returns is mixed at best. For 
example, in US markets alone, Malkiel and Xu (1997), Goyal and Santa-Clara (2003) and Fu 
(2009) present evidence that high IV portfolios generate higher returns than low IV portfolios. 
Ang et al. (2006, 2009), however, find the opposite and assert the presence of a “puzzling” 
negative IV effect in US stock markets during 1963 to 2000. Ang et al.’s (2006) findings are 
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supported by Guo and Savickas (2006) and Brockman and Yan (2008). However, both Bali et 
al. (2006) and Bali and Cakici (2008) find no relationship between the IV and expected stock 
returns in the US stock market. Evidence from other markets is also contradictory. Ang et al. 
(2009) confirm the presence of a “puzzling” negative IV effect in 22 developed markets 
including Hong Kong (referred as HK), in addition to the US. However, using a different 
method for measuring IV, Pukuanthong-Le and Visaltanachoti (2009) present evidence of a 
positive relationship for developed and emerging markets. In a recent study, using the same 
measure of IV as Ang et al. (2006, 2009), Nartea et al. (2011) present evidence of a positive 
IV effect in four emerging ASEAN stock markets and caution against the presumption that 
findings in developed markets also apply in other markets. In Ang et al. (2009), the negative 
IV effect for HK can only be inferred from their reported aggregated “Asian” results of which 
HK is a part.  
Some studies also show that total volatility could be related to stock returns. It is common in 
the finance literature to find studies employing the standard deviation of stocks’ returns to 
measure firm-level total volatility (TV). Goyal and Santa-Clara (2003) report that, on average, 
80% of total stock volatility can be due to the firm’s IV. Like the mixed results for the 
relationship between firm-level IV and expected stock returns, the relationship between TV 
and expected stock returns is also mixed. For example, Lundblad (2007) presents empirical 
evidence of a positive and statistically significant risk and return trade-off in both US and UK 
stock markets from 1836 to 2003, which supports Malkiel and Xu’s (1997) arguments. 
However, Ang et al. (2006) suggest that the cross-sectional return of volatility risk is 
approximately -1% per year in US stock markets during 1986 to 2000. On the other hand, 
Bali et al. (2006) state that there is no significant relationship between the equal-weighted 
average stock volatility and the value-weighted portfolio returns on the NYSE/AMEX or 
NYSE stocks from 1963 to 2001, which is supported by Wei and Zhang’s (2005) findings.  
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Beyond this, the issue of whether there is a trend in IV, as well as TV, is contentious. Both 
Campbell et al. (2001) and Bali and Cakici (2008) conclude that IV increased in the US stock 
markets from 1963 to 1997. On the other hand, Bekaert et al. (2009) disagree and report that 
there is no upward trend in IV in 23 developed stock markets, including the US stock markets, 
from 1964 to 2005. The issue of trends in volatility in Asian stock markets has received 
relatively little attention. Most existing evidence indicates that there is an upward trend of 
firm-level aggregate volatility in the US stock markets, for example, Campbell et al.’s (2001) 
and Goyal and Santa-Clara’s (2003) findings. However, until recently, there are no studies 
investigating the trend of TV for Asian stocks.   
Finally, the issue whether average firm-level IV can be used to predict the expected market 
returns is still debatable. Theoretically, there should be no relationship between the aggregate 
measures of IV and expected excess market returns in global stock markets. However, Goyal 
and Santa Clara (2003) conclude that aggregate measures of IV predict one-month ahead 
excess market returns in the US from 1962 to 1999. Goyal and Santa Clara’s (2003) finding 
contradicts the finance theory. On the other hand, Bali et al. (2006) and Brockman and Yan 
(2008) cannot find evidence to support Goyal and Santa Clara’s (2003) findings. Therefore, it 
is necessary to further investigate whether Goyal and Santa Clara’s (2003) findings can be 
found in markets outside the US. 
 
1.3 Research Questions and Research Importance 
This study will attempt to answer three questions. First, is there a trend in firm-level 
idiosyncratic volatility (total volatility) in the HK stock market? Second, can the average 
firm-level idiosyncratic volatility (total volatility) predict expected excess market returns on 
the HK stock market? Third, is there a relationship between the idiosyncratic volatility (total 
volatility) and expected stock returns in the HK stock market? 
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The existing literature indicates that only few studies investigate the IV effect in the HK 
stock market, for example, Drew and Veeraraghavan (2002), Brockman et al. (2009) and 
Pukthuanthong-Le and Visaltanachoti (2009). The current study employs Ang et al.’s (2006, 
2009) method to estimate the IV for HK stocks, a method that has not been used by previous 
studies. Furthermore, all existing studies use daily stock return data to estimate IV for HK 
stocks. The current study uses both daily and weekly stock return data to estimate IV for each 
HK stock, because Bali and Cakici (2008) and Fu (2009) indicate that the IV effect in the 
stock market might be due to the data frequency in estimating IV. Moreover, Bali et al. (2006) 
argue that the IV effect in the US stock markets is actually due to the sample specification. 
Thus, this study tests whether Bali et al.’s (2005) argument also applies to the HK stock 
market.  Compared to previous studies which investigated the IV effect in the HK stock 
market, this study offers several innovations. First, the our study tests IV over a longer 
sample period, from 1980 to 2007, compared to Drew and Veeraraghavan’s (2002) study, 
whose sample is from 1995 to 1999.  Second, our study employs Ang et al.’s (2006) method 
in estimating IV, a method that has not been used by other studies on Hong Kong stock 
market. For example, Drew and Veeraraghavan (2002) used the CAPM model in estimating 
IV for HK stocks, and both Brockman et al. (2009) and Pukthuanthong-Le and Visaltanachoti 
(2009) employ the EGARCH model.  Third, our study contains a larger numbers of stocks in 
the sample compared to other studies. Finally, this is the first study that attempts to 
investigate the economic reasons behind the IV effect in the HK stock market.  For example 
Brockman et al. (2009) and Pukthuanthong-Le and Visaltanachoti (2009), did not provide 
any reasons why there is a positive IV effect in the HK stock market. 
The HK stock exchange was formally established in 1891(HKSE.com, 2010). As of July 
20101, it is the Asia’s second largest stock exchange in terms of market capitalization behind 
                                                            
1
 By the end of July 2010, the total market capitalization of HK stock exchange was around USD$2,319,659.30 million (HK 
stock exchange, 2010); the total market capitalization of China stock market was around USD$3,321,162.07 million 
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only the China stock exchange. At the end of 2007, there were 1,241 stocks listed on the HK 
stock market with a market capitalization of $2.7 trillion.  
The HK stock market is an ideal venue for the investigation of the role of volatility in asset 
pricing for a number of reasons. First, the HK stock market is more volatile than the US stock 
markets. Premaratne and Balasubramanyan (2003) find that the standard deviation of daily 
market returns in the HK stock market are much higher than US stock markets between 1992 
and 2002. In addition, the Hang Seng index dropped over 66% in the 2007 financial crisis, 
compared with a 54% fall in the Dow Jones index. Moreover, though both indices were 
around 900 points in 1980, the Hang Seng index had climbed to over 31,000 points by the 
end of 2007, but the Dow Jones reached only about 14,000 points. The influx of 
unsophisticated mainland Chinese investors into the HK stock market could also contribute to 
an increase in market volatility. Therefore, we expect volatility to play an important role in 
asset pricing in the HK stock market.  
Second, compared with the US stock markets, institutional investors have a weaker role in 
HK, accounting for only 64% of total turnover in volume compared with over 96% for the 
New York stock exchange (Jones & Lipson, 2005; HKSE.com, 2007). Retail investors are 
more likely than institutional investors to hold under-diversified portfolios hence we should 
expect a larger role for IV in asset pricing on the HK stock market. For example, 71% of 
retail investors hold fewer than five stocks in their portfolios and only 7% of retail investors 
hold more than 10 stocks in their portfolios, yet there were over 1,300 listed companies on 
the HK market at the end of 2009 (HKSE.com, 2010). Given the larger role played by largely 
under-diversified retail investors in the HK stock market compared with the US, we expect a 
stronger role for IV in influencing portfolio returns in the HK stock market. 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
(CSRC.com, 2010), and the total capitalization of Tokyo stock exchange was around USD$2,007,771.06 million (TSE.com, 
2010). 
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Third, the HK stock market exhibits disparities in terms of market efficiency, price 
informativeness and investors’ behaviour compared with US stock markets. For example, the 
HK stock exchange allowed short-selling of stocks only in 1993 and only for 33 stocks. In 
addition, investors cannot short-sell all stocks in the HK stock market even at the end of 2007. 
However, in the US, investors were allowed to short-sell all US stocks before 1990 (Bris et 
al., 2007). Wand et al. (2008) assert that limiting short selling in stock markets reduces price 
informativeness by hindering negative information from being fully incorporated into prices. 
Moreover, the HKSE (2010) reports that only 39% of investors in the HK stock market had 
more than 10 trades per year in 1997 while Kumar and Lee (2006) report that about 44.72% 
of US investors had at least one trade in 1996,which implies that US investors trade more 
often than HK investors. 
 
1.4 Research Objectives and Hypotheses 
This study has five research objectives: 
1. To investigate whether there is a time series trend in both total and idiosyncratic 
volatility in the HK stock market. 
2. To investigate whether firm-level volatility can be used to predict expected market 
returns.   
3. To investigate whether there is a significant relationship between idiosyncratic 
volatility (total volatility) and cross-sectional stock returns. 
4. To investigate whether the idiosyncratic volatility effect can be explained by firms’ 
characteristics, data frequency in estimating idiosyncratic volatility, and the exclusion 
of H-shares. 
5. To investigate whether idiosyncratic volatility is priced. 
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The following hypotheses are posed in this study. Each research hypothesis matches each of 
the above research objectives.  
Hypothesis 1: There is a significant time series trend in both total and idiosyncratic volatility 
in the HK stock market over study period. 
Hypothesis 2: Firm-level volatility can be used to predict the expected excess market returns 
in the HK stock market. 
Hypothesis 3: There is a significant volatility effect in the HK stock market over the study 
period.   
Hypothesis 4: The significant IV effect in the HK stock market cannot be explained by firms’ 
characteristics, for example, size, value, momentum, short-term reversal, dividend yield, 
price-earnings ratio, turnover ratio, AltmanZ ratio, number of zero volume and number of 
zero returns, and is not due to data frequency in estimating IV or the exclusion of H-
shares. 
Hypothesis 5: Idiosyncratic volatility is priced in the HK stock market.  
 
1.5 Research Contribution 
The current study contributes to the literature in several ways. First, it should add to our 
understanding of the role of idiosyncratic volatility in explaining cross-sectional stock returns. 
The study tests whether there is a significant positive idiosyncratic volatility effect in the HK 
stock market consistent with a market dominated by under-diversified investors. The study 
also tests whether a multi-factor asset pricing model, including market beta, size, BM and IV, 
is better in explaining cross-sectional asset returns than either the CAPM model or the Fama-
French three-factor model in the HK stock market. Secondly, the results of this research 
should indicate whether both the equal-weighted firm-level TV and IV have trended upwards 
over the study period, with no trends of value-weighted TV and IV. A better understanding of 
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trends of TV and IV could help investors better achieve a certain level diversified stock 
portfolios.  
 
1.6Thesis Outline 
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the important literature 
related to the current study. Chapter 3 presents the research methodology, including an 
introduction to the HK stock market, data collection, method used to compute volatilities, 
definitions of the control variables and data grouping method. Chapter 4 reports and discusses 
the research results. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews some important literature related to the trends of market volatility and 
the volatility effects in global stock markets. The chapter also reviews some recent empirical 
research that builds the link between changes in market volatility and investors’ behaviour. 
Section 2.2 reviews the literature related to aggregate volatility and Section 2.3 reviews the 
literature related to idiosyncratic volatility. Both Sections 2.2 and 2.3 are divided into two 
parts, the trends of the volatility and how the volatility is related to the expected stock returns 
respectively.  Section 2.4 summarizes the chapter. 
 
2.2 The Aggregate Volatility 
Aggregate volatility is one the most important factors affecting the pattern of risk and return. 
Most literature regards the standard deviation of stock returns as the measurement of 
aggregate volatility. Financial economists observe that aggregate volatility of the stock 
market is not constant. For example, Malkiel and Xu (1997) argue that volatility at the firm 
level has recently increased. Moreover, traditional finance theory suggests that there is no 
relationship between firm-level aggregate volatility and expected stock returns. However, 
recent empirical evidence suggests that the relationship between firm-level aggregate 
volatility and expected stock return is mixed. This section reviews some important literature 
in the related field.   
 
2.2.1 The upward trend of the aggregate volatility 
Empirical evidence suggests that there is an increase in the market aggregate volatility at the 
firm level. Malkiel and Xu (1995 & 1997) report that market volatility is stable over time. 
However, the authors also argue that volatility at the firm level has increased in recent years. 
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Therefore, Malkiel and Xu (1997) argue that, in the case of an increase in individual stocks 
but a flat trend of market volatility, the benefit of portfolio diversification would also increase. 
In other words, to create a well-diversified portfolio, there would now be fewer stocks in the 
portfolio.  
Campbell et al. (2001) reports no significant trend in market volatility using monthly data 
from 1962 to 1997; the volatility used daily data within each month to compute the sample 
variance for that month. However, the authors state that aggregate volatility at the firm level 
is large and significantly positively increased during their sample period (more than double in 
1997 than in 1962). The result is robust for variations in their methodology, for example, the 
influence of the 1987 market crash, fixing the number of firms in the sample, or using weekly 
or monthly stock returns instead of daily returns to estimate volatility. The result indicates 
that the correlations among individual stocks and the explanatory power of the market model 
declined. Campbell et al. (2001) further report that the average annual standard deviation is 
11% between 1990 and 1997, which is 3% on average lower than that for the 1970s and 5% 
lower than for the 1980s. The reason why the public feel the volatility of the market increased 
is that, first, the increased index level actually increases the volatility of absolute changes, but 
the public does not understand that volatility is measured as a percentage. Secondly, the 
public perception of increased market volatility is formed by the behaviour of individual 
stocks rather than the market as a whole (Campbell et al., 2001).   
Goyal and Santa-Clara (2003) report that there is a clear upward trend of the average stock 
volatility during the period 1962 to 2000. The authors further report that the average stock 
volatility tends to be up during recessions. More importantly, Goyal and Santa-Clara report 
that the component of IV is about 85% of the total stock volatility according to the CAPM 
model and 80% of total stock volatility according to the FF three-factor model. Wei and 
Zhang (2006) confirm that the total volatility for individual stocks increased from the period 
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1976 to 2000 in the US stock markets. The authors explain that two factors cause an upward 
trend of total volatility for individual stocks, the average return-on-equity and the average 
sample variance of the return-on-equity in the past three years. Wei and Zhang also report 
that the stock return volatility is negatively related to the past earnings, because bad earnings 
signal a bad time ahead and cause more investor ‘jitters’.    
In summary, Campbell et al. (2001) detailed reports that there is an upward trend in firm 
level aggregate volatility in the US stock markets.  Their findings are further supported by 
Goyal and Santa-Clara (2003) and Hamao et al. (2003).  Beyond this, Goyal and Santa-Clara 
(2003) report that on average 80% of the total stock volatility can be due to the firm’s IV.  
 
2.2.2 The relationship between the aggregate volatility and stock returns 
Poterba and Summers (1986) prove that the discount factors applied to future cash flows is 
dramatically impacted by the increases in volatility, which are expected to persist. In other 
words, there is a relationship between the volatility and expected stock returns. Furthermore, 
Poterba and Summers (1986) state that the shocks to stock market volatility do not persist for 
long period, but do have effect for short period. Furthermore, French et al. (1987) also 
suggest that there is a positive relationship between the expected market risk premium and 
predictable volatility of stock returns. There are no conclusive results for the relationship 
between aggregate volatility and expected stock portfolio returns. For example, both Malkiel 
and Xu (1997) and Lundblad (2007) indicate a positive relationship between firm level 
aggregate volatility and stock returns in the US stock markets. Conversely, Bali et al. (2006) 
state that there is no significant relationship between the equal-weighted average stock 
volatility and the value-weighted portfolio returns in the US stock markets. However, Ang et 
al. (2006) report that the cross-sectional price of volatility risk is approximately -1% per 
month in the US stock markets.  This following section reviews the relationship in detail.  
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2.2.2.1 The positive relationship between aggregate volatility and stock returns 
Poterba and Summers (1986) prove that, holding both the risk-free rate and the growth of 
dividend constant, if an increase in volatility is expected to persist, then it will have a greater 
impact on the discount factors applied to future cash flows and therefore on current share 
price.  In other words, investors could expect a higher return in the future at current scenario. 
Thus, Poterba and Summers in their study (1986) showed a positive relationship between the 
volatility and expected asset returns.   In addition, French et al. (1987) state that an increase 
in stock market volatility could signal increased riskiness of equity, and therefore causes a 
higher required rate of return. Similarly, French et al. (1987) confirm a positive relationship 
between volatility and expected stock return in their study.  Malkiel and Xu (1997) argue 
theoretically that if there is an increase in stock market volatility, the risk-free rate should 
also increase, thus leading to a higher required rate of return for the risk asset. This is the 
reason why there should be a positive relation between total volatility and stock returns. The 
theory is widely accepted by financial economists and market investors. Lundblad (2007) 
present empirical evidence of a positive and statistically significant risk and return trade-off 
in both US and UK stock markets from 1836 to 2003.  Lundblad shows that conditional 
volatility cannot be used to explain the realized returns, but this might be due to small 
samples. By using large data span, Lundblad (2007) concludes that a positive risk return 
trade-off is detected.   
 
2.2.2.2 The flat relationship between aggregate volatility and stock returns 
Bali et al. (2006) state that there is no significant relationship between the equal-weighted 
average stock volatility and the value-weighted portfolio returns on the NYSE/AMEX or 
NYSE stocks from 1963 to 2001, in which the total volatility was measured by monthly 
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variance of stock according to the within-month daily return data. Bali et al. further point out 
that the significant positive relationship between equal-weighted average stock volatility and 
value-weighted stock returns is mainly due to the liquidity premium and NASDAQ stocks. 
Moreover, the authors conclude that the relationship between value-weighted portfolios’ 
returns and various measures of the value-weighted average and median stock volatility is 
also flat. These results are robust for both sample periods, 1963 to 1999 and 1963 to 2001, 
and for portfolios of stocks traded on the NYSE/AMEX and NASDAQ exchanges. However, 
if the authors used low-frequency data and monthly returns to compute stock volatility, the 
positive relationship between equal-weighted volatility and excess market returns exists for 
the period 1928 to 1999, but disappeared for the period 1928 to 2001.    
Wei and Zhang (2005) test the relationship between total aggregate volatility and US stock 
returns in two sample periods: 1963.08 to 1989.12 and 1963.08 to 2002.12. They report that a 
positive relationship between the value-weighted average market returns and the equal-
weighted average volatility is driven by data in 1990s. Therefore, there should not be a 
positive relationship between the value-weighted average market returns and the equal-
weighted average volatility. They also report that the relationship between the value-weighted 
average returns and the value-weighted average volatility is insignificantly negative for the 
periods 1963.08 to 1989.12, 1963.08 to 1999.12 and 1963.08 to 2002.12. These results are 
supported by Angelidis’ (2010) findings in 23 international emerging stock markets from 
1995 to 2007.   
 
2.2.2.3 The negative relationship between aggregate volatility and stock returns 
Ang et al. (2006) report that the cross-sectional return of volatility risk is approximately -1% 
per year in the US stock markets from 1986 to 2000. The authors further state that if the price 
aggregate volatility risk is negative, stocks with large sensitivities to volatility risk should 
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generate lower average returns. The potential reason behind this phenomenon is that investors 
are mostly risk averse, thus they would likely hedge the specific risks of their portfolios 
against the market volatility (Campbell, 1993, 1996). French et al. (1987) indicate that high 
market volatility normally associates with a downward trend of market movement. Thus, 
assets with high sensitivities to market volatility risk provide hedges against market down 
side risk. Therefore, there is a high demand for these assets with a high sensitivity to market 
volatility, thus the price of the asset would be pushed up. Ang et al. (2006) further argues that 
the negative relationship between average stock returns and aggregate volatility is robust to 
control variables  such as size, value, momentum, past month trading volume, and liquidity 
ratio, which they used bid-ask spread measures of the liquidity of each stock. Blitz and Vliet 
(2007) indicate that low-risk stocks have significantly higher risk-adjusted returns than the 
market portfolio, whereas high-risk stocks have significantly low, risk-adjusted returns in a 
global portfolio during the period 1985 to 2006.  The authors argue that the negative volatility 
effect could be due to the level of leverage, inefficient decentralized investment approach, 
and behavioural biases among individual investors.      
According to the above empirical evidence, there is an argument about how firm level 
aggregate volatility is related to expect stock returns. Different researchers present 
contradictory results. Thus, there is a necessity to present further evidence in this field.  An 
out-of-US sample result is more preferable.  
 
2.3 The Review of Idiosyncratic Volatility 
 
2.3.1 The trend of idiosyncratic volatility in stock markets 
The literature presents three different IV trends: an upward trend, a downward trend, and no 
trend. For example, Campbell et al. (2001) find that there is an upward IV trend in the US 
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stock markets. On the other hand, Bekaert et al. (2009) present evidence that there is no 
upward IV trend in 23 developed stock markets, including the US, from 1964 to 2005. 
However, Hamao et al. (2003) report a negative IV trend in the Japanese stock market. More 
importantly, Brandt et al. (2009) argue that the time-series behaviour of IV is actually an 
episodic phenomenon rather than a time trend in the US stock markets. In other words, there 
is no time series IV trend; the IV trend is just an episodic phenomenon. The following section 
reviews previous findings of the IV trend in the literature.   
 
2.3.1.1 Upward idiosyncratic volatility trend 
Malkiel and Xu (1997) report that there is evidence that the IV has an increasing trend in 
S&P 500 stocks since 1952 and this trend is statistically significant. Campbell et al. (2001) 
report that the aggregate volatility at the firm level increased during the period 1962 to 1997, 
while the market volatility stayed flat, thus IV increased in this case. The authors conclude 
that the upward IV trend is not due to the increase in the number of stocks listing in the 
markets or to changes in the serial correlation of daily data because there is no similar trend 
in the industry and market volatility. Indeed, increases in IV relative to the market volatility 
indicated that the correlation among individual stocks declined in the past few decades. 
Campbell et al. indicates several reasons for an increased IV trend at the firm level, for 
example, a shock to the expected future cash flow, discounted at a constant rate, and shocks 
to the discount rate. Xu and Malkiel (2003) confirm the significant positive IV trend post-
World War II and further find that the volatility increased in the 1990s and the oil shock and 
the 1987 stock market crash caused the volatility to increase faster. Furthermore, they argue 
that the increase in IV is not due to the small stock effect because NASDAQ stocks were 
included in the sample. Moreover, they find large stocks rather than small stocks playing an 
important role in the increasing trend of IV. They provide two economic explanations for 
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their findings, which are increasing numbers of institutional investors in the market and firms 
with a higher future earnings growth rate More importantly, Xu and Malkiel conclude that by 
using the indirect approach and the direct approach to estimate IV results in similar outcomes, 
but the indirect approach seems to overstate the overall level of IV. However, Safdar (2000) 
suggests that the increased firm level IV is mainly due to new firms entering the market 
during the 1980s and 1990s. Bali et al. (2008) conclude that IV has an upward trend during 
the sample period from 1962 to 1997, but the trend is more pronounced for the NASDAQ 
stocks and relatively weaker for the NYSE/AMEX and NYSE, only, sampled stocks. Brandt 
et al. (2008) suggest that the upward IV trend in the 1990s is due to “speculative behaviour” 
caused by retail traders in the Internet Bubble and thus the IV fell to a pre-1990 level in 2007.  
 
2.3.1.2 Flat idiosyncratic volatility trend 
Bekaert et al. (2009) presents evidence of no an upward IV trend in 23 developed stock 
markets, including the US, from 1964 to 2005. The authors report that high-level IV regimes 
mostly coincide with recessions, but this does not mean recession causes increased IV in the 
stock markets, which is consistent with Schwert (1989) and Campbell et al.’s (2001) findings. 
Bekaert et al. further argue that previous studies may start in a low IV regime and end in a 
high IV regime, thus the upward IV trend is detected. Bekaert et al. (2010) further confirm 
that there is no upward IV trend in the developed world from 1964 to 2008. Thus, the IV 
trend is sensitive to the sample period. For example, if the ending year of the sample is 
around 1997, then the upward IV trend exists. Beyond this, IV is highly correlated across 
counties and this correlation has increased over time (Bekaert et al., 2010). Nartea and Ward 
(2009) support Bekaert et al.’s (2009) findings and arguments in the Philippine stock market 
during 1992 to 2007.  
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Brandt et al. (2009) argues that the time-series behaviour of IV is actually an episodic 
phenomenon rather than a time trend in the US stock markets during 1925 to 2008. The 
authors provide evidence that the IV has fallen back to the pre-1990 level after 2003 in the 
US stock markets. Brandt et al. states that the previous findings of an upward IV trend is 
mainly due to the increased numbers of low-priced stocks dominated by retail traders in the 
1990s, which is supported by Angelidis’ (2010) research in 24 emerging stock markets. Both 
Nartea et al. (2010) and Angelidis (2010) report that there is no IV trend in the Chinese stock 
market from 1993 to 2008. Nartea et al. (2010) further report that the IV in the Chinese stock 
market is stable during the 1997 Asian financial crisis.   
 
2.3.1.3 Downward idiosyncratic volatility trend 
Hamao et al. (2003) reports that there is increased market volatility but decreased firm-level 
IV in the Japanese stock market from 1975 to 1999. The authors explain that stocks the 
Japanese market lost their individual characteristics and started to move together, making it 
more difficult for investors to distinguish the “good” firms and “bad” firms after the 1990 
market crash. Therefore, Hamao et al. concludes that the fall in firm-level volatility and 
turnover could be due to an increase in earnings homogeneity among firms and a lack of 
corporate restructuring in the Japanese stock market after the 1990 market crash.   
Brockman and Yan (2008) report a statistically significant negative IV trend in the US stock 
markets between 1926 and 1962.  The authors further report that the downward trend is a 
pervasive phenomenon during their sample period and the negative trend is robust to the 
inclusion of the Depression and World War II dummy variables, equal- and value-weightings.  
The authors argue that the increased IV trend in the post-1962 period was caused by the 
declining firm age or rising product market competition. Li et al. (2010) asserts that the 
increased level of large foreign ownership could actually reduce stock markets’ volatility in 
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31 emerging stock markets. For example, large foreign investors stabilized both Indonesia 
and Thailand stock markets during the 1997 Asian financial crisis because foreign investors 
demanded greater transparency, higher accountability of management and less risk taking; 
these stocks characteristics could cause a low return volatility in the stock markets (Li et al., 
2010). 
The trend of IV is still not clear in the literature. Currently, most studies focus on testing the 
IV trend in the US stock markets. Only a few studies focus on samples outside the US stock 
markets, for example Nartea and Ward’s (2009) and Nartea et al.’s (2010) studies. Therefore, 
future research should be encouraged to investigate the IV trend outside the US stock markets. 
There are two benefits for testing the IV trend outside the US samples.  First, such samples 
could confirm whether the IV trend is a unique characteristic of the US stock markets to 
avoid the data snooping problem. Second, to further understand the IV trend could help 
investors to better understand the benefit of portfolio diversification.  
 
2.3.2 The relationship between the idiosyncratic volatility and stock returns 
Researchers are more interested in how IV risk is related to expected stock returns. There are 
three different conclusions in the literature. For example, Malkiel and Xu (2006) and Fu 
(2009) conclude that the IV risk is positively related to the expected stock returns in the US 
stock markets. However, Ang et al. (2006 & 2009) present evidence against Malkiel and Xu 
(2006) and Fu’s (2009) findings; they show that IV is negatively related to the one-month 
ahead stock returns in the US stock markets. On the other hand, Bali et al. (2006) argue that 
there is actually no relationship between IV and expected stock returns in the US stock 
markets. More importantly, different groups of researchers give a variety of reasons why the 
IV effect exists in the global stock markets. This following section reviews the existing 
studies in the field.   
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2.3.2.1 Positive relationship between the idiosyncratic volatility and stock returns 
Malkiel and Xu (1997) present evidence of high IV portfolios generating higher returns than 
low IV portfolios from 1963 to 1994 in the US stock markets.  The authors theoretically 
explain the reasons why there should be a positive relation between IV and expected stock 
returns. The authors first state that the IV for individual stocks is strongly related to the size 
of the company and that this is why IV should be priced. Secondly, they argue that IV may 
serve as a useful risk proxy concerning the behaviour of portfolio managers. In other words, 
the portfolio managers sometimes may actively invest in some stocks with extraordinary 
specific risk to demand an extra risk premium. From this point of view, IV would be priced. 
Malkiel and Xu (2006) further explain that if one group of investors fail to hold the market 
portfolio, other groups of investors will also not be able to hold market portfolios. This 
argument is supported by Merton (1987). Therefore, IV should be priced. Malkiel and Xu 
find that IV is very important in explaining excess portfolio returns, especially for the period 
1935 to 1968 and IV has a stronger explanatory power of stock portfolio returns than any 
other factor. These results are robust after controlling for size, BM, and liquidity effect, and 
are robust in the Japanese stock market in the same period. Furthermore, the authors argue 
that the idiosyncratic risk factor is more robust than the size variables in explaining the cross-
sectional differences of asset returns over the different sample periods. Malkiel and Xu 
conclude that IV affects stock returns when not every investor is able to hold a market 
portfolio. Malkiel and Xu’s (1997, & 2006) findings are supported by Dempsey et al.’s (2001) 
findings in the Australian stock market from 1990 to 2000, Drew and Veeraraghavan (2002) 
in the Asian stock markets (i.e. Hong Kong, India, Malaysia, and Philippine) during the mid-
1990s, and Drew et al.’s (2006) in the German and UK stock markets (from1991 to 2001) .   
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Goyal and Santa-Clara (2003) present empirical evidence on the positive relationship 
between IV and value-weighted excess portfolio returns in the US stock markets over 1963 to 
2008, which is supported by Wei and Zhang (2005), Angelidis and Tessaromatis (2005), and 
Gao et al.’s (2010) findings in the same stock markets. Their findings are robust after 
controlling for the variables such as size and BM, and by industry classification. Goyal and 
Santa-Clara (2003) employ the volatility as the measurement of the IV because, they argue, 
that “idiosyncratic risk is likely to be represented by a large component of total stock risk.” 
The authors further indicate that IV has some predictive power on future stock returns. 
Similarly, Angelidis and Tessaromatis (2005) suggest that IV has a stronger predictive power 
on future returns for small stocks than for big stocks and is only significantly positively 
related to future small-large equity premiums. 
Angelidis and Tessaromatis (2006) further confirm a significant positive IV effect in the UK 
stock market over 1979 to 2003; their results are robust after controlling for the factors 
business cycle fluctuations and liquidity. Clayton et al. (2006) find that stocks’ IV is a 
stronger determinant of returns than stocks’ beta, which supports Malkiel and Xu’s (2006) 
findings in the Australian stock market from 1990 to 2004.  Clayton et al. (2006) further 
indicate that the strong positive IV effect exists predominantly for smaller firms below a 
certain level of capitalisation. Furthermore, the authors indicate that a stock’s capitalisation is 
highly negatively correlated to its IV, which is consistent with the finding of Malkiel and Xu 
(1997) in the US stock markets, but contrary to Dempsey et al.’s (2001) findings in the 
Australian stock market.   
Fu (2009) argues that the lagged IV might not be a good estimate of the expected IV. Fu 
further argues that Ang et al.’s (2006) research findings, high IV stock portfolios have lower 
return than low IV stock portfolios, are driven by monthly return reversals. In addition, Fu 
indicates that Ang et al.’s (2006) results could be due to the data frequency used to estimate 
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IV, weighting schemes used to compute the average portfolio returns, breakpoints used to 
sort stocks into quintile portfolios, and using proxies for a size, price, and liquidity, and thus 
are not robust. This is supported by Bali and Cakici (2008) findings. Fu employs an 
EGARCH model and out of sample data to estimate expected IV for each individual stock, 
which is called the conditional IV.  The author reports a statistically and economically 
positive relationship between the conditional IV and stock portfolio returns in the US stock 
markets from 1963 to 2006. Fu further reports that the 10% highest conditional IV portfolios 
outperform the 10% lowest conditional IV portfolios by around 1.75% per month during the 
sample period. Finally, the author shows evidence that Ang et al.’s (2006) findings could be 
explained by the return reversal of stocks with high IV, because stocks with high IV present 
high contemporaneous returns, which is supported by Huang et al.’s (2010) findings in the 
US stock markets  between 1963 to 2004. Thus, positive abnormal returns tend to reverse to 
negative abnormal returns in the following month. Fu’s findings are supported by Brockman 
et al.’s (2009) findings in 36 international stock markets from 1980 to 2007. Brockman et 
al.’s (2009) sample covers 44 international stock markets. Brockman et al. (2009) support 
Fu’s (2009) arguments that the conditional IV is a better measurement than the realized IV 
and explains that the conditional IV not only captures the time-series properties of the 
volatility, for example fat tails, clustering, and asymmetry, but is also less noisy than realised 
IV. On the other hand, Brockman et al. (2009) conclude that the existence of the link between 
the idiosyncratic risk and expected stock returns is because investors hold undiversified 
portfolios and that a low GDP per capital and high risk tolerance among investors leads to a 
large idiosyncratic risk premium, which partly supports Xu and Malkiel’s (2003) findings. 
Bali et al. (2009) present a positive relationship between IV and expected stock returns in the 
US stock markets between 1962 to 2005, which is supported by Ruan et al.’s (2010) findings 
in a longer sample period, 1963 to 2008. Ruan et al. (2010) employs a random portfolio 
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approach to construct an alternative aggregate idiosyncratic risk measure to reduce the noise 
in previous studies in estimating IV. Bainbridge and Galagedera (2009) use a sample of 240 
stocks to show there is a positive relationship between IV and expected stock returns in the 
Australian stock market from 1999 to 2009. The authors use both the FF three-factor model 
and Carhart four-factor model to estimate firm level IV using past 20 trading days. 
Bainbridge and Galagedera (2009) further argue that the relationship between IV and 
expected stock returns is robust to the factor model used in estimating IV. Pukthuanthong-Le 
and Visaltanachoti (2009) report a positive relationship between the conditional IV and 
expected stock returns across 36 countries from 1973 to 2007. Their results are robust after 
controlling for variables such as market beta, size and momentum. Saryal (2009) concludes 
that there is actually no IV puzzle in the US stock markets from 1963 to 2000, and thus reject 
Ang et al.’s (2006) conclusions. The author argues that the negative IV effect is caused by 
stocks that change IV groups from month t-1 to month t. Saryal reports that around 40% of 
the stocks change IV groups from one month to another. For example, approximately 49% of 
the stocks in the low IV group in month t-1 will be sorted into another IV group in month t. 
Saryal shows evidence that stocks that move from lower to higher IV quintiles which earn 
high contemporaneous positive returns, around 5.36% per month during the sample period. 
Saryal concludes that if all firms change IV quintiles in month t, the low IV stocks earn 
consistently lower returns than high IV stocks. Thus, Saryal (2009) concludes that the change 
in IV grouping drives Ang et al.’s (2006) research findings, and the changes in IV might be 
related to identifiable business events, such as mergers and acquisition activity, earnings 
announcements, CEO changes, and law suits.       
Fu and Schutte (2010) suggest a positive relationship between the conditional IV and stock 
returns from 1980 to 2007.  The authors argue that the positive IV effect is due to the effect 
of investors’ diversification; the positive relationship between IV and stock returns is 
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significantly stronger in stocks that are held by individual investors than stocks held by 
institutional investors, which is partly consistent with Angelidis and Tessaromatis (2005) and 
Brown and Ferreira’s (2007) arguments. Fu and Schutte (2010) conclude that the effect of 
institutional ownership on IV effect is independent of factors such as size, BM, short-term 
reversal, liquidity and skewness. Thus the theory predicts that investor under-diversification 
drives the positive pricing of IV risk. Huang et al. (2010) concludes that there is a positive 
relation between the conditional IV and expected returns. Their results are robust with the 
inclusion of additional firm characteristics, such as momentum, liquidity, and leverage. Cao 
and Xu (2010) contend that in the long run IV is positively related to the future stock returns 
in the US stock markets from 1963 to 2008. The authors also confirm that the short run IV is 
negatively related to stocks’ expected returns; their results are consistent with Ang et al.’s 
(2006) results. Cao and Xu argue that the negative relationship between short-run IV and 
expected stock returns could be due to the short-run market microstructure and liquidity 
effects. Nartea et al. (2011) report that there is no IV puzzle in Southeast Asian stock markets, 
such as Singapore, Malaysian, Indonesia, and Thailand, during the period from the early 
1990s to the end of 2007. Instead, there are strong positive relationships between IV and 
expected stock returns in these countries using Ang et al. (2006) method to generate IV of 
individual stocks in each of the four stock markets. Ben-David et al. (2010) reports that 
hedge funds could generate a higher return from trading high IV stocks than trading low IV 
stocks using data that covers 629 hedge funds’ trading records from 1988 to 2009. This 
implies that the high IV stocks provide a higher return than low IV stocks. The average 
quarterly abnormal return between the top and bottom quintiles IV is 4.7% during the sample 
period. In the following quarter, the spread is 1.56%, with high IV stocks outperform low IV 
stocks (Ben-David et al., 2010). Ben-David et al.’s (2010) evidence indicates that arbitrage 
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capital prefers high IV stocks over low IV stocks. Indeed, the authors further indicate that 
small and undiversified hedge funds are more likely to invest in high IV stocks.   
 
2.3.2.2 Flat relationship between the idiosyncratic volatility and stock returns 
Bali et al. (2006) finds that the value-weighted average IV cannot explain the time-series 
variation in the value-weighted excess market returns. However, the equal-weighted average 
IV could be used to predict one-month-ahead market returns for shorter sample periods, but 
not for the longer sample period.  The authors further report that there is no significant link 
between IV and future market returns for both shorter and longer sample periods after 
controlling for size, liquidity and price level, but their sample excludes the smallest, least 
liquid, and lowest-priced stocks on the NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ exchanges. Bali and Cakici 
(2008) study shows no relationship between IV and equal-weighted portfolio returns in the 
US stock markets from July 1958 to December 2004. Thus, the authors indicate that the 
weighting scheme used to compute average portfolio returns affects the relationship between 
the cross-section expected returns and IV. Bali and Cakici conclude that the empirical 
evidence indicates that the data frequency used to estimate IV, weighting scheme to compute 
average portfolio returns, breakpoints to sort stocks into quintile portfolios, and excluding the 
smallest, lowest-priced, and least-liquid stocks from the sample, play important roles in 
determining the existing relationship between IV and cross-section expected returns. Bali et 
al. (2009) further argue that the IV effect is actually due to poorly diversified and risk-averse 
investors who determine the stock prices. Rather than an IV effect, the MAX (Maximum ratio) 
plays a major role in the expected stock future returns.  
Wei and Zhang (2005) conclude that “IV does not matter” is a statement about the cross-
sectional relationship rather than the time-series relationship in the US stock markets from 
1962 to 2000. They report the non-significant negative cross-sectional relationship between 
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the lagged IV and stock returns. Nartea and Ward (2009) indicate that there is no relationship 
between the IV and expected stock portfolio returns in the Philippine stock market. Therefore, 
the authors argue that the IV effect in the Philippine stock market can be explained by the FF 
size and BM factors. Han and Lesmond (2010) report that there is no significance in the IV 
pricing ability if one controls for the variable of zero return liquidity in the US stock markets 
from 1984 to 2008. Thus the IV effect could be due to the liquidity effect, which is measured 
by the number of zero returns.  
 
2.3.2.3 Negative Relationship between the idiosyncratic volatility and stock returns 
Ang et al. (2006) report that stocks with a high IV generates low average returns in the US 
stock markets from 1963 to 2000. The authors’ results are robust after controlling for 
variables, such as size, BM, leverage, liquidity, volume, turnover, bid-ask spreads, 
coskewness, dispersion in the forecasts, and momentum, and are robust for subsample 
analysis. Ang et al. further report that the FF three-factor model cannot explain expected IV 
portfolio returns. The high IV portfolio has the smallest size and the highest BM ratio 
compared with low IV portfolios.  The authors further confirm that there is a strong negative 
relation between IV and expected stock returns in 23 international developed markets from 
1980 to 2003 with the exceptions of Finland, Greece, New Zealand, Portugal, Spain, and 
Sweden, where these markets begin in the mid-1980s. Thus, Ang et al. argue that their 
findings in the US stock markets are not due to data snooping, which is suggested by Lo and 
MacKinlay (1990). The authors provide six potential economic explanations for the “IV 
puzzle” including private information, transaction costs, analyst coverage, institutional 
ownership, delay and skewness.   
Analysing the Shanghai stock market, Drew et al. (2004 & 2005) confirm Ang et al.’s (2006) 
research findings and further argue that the four-factor multifactor mode, which includes a 
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factor HIVMLIV, can well explain the turn of years effect and the Chinese New Year effect 
in the Shanghai stock market. Guo and Savakis (2006) employ quarterly return data instead 
of the daily return data to estimate IV and find a negative IV effect in the US stock markets. 
The result indicates that the IV effect might not be due to data frequency.  The authors 
confirm that high IV firms have lower returns than low IV firms for three different time 
frames in the US for both 1963 to 2005 and 1926 to 2005, and in other G7 countries from 
1973 to 2003. The authors argue that the negative effect between IV and stock returns is 
because of the loading on discount-rate shocks. For example, Cao et al. (2008) finds that high 
IV stocks are firms with abundant growth options because managers of leveraged firms are 
motivated to select investment projects with growth options that increase the firms’ IV risk. 
Thus high IV stocks are more sensitive to discount-rate shocks than low IV firms (Guo and 
Savickas, 2007). Guo and Savickas (2007) argue that the IV premium is similar to the BM 
premium in a multifactor asset pricing model. The authors use the IV factor to instead of the 
BM factor in their asset pricing model and  show the IV factor is significantly priced with an 
average R2 of about 83%, which is actually higher than that for the BM factor.    
Chang and Dong (2006) confirm the negative relationship between IV and expected stock 
returns in the Japanese stock market from 1975 to 2002. The authors argue that the positive 
relationship of the IV effect is due to institutional herding and firm earnings. Chang and 
Dong (2006) argue that both investor behaviour and stock fundamentals could be used to 
explain the time-series pattern of market aggregate IV. Brockman and Yan (2008) also 
confirm Ang et al.’s (2006) findings in the US stock markets from 1926 to 1962. The authors 
report that the negative IV effect is robust to additional sorting on several control variables 
such as size, turnover, share price, per cent of zero returns, illiquidity measures, and lagged 
six-month returns. On the other hand, Brockman and Yan (2008) report that the average IV 
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does not have any ability to predict excess market returns during 1926 to 1962, which is 
consistent with Bali et al.’s (2005) findings.  
Jiang et al. (2009) confirm Ang et al.’s (2006) findings and also suggests that IV is inversely 
related to future earnings (measured by return-on-equity) and future earning shocks of firms 
(measured by standardized unexpected earnings). Jiang et al’s (2009) result is robust to the 
effect of size, BM, momentum, and industry effects. However, Jiang et al. argue that if 
controlled for future earnings, IV is no longer negative and significantly related to future 
stock returns. Therefore, the return-predictive information contained in IV is because of 
information of future earning shocks.  The authors believe that “selective disclosure” could 
be used to explain the high IV stocks with a low future earnings and returns, whereby the 
insider managers have better information. For example, when firms release less information, 
investors’ opinions tend to be more diverse and stock returns volatility tends to be high 
(Diamond and Verrecchia, 1991; Kim and Verrecchia, 2001). Consequently, firms with a 
high IV risk are more likely to be those withholding unfavourable news about future earnings 
(Jiang et al., 2009). Jiang et al. (2009) suggests that firms with poor disclosure quality tend to 
have high IV and low future earnings. In conclusion, Jiang et al conclude that the negative 
effect of IV and on stock returns could be due to adverse selection in corporate disclosure. 
Corporate behaviour in disclosing private information could induce an inverse relationship 
between IV with future earnings and future stock returns (Jiang et al., 2009). Nartea and 
Ward (2009) find that the equal-weighted average IV is negatively correlated with market 
returns in the Philippine stock market and argue that the negative IV effect is due to the small 
stocks effect.    
Nartea et al. (2010) investigate the time series behaviour of IV in the Chinese stock market 
and find a negative relationship between IV and expected stock returns from 1993 to 2008, 
which is consistent with Drew et al.’s (2004 & 2005) findings for the Shanghai stock market. 
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Nartea et al.’s (2010) result is robust even when controlling for variables such as size, BM, 
momentum, and short-term reversal. Koch (2010) finds that low IV stocks have a higher 
return than high IV stocks in the German stock market from 1974 to 2006; the spread 
between the low IV and high IV stocks portfolios is around 9% per annum. The results are 
robust after controlling for market beta, size, BM and momentum risk, and are also robust 
when monthly return data are used to estimate IV instead of daily return data (Koch, 2010). 
Gao et al. (2010) argue that the negative IV effect in the US stock markets is because of 
analyst dispersion from 1963 to 2007, which is supported by Celiker’s (2010) findings.  More 
importantly, Gao et al argue that the negative IV effect could be due to investors’ sentiment, 
which during high-sentiment period, high IV stocks have significantly lower returns than low 
IV stocks and the market return is also negatively correlated with the aggregate IV in the 
time-series analysis. However, in the low-sentiment period, the negative IV effect is gone. 
The key contribution of Gao et al.’s (2010) study is to identify a link between investors’ 
sentiment and IV effect.     
Tan and Henker (2010) confirm a negative relationship between the IV and expected stock 
returns in the Australian stock market from 1996 to 2002, which is supported by Grant and 
Phung’s (2010) findings from 1989 to 2008. The authors argue that the negative IV effect in 
the Australian stock market is caused by retail investors who overvalued high IV stocks in the 
previous month and, thus, high IV stocks have a low return in the following month. 
Furthermore, Tan and Henker also report that stocks dominated by a low level of individual 
investors which exhibit a positive IV risk-return relationship. The authors conclude that 
active trading by individual investors in high IV stock causes a lower return in the next month 
in the Australian stock market. Once controlled for the retail trading levels, the negative 
relationship between IV and expected stock returns disappeared (Tan and Henker, 2010). On 
the other hand, Grant and Phung (2010) explain that short-run reversal cannot fully account 
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for the negative relationship between IV and expected stock returns in the Australian stock 
market. The authors report that the momentum return is higher for stocks with high IV than 
for stocks with low IV. Thus, the authors conclude that the IV is a limit to arbitrage because 
momentum returns are most significant amongst stocks with high IV.     
In summary, the literature suggests that there should be a positive relationship between IV 
and expected stock returns (Malkiel and Xu, 2006; Brockman et al., 2009; Fu, 2009; Nartea 
et al., 2011). Most studies confirm that positive IV effect is robust even when controlling for 
factors such as size, BM, momentum, and return reversal (Huang et al. 2010; Nartea et al., 
2011). On the other hand, Bali et al. (2006) argue that there is no relationship between IV and 
expected excess market returns in the US stock markets. The authors conclude that after 
controlling for size, liquidity, and price level, the positive relationship between IV and 
expected stock returns disappears. Bali and Cakici (2008) further confirm that there is 
actually no relationship between IV and equal weighted expected stock portfolios’ returns in 
the US stock markets from 1958 to 2004.  However, Ang et al. (2006 & 2009) report that 
stocks with high IV generate low average returns in the US stock markets from 1963 to 2000. 
Ang et al. (2006) also conclude that low returns for stocks with high IV cannot be explained 
by exposure to size, BM, leverage and liquidity. Ang et al. (2006 & 2009) findings are 
supported by Guo and Savickas (2006) and Brockman and Yan’s (2008) findings in the US 
stock markets.  
The IV effect is not conclusive in the literature. Moreover, most studies focus on the US 
stock markets. Only a few studies provide out-of-US evidence, but these studies present only 
a rough result of the IV effect rather than a detailed study IV effect in specific markets. A few 
studies test the IV effect in the Hong Kong stock market, for example Drew et al. (2002), 
Ang et al. (2009), Brockman et al. (2009), and Pukthuanthong-Le and Visaltanachoti (2009).  
Most existing studies indicate that there is a positive IV effect in the HK stock market, except 
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Ang et al.’s (2009) study, wherein they report a negative IV effect in the HK stock market 
from 1980 to 2003. However, there are only 242 stocks in average in Ang et al.’s (2009) 
sample. We thus argue that Ang et al.’s (2009) sample might not include all listed stocks in 
the HK stock market.  Moreover, none of studies detailed investigate the IV effect in the HK 
stock market. All of these existing studies which test the IV effect in the HK stock market 
actually investigate the IV effect in global stock markets, thus the HK stock market is only 
one market of their samples. For example, both Brockman et al. (2009) and Pukthuanthong-
Le and Visaltanachoti’s (2009) study investigate the IV effect in 44 international stock 
markets, thus the HK stock market is only one of them. Therefore, we still do not know 
whether or not the IV effect in the HK stock market is robust by controlling by other 
variables or in different sample periods.  Finally, the existing studies which test the IV effect 
in the HK stock market might have short testing periods and employ variety method to 
estimate IV for HK stocks. For example, Drew et al. (2002) employed only five years return 
data and used an indirect way to estimate IV for HK stocks. Both Brockman et al. (2009) and 
Pukthuanthong-Le and Visaltanachoti’s (2009) employ Fu’s (2009) method to estimate 
conditional IV for HK stocks. There are no studies which employ Ang et al.’s (2006) method 
to estimate IV for HK stocks and analyze the IV effect in the HK stock market. Xu and 
Malkiel (2003) report that the indirect way of estimating IV is not as accurate as the direct 
method. Therefore, our study argues that there is a necessity to further investigate the IV 
effect in the Hong Kong stock market over a longer sample period and provide further 
evidence whether the IV effect can be explained by other asset variables such as size, BM, 
momentum, and REV.   
 
2.4 Summary 
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This chapter reviews some important literature that investigated the volatility effect in global 
stock markets. The literature documented no convincing conclusions. Table 2.1 summarizes 
some of the important researches that investigate the IV effect in global stock markets. On the 
other hand, most existing studies focus only on the US stock markets. There is a lack of 
studies that provide further evidence from other developed and emerging stock markets. .   
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Table 2.1 Summary of the idiosyncratic volatility effect reported in the literature 
Category Author(s) Sample market/ Period Method of estimating IV Main findings 
Positive 
Effect 
Malkiel  
& Xu 
(1997) 
Stocks in the S&P 
500 index/ 
1952 – 1996 
Value-weighted IV is computed 
from the difference between the 
individual stocks’ volatility and 
market index volatility; the IV is 
also estimated by the CAPM 
A strong positive relation between the value-weighted IV and equal–
weighed stock portfolio returns; IV is negatively correlated with the 
firms' size. 
Xu & Malkiel 
(2003) 
Stocks in US stock 
markets and the 
sample stocks in the 
S&P 500/ 
1951 to 2000 
Two approaches to estimate the 
IV, direct and indirect approach 
Increasing numbers of institutional investors on the market caused an 
increase in the volatility of the individual stocks; the firms with  
higher future earnings growth rate exhibit a higher idiosyncratic 
volatility, but this relation is not linear 
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Malkiel           
&             Xu 
(2006) 
Stocks in US stock 
markets and stocks 
on the Japanese 
market/ 
1935 - 2000 (US) 
and 1975 -2000 
(Japan) 
Portfolios' IV is estimated by the 
indirect method (both CAPM 
model and the FF three-factor 
model) and assigned to each 
individual stock in the portfolios. 
IV of the portfolio  increase with increase in the beta, but  decrease with  
increase in size ; IV of the portfolio increase when beta increases, but 
decrease when size increases; the idiosyncratic volatility variable is much 
stronger than the size variable; if the IV is put into a multifactor model, 
including market beta, size and IV, the model can explain the cross-sectional 
stock portfolios returns even controlling for factors, such as size, BM and 
liquidity 
Goyal & 
Santa-Clara 
(2003) 
Stocks in the CNST 
database/ 
1962.07 - 1999.12 
Both simple average and 
value-weighted volatility 
There is a positive relationship between the idiosyncratic volatility 
and the stock returns; the idiosyncratic volatility has some predictive 
power on future stock returns; when stocks are sorted by size and 
BM, or by industry classification, the significant positive relation 
between the IV and stock returns still exists. 
Fu (2009) Stocks in US stock 
markets/ 1963-2006 
EGARCH model, conditional 
IV 
A statistically and economically positive relationship between the 
conditional IV and stock portfolios’ returns; Ang et al.’s (2006) 
findings could be explained by the return reversal 
No Effect 
Bali, Cakici, 
Yan, & 
Zhang 
(2005) 
US stock markets/ 
1963-1999 and           
1963-2001 
Equal/value-weighted IV 
estimated by the CAPM 
model 
No relationship between the value-weighted IV and the value-
weighted portfolio returns; the positive relation between IV and 
market portfolio returns are due to the small stocks (NASDAQ) and 
liquidity premium 
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Bali & Cakici 
(2008) 
US stock markets/ 
1958 -2004 
Equal/value-weighted IV 
estimated by the CAPM 
model 
No relation between IV and portfolio returns; data frequency used to 
estimate IV, weighting scheme used to compute average portfolio 
returns, breakpoints utilized to sort stocks into quintile portfolios, and 
sample specification have effect on the IV effect. 
Negative 
Effect 
Ang, 
Hodrick, 
Xing, & 
Zhang 
(2006, &  
2009) 
US stock markets/ 
1963 - 2000 
IV is estimated by the FF 
three-factor model 
FF three-factor model cannot explain the expected portfolio returns 
which are formed by the IV; the portfolio with the highest level of IV 
generates the lowest level of returns 
23 developed stock 
markets/ 
1980 – 2003 
 
The relation of high IV and low expected returns also existed on 23 
developed stock markets.  The negative IV and expected return 
relations are robust to controlling for factor loading and firm 
characteristics. 
US stock markets/ 
1980 – 2003 
 
The differences between the high and low IV portfolios are large; the 
high IV portfolios provided a lower returns than low IV portfolios;  
these differences are robust in portfolios controlled for economic 
variables 
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Chapter 3 Research Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the research methodology. Section 3.2 introduces the 
background information of HK and the HK stock market. Section 3.3 describes the 
data collection process and the definitions of the control variables used in the study. 
Section 3.4 describes the computation methods for both TV and IV. This study 
employs Ang et al.’s (2006& 2009) method to compute IV for HK stocks. Finally, 
Section 3.5 introduces the grouping method and the computation of FF-3 alpha. 
 
3.2 Hong Kong Stock Market 
Hong Kong consists of the island of Hong Kong (83 sq km), Stonecutters' Island, 
Kowloon Peninsula and the New Territories on the adjoining mainland (Infoplease, 
2010). The central government of China imposed a special management policy on 
Hong Kong called “one country, two systems,” thus preserving Hong Kong's 
economic independence. Today, the population of Hong Kong is over 7 million 
(Infoplease, 2010). Hong Kong’s highly favourable geographical position and 
entrepot trading opportunities are wealth-generating assets. For example, Hong Kong 
is the seventh largest port in the world and second only to New York and Rotterdam 
in terms of container throughput. In addition to geographical position, Hong Kong is 
also an active financial centre in the world. Currently, Hong Kong is ranked third on 
the Global Financial Centres Index, behind London and New York (Infoplease, 2010). 
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The Hong Kong stock exchange began formally in the late 19th century with the first 
establishment in 1891(Wikipedia.com, 2010). After a series of complex mergers and 
acquisitions, the Hong Kong Stock Exchange remains the core of the financial market. 
The Hong Kong Stock Exchange has predominantly been the main exchange for 
Hong Kong where shares of listed companies are traded. As at July 2010, it is Asia’s 
second largest stock exchange in terms of market capitalisation behind the China 
stock exchange2. The Hong Kong Stock Exchange had 1,241 listed companies with a 
combined market capitalization of $2.7 trillion (approximately) at 31 December 2007. 
The trading day consists of two sessions. The morning session trades from 10.00 a.m. 
to 12.30p.m., and the afternoon session from 2.30p.m. to 4.00p.m. In May 2008, the 
exchange also implemented a closing auction session trading from 4:00 p.m. to 4:10 
p.m., with a similar pricing mechanism as in the opening auction (HKSE.com, 2010). 
However, this resulted in significant fluctuations in the closing prices of stocks and 
aroused suspicions of market manipulation. Table 3.1 provides the basic information 
of the Hong Kong stock market.  
There is a special group of shares, called H shares that represent firms corresponding 
to the listing of firms incorporated in mainland China on the Hong Kong stock market 
(Karrenman& Van der Knaap, 2010). Before establishment of the Shanghai and 
Shenzhen stock markets, the Chinese government allowed selected companies to list 
in Hong Kong stock market. For these firms, Hong Kong provides much needed 
                                                            
2
 By the end of July 2010, the total market capitalization of Hong Kong stock exchange was around 
USD$2,319,659.30 million (Hong Kong Stock Exchange, 2010); the total market capitalization of China stock 
market was around USD$3,321,162.07 million (CSRC.com, 2010), and the total capitalization of the Tokyo stock 
exchange was around USD$2,007,771.06 million (TSE.com, 2010),      
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access to foreign capital. These H shares are traded on the Hong Kong stock market 
and are denominated in Hong Kong dollars. However, in the terms of share ownership, 
H shares are predominantly owned by state, provincial and municipal authorities of 
China (Karrenman& Van der Knaap, 2010). These H shares comply with international 
financial reporting standards (IFRS), but their related firms (A shares) in mainland 
China, list in either the Shanghai or Shenzhen stock markets, and comply with 
domestic accounting standards. In fact, it is very difficult for domestic Chinese firms 
to list on the Hong Kong stock market because the Chinese government regards firms 
listing in Hong Kong stock market as a signal to show the quality and performance of 
the development of the Chinese economy to the world. Firms listing on the Hong 
Kong stock market are closely monitored by regulatory agencies and may voluntarily 
disclose and disseminate more information than firms listing in domestic stock 
markets in mainland China (Karrenman& Van der Knaap, 2010). Therefore, Chinese 
firms listing on the Hong Kong stock market are expected to be large, state-owned 
and relatively profitable corporations. By the end of 2008, there were 110 H shares 
listed on the Hong Kong stock market, about 10% of total listed firms. However, 
these H shares account for about 54.5% of the total market capitalization of the Hong 
Kong stock exchange (Karrenman& Van der Knaap, 2010).   
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Table 3.1 Basic information of Hong Kong stock exchange 
(2008.07-2010.07)  (USD$ Billions) 
 
Jul-10 Dec-09 Jul-09 Dec-08 Jul-08 
No of listed companies 1,181 1,145 1,108 1,087 1,071 
No. of listed securities 6,423 6,441 5,856 5,654 6,204 
Turnover value(Daily 
Average) 53,273 59,397 68,917 43,049 63,019 
Turnover volume 
(mil shares) (Daily Average) 131,255 100,788 103,456 60,521 106,278 
Market capitalization 2,313 2,278 2,028 1,1315 2,109 
Average P/E ratio 15.10 18.13 15.40 7.26 12.06 
Average yield (%) 2.53 2.33 3.03 5.38 2.89 
Source: The Hong Kong stock exchange 2010 
The investors’ structure is mixed on the Hong Kong stock market. According to 
HKEX’s latest survey (2009), local investors contribute more than 50% of the total 
turnover in Hong Kong stock market and overseas investors contribute another 40% 
of the total turnover in the market. The survey further indicates that institutional and 
retail investors each account for about 25% of the total turnover among the local 
investors (HKEX.com, 2009). However, overseas investors are mainly institutional 
investors and represent about 40% of all stocks turnover. The HKEX indicates that 
overseas institutional investors are the largest contributors to market turnover; about 
65% of the market turnover is dominated by institutional investors in the Hong Kong 
stock market.   
In the last 15 years, there have been four major stock crashes in the Hong Kong stock 
exchange. Table 3.2 presents the time, duration, causes and results of each stock 
market crash. The table indicates the longest stock market recession was more than 3 
years; the shortest was only 4 months. The most recent stock market crash was 2007 
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when the Hang Seng index was recorded at 31,958. At its lowest level, the index was 
only 10,676, i.e.it dropped over 66%. Therefore, the Hong Kong stock market 
exhibited strong volatility.   
Table 3.2 Stock market crashes in Hong Kong (1997 - 2010) 
Time Duration Cause 
Hang 
Seng 
Index at 
the 
beginning 
of crisis 
Hang 
Seng 
Index at 
the end 
of crisis 
Dropped 
points 
Percentage 
of the index 
dropped 
1997 12 months 
Asian 
Financial 
Crisis 
16365.70 6544.79 -9820.91 -60.01% 
2000 4 months Dot com bubble 18397.57 13596.63 -4800.94 -26.10% 
2003 4 months SARS 
crisis 9892.70 8331.87 -1560.83 -15.78% 
2007 
3 years past 
and 
continuing… 
Financial 
crisis of 
2007-
2010 
31958.41 10676.29 -21282.12 -66.59% 
Source: the HK stock exchange 2010 
3.3 Data Collection 
The data for this study were collected from DataStream. The sample period is from 
January1980 to December 2007. This section also describes the definition of each 
control variable used in this study. Except for the trading volume, which is available 
only from June 1986 in DataStream, the data sets of the control variables used in this 
study cover the full sample period. Therefore, the ratios (for example the turnover 
ratio, and the number of zero volume) used in this study is started from June 1986 for 
the full sample analysis.   
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3.3.1 Stock sample 
3.3.1.1The full sample 
The full sample includes all stocks listed on both the main board and Growth 
Enterprise Market (GEM market) from January 1980 to December 2007. However, 
the full sample excludes the following financial instruments that are also traded in the 
stock market: investment trusts, closed-end funds, exchange traded funds, and 
preferred shares. The sample also excludes both stocks with daily returns less than -
100% and monthly returns greater than 200%. The sample also excludes negative BM 
stocks. The purpose of this is to reduce the noise in computing the IV for each stock. 
There are 42 stocks in the sample in January 1980 and 1,108 stocks in December 2007, 
the numbers of stocks increased over 26 times in 27 years. On average, there are 430 
stocks each month in the sample. In total, there are 140,977 monthly return data and 
3,090,797 daily return data in the sample.   
 
3.3.1.2 Sample without H shares 
As previously discussed, there is a special group of listed stocks on the Hong Kong 
stock market called H shares. The H shares are the shares of companies incorporated 
in mainland China that are traded on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. Many mainland 
Chinese companies float their shares simultaneously on the Hong Kong stock market 
and one of the two mainland Chinese stock exchanges, i.e. Shanghai Stock Exchange 
and Shenzhen Stock Exchange. Huge price discrepancies between the H shares and 
the A shares counterparts of the same company are not uncommon (HKSE.com, 
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2010). Shares in mainland Chinese stock markets are generally traded at a premium to 
H shares because the Chinese government restricts mainland Chinese people from 
investing abroad and foreigners from investing in the A-share markets in mainland 
China (Wikipedia.com, 2010). 
This study therefore excludes all H shares, because the characteristics of these H 
shares are different from local firms. The H shares have appeared in the Hong Kong 
stock market since August 1993. There was no change in the number of listed stocks 
in the Hong Kong stock market before August 1993. After excluding the H shares, the 
number of stocks in the Hong Kong stock market dropped to 976 at the end of 2007. 
The average number of firms for each month in the current sample is 399 stocks, 
compared to 430 stocks in the full sample.  
 
3.3.2 Stock returns 
Both daily and monthly stock returns of the current study were computed through 
either daily or monthly return index of each individual stock. The return index (RI) 
was downloaded from DataStream. The RI shows a theoretical growth in value of a 
shareholding over a specified period, assuming that the dividends are re-invested to 
purchase additional units of an equity or unit trust at the closing price applicable on 
the ex-dividend date. The RI is constructed using an annualized dividend yield, as 
follows: 
 =  − 1 ∗
	

	
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


∗


)    (3.1) 
Where Rt = return index on day t; 
Rt-1 = return index on previous day; 
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    PIt = price index on day t; 
    PIt-1 = price index on previous day; 
    DYt = dividend yield % on day t; and 
N = number of working days in the year  
(Taken to be 260). 
The current study employs the same methodology to compute both daily and monthly 
stock returns for each individual stock. The formula is: 
Return = Ln(


)      (3.2) 
Where Returnt is the stock return on day (month) t; RIt-1is return index on day (month) 
t-1; and RIt is return index on day t. 
 
3.3.3 Risk-free rates 
There are three sets of risk free rates used in this study, i.e. daily risk free rate, weekly 
risk free rate, and monthly risk free rate. All risk free rates were downloaded from 
DataStream. This study employs the daily Hong Kong prime rate as the daily risk free 
rate because it is the earliest rate that can be found in DataStream. The prime rate is a 
term applied in many countries to a reference interest rate used by banks. The term 
originally indicated the rate of interest at which banks lent to favoured customers, i.e. 
those with high credibility, though this is no longer always the case. On average, the 
daily risk free rate is around 0.02% per day, or 6.5% per annum during the sample 
period. The weekly risk free rate is obtained through the weekly Hong Kong primary 
rate. The average weekly risk free rate is around 0.17% per week, which equals to 
8.89% annually. The monthly risk free rate in this study refers to the monthly Hong 
Kong interbank rate. The interbank interest rate is charged on short-term loans 
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between banks. The average monthly risk free rate is around 0.54% per month, which 
is 6.43% annually.    
 
3.3.4 Market return 
Market return is the value-weighted return of all individual stocks in the sample. This 
study first sums the MV of each stock. Then the MV factor of each stock is computed 
using the MV of each stock divided by the total MV of the whole market. Next, we 
use the return of each stock multiplied by the MV factor of each stock on the same 
trading day (month). Finally, the value-weighted market return is the sum of values 
obtained in the third step. This method was used to compute both daily and monthly 
value-weighted market return.  
 
3.3.5 Definition of control variables 
This section defines the financial variables used as control variables in testing the IV 
effect in this study. First, some variables have been tested by Ang et al.’s (2006) study 
in the US stock markets, for example, size, BM, momentum, and the short-term 
reversal. The current study would like to replicate Ang et al.’s (2006) study to test 
whether these variables could explain the IV effect in the HK stock market. Second, 
the current study also considers six additional control variables, which according to 
extant financial literature are related to expected stock returns. These are dividend 
yield, price-earnings (P/E) ratio, turnover ratio, AltmanZ ratio, number of zero 
volume (NZV), and number of zero returns (NZR), Fama and French (1988) find that 
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the dividend yield ratio can be used to predict the expected stock returns in the US 
stock markets over 1927 to 1986. Basu (1977 & 1983) indicates a negative 
relationship between the P/E ratios and expected stock returns in the US stock 
markets from 1957 to 1971 and 1963 to 1980. Lee and Swaminathan (2000) conclude 
that the past trading volume has an ability to predict future returns and this implies 
that the stock price does not generally equal fundamental values. The AltmanZ ratio is 
a measurement of financial distress. Altman (1968) finds that stocks with a lower 
value of the AltmanZ provides a higher return than the stock with a higher AltmanZ; 
Bekaert et al. (2007) suggest that stocks with a high number of zero returns generate 
higher future returns than stocks with a lower number of zero returns; stocks with 
high number of zero returns are less liquid stocks. Some of these variables were 
directly downloaded from DataStream while others were computed in this study.  
 
3.3.5.1 Market capitalization (MV) 
Market value in DataStream is the share price multiplied by the number of ordinary 
shares on issue. The number on issue is updated whenever new tranches of stock were 
issued or after a capital change. The market capitalization (MV) was $13.52 billion 
US dollars in January1980. The MV increased to $2,790 billion US dollars by 
December 2007. 
 
3.3.5.2 Book-to-Market ratio (BM) 
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There is no BM record in DataStream, but DataStream provides the record of market 
to book value for each stock. The market to book value is obtained by dividing the 
market value by the net book value. The calculation is as follows: 
      !"# =
$%
&'
   (3.3) 
Where NTA= Net tangible assets and 
MV =Market value. 
Therefore, this study computes BM as follows: 
    "! 	(" ) =

$&)%
    (3.4) 
The average BM ratio in January1980 was 0.409 and it increased to 0.769 by 
December 2007. The average BM for the Hong Kong stock market during the 27 
years sample period was 1.182.   
 
3.3.5.3 Momentum 
The momentum of each stock in the current study is the sum of past 11 months’ return 
of a stock with a one month lag following the definition of Jegadeesh and Titman 
(1993). For example, the momentum for Stock A in January 1981 equals the sum of 
the return of Stock A from January to November of 1980.   
 
3.3.5.4 Short term reversal (REV) 
Short term reversal is the stock return in the previous month. For example, the REV 
of Stock A in January 1981 equals the return of Stock A in December 1980.   
 
3.3.5.5 Price-earnings (PE) ratio 
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The definition of the PE ratio is the price divided by the earnings rate per share at the 
required date. This study downloaded the monthly PE ratio for each stock from the 
DataStream. The average PE ratio of the Hong Kong stock market in January 1980 
was 20.334 and it increased to 71.011 in December 2007. The average PE of the Hong 
Kong stock market was 25.47 during the 27 years sample period. 
 
3.3.5.6 Dividend yield 
The dividend yield expresses the dividend per share as a percentage of the share price. 
The underlying dividend was calculated according to the same principles as the 
dividend per share in that it is based on an anticipated annual dividend and excludes 
special or one-off dividends. The average dividend yields were 3.65% in January1980 
and 1.69% in December 2007. The average dividend yield in the Hong Kong stock 
market was 3.74% in the 27 years sample period. 
 
3.3.5.7 Liquidity ratio 
This study uses three ratios to measure the liquidity of each stock, namely the 
turnover ratio, number of zero volume, and number of zero returns.  
 
3.3.5.7.1Turnover ratio 
The turnover ratio was computed as the monthly trading volume of a stock divided by 
the total shares outstanding of the same stock in the same month. Both monthly 
trading volume and total shares outstanding of the individual share are available in 
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DataStream. Unlike other variables, the turnover ratio is available only from June 
1988. The average turnover ratios were 0.01%per month in June 1988 and 0.08% per 
month in December 2007. The average turnover ratio of 22 years was 0.08% per 
month.   
 
3.3.5.7.2 Number of zero volume 
The number of zero volume for an individual stock was computed through the daily 
trading volume of the individual stock; the daily trading volume was downloaded 
from DataStream. The monthly number of zero volume refers to the zero trading 
volumes in the past 22 trading days. Similarly, the number of zero volume starts from 
July 1988 because the trading volume data is available only from June 1988. The 
average ratios of the number of zero volume were 11.283 in July 1988 and 2.639 in 
December 2007. 
 
3.3.5.7.3 Number of zero returns 
The number of zero returns for individual stocks was computed through the daily 
return of individual stocks. Similar to the computation method for the number of zero 
volume, this counts the number of zero returns for individual stocks instead of the 
number of zero trading volume. The average number of zero returns was 0.73 in 
October 1980 and 6.22 in December 2007. 
 
3.3.5.8 AltmanZ ratio 
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The AltmanZ ratio was computed from five financial ratios as follows (Altman, 1968): 
 
  
Ratios Weights 
A EBIT/Total Assets x. 3.3 
B Net Sales/Total Assets x 0.99 
C Market Value of Equity/Total Liabilities x 0.6 
D Working Capital/Total Assets x 1.2 
E Retained Earnings/Total Assets x1.4 
These ratios are multiplied by the weights as above and the results are added together.  
The formula for AltmanZ is given below: 
Z-Score = A x 3.3 + B x 0.99 + C x 0.6 + D x 1.2 + E x 1.4 (3.5) 
All accounting information was collected from DataStream for individual stocks. The 
AltmanZ ratio is available for every individual stock from 1981. On average, only 229 
stocks per year during the sample period had a value of the Altman ratio. The 
AltmanZ ratio is a measurement of financial distress. Altman (1968) suggests that a 
lower value of the AltmanZ represents a higher risk of the financial distress. 
Therefore, stocks with a lower value of the AltmanZ should provide a higher return 
than the stocks with a higher AltmanZ. 
 
3.3.6 Summary 
Table 3.1 summarizes the number of stocks in the full sample and the information for 
each financial variable used in this study.   
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Table 3.3 Summary information of each variable for analysis of stocks on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange
Date 
Number 
of 
Stocks 
Market 
capitalization 
(Billion USD$) 
BM 
Price-
Earnings 
Ratio 
Dividend 
yield 
Turnover 
ratio 
number 
of zero 
volume 
number 
of zero 
Return 
1980.09 42 $13.52 0.409 20.334 3.65 0.01* 11.283** 0.73*** 
 
2007.12 1108 $2,790 0.769 71.011 1.69 0.08
*
 2.639** 6.22*** 
Average 430 $358.58 1.182 25.47 3.74 0.08 7.04 9.08 
 
Max N/A $3,102 2.9196 184.38 11.99 0.27 14.28 17.45 
Min N/A $8.81 0.3378 8.22 1.28 0.01 1.1290 0.26 
* Data are available from 1988.06; 
**
 Data are available from 1988.07; 
***
 Data are available from 1980.10; 
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3.4 Volatility Computation 
This section describes the methods used to estimate both total volatility (TV) and 
idiosyncratic volatility (IV) for every individual stock.    
 
3.4.1 Method to compute total volatility 
The TV of each stock is computed at the beginning of every month as the standard deviation 
of the daily data for the previous 22 trading days. For example, to estimate the TV of stock A 
in February 1981, the current study computes the σ of the daily returns of stock A in past 22 
trading days, which are the most trading days in January 1981 and few trading days in 
December 1980.The σ is a daily volatility measure that is computed monthly. 
 
3.4.2 Method to compute idiosyncratic volatility 
Following Ang et al. (2006, & 2009), the current study uses the Fama and French (1993) 
three-factor model (equation 3.6) to generate firm level IV for every stock: 
Ri,t – Rf,t = α +βMKT,i,m(Rm-Rft) +βSMB,i,mSMBt +βHML,i,mHMLt + εi,t   (3.6) 
   Where, Rit – Rft =    the excess stock returns of stock i at time t; 
    Rm-Rft =  the excess market return factor at time t; 
SMBt =    the return on the smallest one-half of firms less 
the return on the firms in the biggest half ranked 
by market capitalization; 
HMLt =   the return of the portfolio that longs the top third 
of stocks with the high BM ratios and shorts the 
bottom third of firms with the low BM ratios; 
    αi =    intercept term; 
βMKT,i,m =   the slope for the excess market return factor of 
stock i at time t; 
    βSMB,i,m =   the slope for the SMB of stock i at time t; 
    βHML,i,m =  the slope for the HML of stock i at time t; and 
    εi =  error term. 
The IV of each stock was computed at the beginning of every month as the standard deviation 
of the residuals (εi,t) from the Fama-French (1993) three-factor model (3.6) using daily data 
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for the previous t trading days, where t equals 22. The σεi is a daily volatility measure that is 
computed monthly. This study uses three factors to measure the systemic risk for a stock, i.e., 
βMKT, βSMB, and βHML. The three betas are allowed to vary through time as the model is 
estimated over rolling periods every 22 trading days. SMB and HML were estimated using an 
adaptation of Ang et al’s (2006 & 2009) method. Thus, SMB is the size factor defined as the 
excess return of small firms over big firms and HML is the value factor defined as the excess 
return of high BM firms over low BM firms. 
There are three reasons why our study employs Ang et al.’s (2006) FF three-factor model to 
estimate IV for HK stock stocks instead of Carhart’s (1997) four-factor model or Fu’s (2009) 
EGARCH model. First, we would like to compare our results with Ang et al.’s (2006, 2009) 
to further determine whether IV is also priced in an Asian stock market. Second, both 
Brockman et al. (2009) and Pukthuanthong-Le and Visaltanachoti (2009) have employed Fu's 
(2009) method in estimating IV for HK stocks.  By using Ang et al.'s (2006) method, we 
could also test the robustness of the results of these two previous studies.  Finally, Huang et 
al. (2010) argued that there is an omitted variable bias when stock returns in the previous 
month are used in EGARCH models to estimate IV.  Lundblad (2007) also comments that the 
conditional volatility has almost no explanatory power for future realized returns.  According 
to above reasons, our study employs Ang et al.’s (2006, 2009) method to estimate IV for HK 
stocks.   
 
3.5 Method of Portfolio Formation 
This section introduces the method of forming stock portfolios. This study investigates the 
research hypotheses through testing the portfolios’ returns.    
 
3.5.1 Portfolios formed by sorting on IV 
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To investigate the relationship between the IV and one-month ahead stock return, we first 
sorted stocks into three portfolios according to IV at the beginning of every month. HIV is 
the portfolio composed of the top third of all stocks with the highest IV; the MIV is the 
middle third and LIV is the lowest third. Then we determined both equal-weighted and value-
weighted portfolio raw returns for the current month. 
To further check the presence of the IV effect in the HK stock market, this study uses the FF 
three-factor model to compute the FF-3 alpha for each IV portfolio. To compute FF-3 Alpha 
for a portfolio, this study estimates the FF three-factor model on the returns of each IV 
portfolio, i.e. high-, medium-, and low-IV portfolio, over the sample period and then 
statistically compares the differences in the alpha between the high- and low-IV portfolios. 
 
3.5.2 Controlling for various effects using a double-sort procedure 
To control for various effects such as size, BM, momentum, REV, and turnover, this study 
employs the double-sorting procedure following Ang et al’s (2006) method. Stocks are first 
sorted into three portfolios according to the stocks’ characteristics in the previous month 
(control variable) at the beginning of each month. Each portfolio contains the same number 
of stocks. Then, within each stock portfolio of the control variable, the stocks are sorted again 
into three portfolios according to the stocks’ IV. Finally, nine stock portfolios are formed; 
each contains the same number of stocks. Both equal-weighted and value-weighted portfolios 
raw returns for the current month were computed. For example, by using MV (market 
capitalization) as the control variable, the stocks are first sorted into three portfolios 
according to the stocks’ MV values. Thus, the high MV portfolio (Big) contains the top third 
stocks with the highest MV value, the middle MV portfolio (Middle) was the middle third, 
and the low MV (Small) portfolio was the lowest third of all stocks with low MV. Within 
each MV portfolio, stocks are further sorted into three portfolios according to the stocks’ IV, 
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where each MV-IV portfolio contains the same number of stocks. Therefore, nine MV-IV 
portfolios are formed, namely Big-HIV, Big-MIV, Big-LIV, Middle-HIV, Middle-MIV, 
Middle-LIV, Small-HIV, Small-MIV and Small-LIV. Finally, this study employs an 
adaptation of the FF three-factor model, introduced by Ang et al. (2006, & 2009), to generate 
the alpha for each of the nine double sorted portfolios. Following this, we averaged the alpha 
spreads within each IV category resulting in three portfolios with variations in IV but similar 
levels of the control variable.  
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Chapter 4 Research Results and Discussion 
 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the research results.  Section 4.2 presents the main findings of the 
research. Five robustness tests are presented in Sections 4.3 to 4.7  
 
4.2 Main Findings 
 
4.2.1 Descriptive statistics 
Panel A of Table 4.1 reports the descriptive statistics for five volatility series, TVew, TVvw, 
IVew, IVvw and MVOL. TV is firm-level total volatility computed as the standard deviation of 
returns in the past 22 trading days. TVew and TVvw are the equal-weighted and value-weighed 
firm-level total volatility across all firms, respectively. IV is the standard deviation of 
residuals from (Equation 3.6). IVew and IVvw are the equal-weighted and value-weighed 
idiosyncratic volatility across all firms, respectively. MVOL is the monthly market volatility 
computed using daily value-weighted market returns. For example, MVOL as of the end of 
month m is the standard deviation of daily value-weighted market returns for the past 22 
trading days ending on the last trading day of month m.   
Panel A in Table 4.1 shows that TVew has a higher mean and median than TVvw, which 
implies that small firms are more volatile than big firms, consistent with results reported in 
Campbell et al. (2001) for the US stock markets. However, TVew has a lower coefficient of 
variation than TVvw, which indicates that TVvw is more variable than TVew. Compared with 
the firm-level total volatility, the IVew also has a higher mean and median than IVvw, which 
implies that smaller firms are more volatile than big firms. Idiosyncratic volatility accounts 
for a large part of the total volatility. IVew accounts for 80% of TVew, and IVvw accounts for 
62% of TVvw. This is partly consistent with the findings of Goyal and Santa-Clara (2003) 
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where 85% of the firm-level TV is due to IV. Interestingly, MVOL has the highest coefficient 
of variation, which indicates that the average MVOL is more variable than either TV or IV.   
Similarly, Panel B in Table 4.1 shows that MVOL is more highly correlated with TV than 
with IV since IV is assumed to have been diversified away in the market portfolio. 
Panel C in Table 4.1 reports the autocorrelation of the five volatility series. Serial correlation 
is fairly high in all five series; thus we test for the presence of unit roots. However, the 
augmented Dickey and Fuller’s (1979) test results in Panel D reject the presence of unit roots 
for all five series whether or not a trend is included. Hence, our analysis of the volatility 
series will be in levels instead of first differences.   
Table4.1 Descriptive Statistics of Volatility Series 
Panel A: Summary statistics  
 Mean Median StdDev CV Max Min 
TVew 0.0304 0.0285 0.0107 0.3520 0.1189 0.0148 
TVvw 0.0200 0.0176 0.0087 0.4350 0.0930 0.0102 
IVew 0.0243 0.0230 0.0073 0.3004 0.0623 0.0123 
IVvw 0.0124 0.0117 0.0035 0.2823 0.0288 0.0065 
MVOL 0.0130 0.0109 0.0082 0.6308 0.0853 0.0039 
Panel B: Correlation table 
 TVew TVvw IVew IVvw MVOL  
TVew 1.0000 0.8490 0.8636 0.7463 0.7854  
TVvw 0.8490 1.0000 0.5853 0.8037 0.9694  
IVew 0.8636 0.5853 1.0000 0.7547 0.4606  
IVvw 0.7463 0.8037 0.7547 1.0000 0.6683  
MVOL 0.7854 0.9694 0.4606 0.6683 1.0000  
Panel C: Autocorrelation structure 
 TVew TVvw IVew IVvw MVOL  
ρ1 0.624 0.542 0.811 0.763 0.430  
ρ2 0.446 0.343 0.685 0.612 0.230  
ρ3 0.344 0.272 0.602 0.516 0.205  
ρ4 0.288 0.238 0.551 0.447 0.175  
ρ6 0.197 0.117 0.508 0.361 0.043  
ρ12 0.186 0.140 0.431 0.277 0.099  
Panel D: Unit root test t-statistics 
 Constant Constant and Trend    
TVew -14.569 -14.549     
TVvw -15.435 -15.420     
IVew -5.7738 -6.8604     
IVvw -6.5357 -6.5870     
MVOL -11.2627 -11.3347     
The Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit roots are based on regressions with a constant, and regressions with a 
constant and a trend. The 1 percent critical values for the unit root test are -3.45 with a constant, and -3.99 with constant 
and a trend. 
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4.2.2 Is there a time trend in volatility? 
Figure 4.1 plots TVew, TVvw, IVew, IVvw and MVOL. Panel A shows that TVew has no trend 
from 1981 to 2007. However, in Panel B, TVvw exhibits a downward trend from July 1997 to 
April 2005. We notice that TVew, on average, increased after mid 1997, but this phenomenon 
is not present in the graph of TVvw. The average levels of TVew before and after July 1997 are 
0.0270 and 0.0370, respectively; both are statistically significant at the 1% level. Compared 
with the TVew during the same period, the average level of TVvw has not changed 
dramatically, at 0.0192 and 0.0214 respectively; both are statistically significant at the 1% 
level. The phenomenon indicates that the average TV for small stocks increased after mid 
1997, but the average TV of large stocks did not.   
Panels C and D in Figure 4.1 exhibit the time-series behaviour of IVew and IVvw. There is a 
notable upward trend of IVew from the beginning of 1988 to July 2000. Similar to TVew, the 
average IVew level increased after mid 1997. However, the behaviour of IVew is not the same 
as IVvw. There is no obvious trend in IVvw during the sample period. Our results indicate that 
the IV of small stocks increased over the sample period but the IV of large stocks remained 
largely flat. However, IVvw is high from mid 1997 to mid 2001. The average values of IVew 
before and after July 1997 are 0.0203 and 0.0307 respectively, and statistically significant at 
the 1% level. On the other hand, the values for IVvw are 0.0115 before the June 1997, 0.0175 
from July 1997 to June 2001 and revert back to the average level of 0.0116 after July 2001.   
Panel E plots the time-series behaviour of the market volatility. The market volatility does 
not exhibit any trend during the sample period but exhibits several spikes. For example, 
spikes occurred in November (0.0863) 1987, July (0.0583) 1989, November (0.0564) 1997 
and February (0.0476) 1998.   
We note several key points in the behaviour of the volatility series over the study period. First, 
the sudden increased level of idiosyncratic volatility in November and December of 1987 
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could be attributed to the effect of New York stock market crash on 19th October, 1987. The 
stock market crash began in Hong Kong and then spread to all over the world 
(Wikipedia.com, 2011). By the end of October 1987, the Hong Kong stock market fell by 
45.5%. This was the biggest market drop within a month in the history of the Hong Kong 
stock market. Second, the IV started to climb from the end of 1996 to early 1998 due to the 
effects of the 1997 Asian financial crisis. The Hang Seng Index dropped 23% between 20 
October and 23 October 1997, which increased the volatility of the market. Third, the highest 
level of idiosyncratic risk which appeared in July 2000 could be due to the burst of the High-
Tech bubble. We also notice that the IVew was twice higher than IVvw in the same period. We 
thus assume that the High-Tech bubble was mainly caused by the relatively smaller firms; 
most internet companies are small size stocks.  When the High-Tech bubble burst, only prices 
of these small size firms were impacted. The prices of the big size firms remain stable. Fourth, 
an increase in the level of IV could be due to an increase in the number of institutional 
investors in the Hong Kong stock market. Malkiel and Xu (1997, 2006) suggest that the 
herding behaviour among institutional investors leads to increased sensitivity of the stock 
prices to new information or changes in the investors’ sentiment. Nartea et al. (2010) confirm 
this suggestion in the Chinese stock market. Finally, an increase in the number of H shares in 
the Hong Kong stock market might cause a decreasing trend of IV after 2000. As discussed 
above, the high IV is caused by small stocks rather than big stocks (Angelidis and 
Tessaromatis, 2005). There were only 110 H shares listed in the Hong Kong stock market at 
the end of 2008, which accounted for about 54.5% of the total market capitalization of the 
stock exchange (Karrenman& Van der Knaap, 2010). These H shares are large capitalization 
stocks. Since more H shares are now listed in the market, the volatility of the Hong Kong 
stock market could be lower.   
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Figure 4.1 Volatility of share returns in the Hong Kong stock market 1980-2007 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
Panel D Average monthly value-weighted firm-
level idiosyncratic volatility across all firms 
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Panel C Average monthly equal-weighted firm-
level idiosyncratic volatility across all firms 
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Panel E Monthly value-weighted market volatility  
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Panel A. Average monthly equal-weighted firm-
level total volatility across all firms 
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Panel B. Average monthly value-weighted firm-
level total volatility across all firms 
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Next we explicitly estimate the deterministic time trend model for each volatility series using 
the following equation: 
VOLt = b0 + b1t + µ t                                       (4.1) 
Where VOL represents TVew, TVvw, IVew, IVvw, and MVOL, and t is time. The estimated time 
trend b1 parameter and its t-statistics are reported in Table 4.2. The standard t-test shows a 
positive trend for both IVew and IVvw in the full sample period, which is consistent with our 
previous discussions. However, MVOL shows a statistically significant decreasing trend. Our 
results are partly consistent with those of Malkiel and Xu (1997) and Campbell et al. (2001) 
for the US stock markets. They report that firm-level IV increased recently but market 
volatility remained flat. Our results indicate decreasing correlations among stocks and that 
benefits from diversification would have likely increased, on average, over the test period. In 
other words, the number of stocks needed to achieve a given level of diversification would 
have decreased over time (Malkiel and Xu, 1997; Campbell et al., 2001; Hamao et al., 2003). 
The trend parameter for TVew is also positive and statistically significant at 1%, which 
indicates that TVew increased over the test period; the TVvw exhibited a flat trend due to a 
statistically insignificant trend parameter. The results are also consistent with Campbell et 
al.’s (2001) findings in the US stock markets where firm-level aggregate volatility increased 
while market volatility was flat. Compared with an upward trend of TVew, the flat trend of 
TVvw implies that TV of large stocks was relatively stable TV compared with small stocks 
over the study period. To further investigate the trend behaviour of both TV and IV in the 
Hong Kong stock market, we conducted a robustness test wherein we tested the trend of 
volatility from March 1980 to December 2000. We found that the trend coefficients of four of 
five volatility series before 2000 were higher than those in the full sample, except the 
coefficient of equal-weighted total volatility, which is slightly lower before 2000 than in the 
full sample period. The coefficients of both the value-weighted total volatility and market 
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volatility were negative in the full sample test, but they were all positive before 2000. 
Furthermore, the coefficient of value-weighted IV is nearly five times bigger before 2000 
than for the full sample period. From Figure 4.1, our empirical results indicate that both TV 
and IV in the Hong Kong stock market actually decreased after 2000. The statistically 
significant positive trend in IV over the sample period is due to the behaviour of IV before 
2000. It is interesting to note that the reduction in both total volatility and idiosyncratic 
volatility after year 2000 happened after the introduction of the Tracker Fund of Hong Kong 
in November 1999. The Tracker Fund was created precisely to reduce market volatility and 
the potential impact of future financial crises in the Hong Kong stock market (HKSE.com, 
2007). 
Bunzel and Vogelsang (2005) indicate that the use of the standard t-test often rejects the null 
hypotheses of no trend when the errors in the trend regression are persistent. Thus, Bunzel 
and Vogelsang (2005) develop the t-dan test, which has better power than the standard t-test 
but retains its good size properties. The corresponding t-dan test statistics are also reported in 
Table 4.2.3 We found that the results are qualitatively the same as what we have reported 
previously. Although the positive trend of IVvw is statistically insignificant for the full period 
under the t-dan test, the rest of the trend parameters remain significant for both the full 
sample and sub-period analysis4.Therefore the equal-weighted average IV (IVew) and equal-
weighted average TV (TVew) both trended upwards over the study period while market 
volatility (MVOL) appears to have trended downwards. This implies that the average firm 
level correlations have decreased over the study period leading to increased benefits from 
diversification. 
 
 
                                                            
3
 We thank Mr. Bert D. Ward for the algorithm computing the t-dan test statistic. 
4To eliminate the impact of the stock market crash in 1987, we also conducted a similar trend test for the period 1990 to 2007. 
The results are qualitatively the same as those reported above. We do not report these results but they are available from the 
author upon request. 
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Table4.2 Time trend of volatility series in the Hong Kong stock market 
 1980:03-2007-12 1980:03-2000:12 1990:01-2007:12 
 Linear 
Trend 
(x10 -5) 
t-stat t-dan 
Linear 
Trend 
(x10 -5) 
t-stat t-dan 
Linear 
Trend 
(x 10 -5) 
t-stat t-dan 
TVew 2.58 4.24 3.48 2.38 2.23 1.75 7.26 8.10 5.56 
TVvw -0.53 -1.04 -0.90 1.41 1.64 1.46 0.40 0.49 0.32 
IVew 3.98 10.86 7.23 4.06 6.44 3.65 7.16 10.80 8.63 
IVvw 0.39 1.92 1.36 1.63 5.01 3.54 0.47 1.14 0.90 
MVOL -0.97 -2.03 -1.88 0.52 0.63 0.59 -0.02 -0.28 -0.25 
 *The 5% critical value for t-dan is 1.726.  
 
4.2.3 Can TV, IV, and MVOL predict market returns? 
Except for Goyal and Santa-Clara (2003), most existing empirical evidences indicate that TV, 
IV, or MVOL cannot be used to predict one-month ahead market returns. Goyal and Santa-
Clara (2003) state that there is a positive relationship between average stock IV and market 
return in the US stock markets for the period 1962 to 2000, which is supported by Gao et al. 
(2010) finding. However, Wei and Zhang (2006) argue that the positive relationship between 
IV and market return presented by Goyal and Santa-Clara (2003) is mainly driven by the data 
after the 1990s. Bali et al. (2006) further report that Goyal and Santa-Clara’s (2003) finding 
is due to small stocks and also partly due to the liquidity premium. Brockman and Yan (2006) 
suggest that neither IV nor TV can predict one-month ahead market excess returns in the US 
stock markets from 1926 to 1962. Similarly, both Nartea and Ward (2009) and Nartea et al. 
(2010) suggest that IV cannot predict one-month ahead market returns in the Philippine and 
Chinese stock markets, respectively, whereas Angelidis (2010) reports the absence of a 
relationship between value-weighted IV and excess market returns in 23 emerging stock 
markets.   
In this section, we investigate the existence of a time series relation between both firm-level 
aggregate volatility and idiosyncratic volatility on one hand and market returns on the other 
as well as between aggregate market volatility and market returns.  We estimate the simple 
model: 
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MKTRt+1 = α + βvolVOLt + εt                         (4.2) 
Where MKTRt+1 is the value-weighted excess market returns and VOL represents TVew, 
TVvw, IVew, IVvw, and MVOL.  
Table 4.3 shows none of our measures of volatility can predict one-month ahead value-
weighted excess market returns for the Hong Kong stock market because all five models have 
an R2 less than one percent. Moreover, none of the five beta coefficients is statistically 
significant at any level. Our results broadly support most previous empirical findings that 
neither firm-level TV nor IV can be used to predict one-month ahead excess market returns. 
Table4.3 Predicting one-month ahead excess market returns on the Hong Kong share 
market 
 MKTRt+1  = α + βvolVOLt 
α TVew TVvw IVew IVvw MVOL R2 BG-LM ARCH 
-0.0032 
(-0.3157) 
0.2767 
(0.6116) 
    0.0092 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.0020 
(-0.8154) 
 0.5617 
(1.0093) 
   0.0087 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.0011 
(-0.0671) 
  0.0448 
(0.0678) 
  0.0097 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.0004 
(-0.0227) 
   0.0297 
(0.0217) 
 0.0094 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.0046 
(-0.4610) 
    0.3496 
(0.5240) 
0.0082 0.0000 0.0000 
Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics. 
VOL is volatility represented by equal-weighted IV (IVew), value-weighted IV (IVvw) or market volatility (MVOL) 
ARCH, Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity test p value 
B-G LM, Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM test p value 
Reported regression coefficients are re-estimated coefficients using M-L-ARCH for cases with significant serial correlation 
and/or Heteroscedasticity, otherwise OLS estimates. 
 
4.2.4 Is there a relationship between volatility and cross-sectional stock returns? 
We investigate the relationship between total volatility (TV) and cross-sectional stock returns. 
Table 4.4 shows the average monthly raw returns of stock portfolios sorted according to TV. 
The result shows the average abnormal returns or FF-3alpha. Panel A in Table 4.4 reports the 
equal-weighted average raw returns and FF-3 alphas and panel B reports the corresponding 
value-weighted returns. Table 4.4 also presents the average size and book to market (BM) 
ratio of the three-TV sorted portfolios. The results show that high TV portfolios have higher 
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raw returns than low TV portfolios irrespective of whether the raw returns are equal- or 
value-weighted, which are statistically significant at 5% and 1%, respectively. More 
importantly, the positive relationship between TV and raw returns is confirmed by a 
monotonic decrease in FF-3 alpha from high to low TV portfolios. Panel A also shows a 
statistically significant positive equal-weighted alpha spread of 4.09% per month between the 
high and low TV portfolios whereas Panel B shows a value-weighted spread of 4.29%. The 
positive relationship between the high and low TV portfolios is consistent with classic 
finance theory, whereby under-diversified high risk portfolios are expected to generate higher 
returns than low risk portfolios. Our finding supports Goyal and Santa-Clara’s (2003) results 
in the US stock markets from 1962 to 1999 where they report a significant positive 
relationship between the total risks and expected stock returns. Our finding also supports 
Lundblad’s (2007) results in the UK and US stock markets. Lundblad (2007) finds a positive 
and statistically significant risk and return trade-off during the period 1836 to 2003. However, 
our results contradict Blitz and Vliet (2007) who report that low volatility stocks globally 
outperform high volatility stocks by 5.9% annually from 1985 to 2007. We argue that Blitz 
and Vliet’s sample has a possible bias because their sample contains only big stocks making 
up of the FTSE World Developed Index. 
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Table4.4 Returns from Hong Kong shares portfolios sorted by total volatility 
 Raw Return Sizea B/M FF-3 Alpha 
 Mean Std. Dev   Mean Std. Error 
Panel A: Equal-Weighted 
High TV 0.0177 
(2.1451) 0.1497 
1245.24 
(17.831) 
1.2925 
(49.5901) 
0.0327 
(7.9686) 0.0041 
Medium TV -0.0032 
(-0.5921) 0.0977 
4119.88 
(21.214) 
1.2364 
(47.9562) 
-0.0097 
(-3.9856) 0.0024 
Low TV -0.0040 
(-1.3056) 0.0551 
7982.00 
(21.938) 
1.1448 
(46.6640) 
-0.0123 
(-8.1599) 0.0015 
High- Low 0.0217 
(2.4639)  
-6166.4 
(-4.5704) 
0.1477 
(4.1252) 
0.0450 
(10.307) 0.0044 
Panel B: Value- Weighted 
High TV 0.0507 
(5.9804) 0.1536 
1245.24 
(17.831) 
1.2925 
(49.5901) 
0.0437 
(8.5901) 0.0051 
Medium TV 0.0209 
(3.6104) 0.1046 
4119.88 
(21.214) 
1.2364 
(47.9562) 
0.0036 
(2.1075) 0.0017 
Low TV 0.0102 
(2.6186) 0.0702 
7982.00 
(21.938) 
1.1448 
(46.6640) 
0.0437 
(8.5901) 0.0014 
High- Low 0.4058 
(4.3513)  
-6166.4 
(-4.5704) 
0.1477 
(4.1252) 
0.0500 
(9.4542) 0.0053 
a
 Market capitalisation in million HK Dollar. 
Numbers in parenthesis are t-statistics. 
We now turn our attention to the relationship between IV and cross-sectional stock returns. 
Table 4.5 shows that high IV portfolios have higher raw returns than low IV portfolios 
irrespective of whether the raw returns are equal- or value-weighted. Similarly, the positive 
relationship between IV and raw returns is confirmed by a monotonic decrease in FF-3 alpha 
from high to low IV portfolios. Panel A in Table 4.5 shows a statistically significant positive 
equal-weighted alpha spread of 4.91% per month between the high and low IV portfolios. 
Panel B confirms the positive relationship between the high and low IV portfolios, with a 
highly statistically significant spread of 5.99%. The positive IV effect in our sample 
corroborates the findings of Brockman et al. (2009), Drew and Veeraraghavan (2002) and 
Pukthuanthong-Le and Visaltanachoti (2009) for the Hong Kong stock market and Nartea et 
al. (2011) for ASEAN emerging stock markets but contradicts the puzzling negative IV effect 
documented by Ang et al. (2006, 2009) in the US and 22 other developed markets including 
Hong Kong. Brockman et al. (2009) report an alpha spread of 2.36% per month for value-
weighted portfolios and 2.99% per month for equal-weighted portfolios in the Hong Kong 
stock market from early 1980 to 2007. The difference in the size of our alpha spreads could 
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be due mainly to the different way we measured IV. We follow Ang et al. (2006) method in 
computing IV but Brockman et al. (2009) employ conditional IV to sort stocks into portfolios. 
Our findings of a positive IV effect are also consistent with those reported by Drew and 
Veeraraghavan (2002) and Pukthuanthong-Le and Visaltanachoti’s (2009) studies though 
these studies used a different methodology to determine the IV, confirming the robustness of 
the positive IV effect that we document in this study. Drew and Veeraraghavan (2002) 
include a total of 870 Hong Kong stocks in their sample from 1995 to 1999, but the IV in 
their study is measured as the difference between the variance of returns for each stock and 
the variance of the index. Pukthuanthong-Le and Visaltanachoti (2009) further employ the 
EGARCH model to estimate the realized IV and tested the IV effect in the Hong Kong stock 
market over the period 1973 to 2007. By the end of 2007, there were 971 stocks in 
Pukthuanthong-Le and Visaltanachoti’s (2009) sample; we thus believe that Pukthuanthong-
Le and Visaltanachoti’s (2009) sample included only stocks on the main board and excluded 
stocks in the GEM market. However, our results contradict Ang et al. (2009) who report a 
negative IV effect in Hong Kong. We argue that Ang et al.’s (2009) findings are biased by 
the small number of stocks in their sample over the period 1980 to 2003, because their 
sample consisted only 242 stocks per month, on average, which is about half of the our study. 
Most studies indicate that the IV premium in the US stock market is around 1% per month 
over the period from the early 1960s to the beginning of 2000 (Goyal& Santa-Clara, 2003; 
Ang et al., 2006 & 2009; Fu, 2009). However, our results indicate that the premium between 
high- and low-IV portfolios is about 5% per month in the Hong Kong stock market. The 
difference in the magnitude of the IV premium between the Hong Kong and US stock 
markets could be due to the level of market efficiency, price informativeness and the degree 
of investor under-diversification. The sample period could be another factor causing the high 
risk premium in our study. For example, Brockman et al. (2009), who use a study period 
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similar to our study, report return premiums of over 3% between high- and low-IV portfolios 
in the US stock markets. 
In summary, our results document a strong positive total and idiosyncratic volatility effects in 
the Hong Kong stock market. Similar to Blitz and Vliet (2007), we suggest limits to arbitrage 
and behavioural biases among institutional and private investors as possible reasons for the 
total volatility effect. First, Blitz and Vliet (2007) argue that investors may be unable or 
unwilling to apply leverage in the amounts needed to take advantage of the arbitrage 
opportunity presented by the total volatility effect similar to the argument by Black (1972) 
that the good performance of low-beta stocks was due to borrowing restrictions. Secondly, a 
preference among money managers and retail investors for low volatility stocks could push 
up the prices of these stocks leading to subsequent underperformance. The idiosyncratic 
volatility effect on the other hand, has two possible explanations. One assumes that investors 
in the Hong Kong stock market are relatively under-diversified and therefore demand 
compensation for bearing idiosyncratic risk. The other is a behavioural explanation where 
investors in the Hong Kong stock market dislike volatility and are therefore willing to pay 
more (less) for low (high) volatility stocks with the consequent correction in price leading to 
the positive IV effect. We also suggest that investors are better off executing an IV rather 
than a TV strategy given that the equal- (value) weighted IV strategy outperforms the 
corresponding TV strategy by 0.41% (0.99%) per month. 
Since we confirm that the IV return premium is higher than TV premium, the rest of the 
discussion will focus only on the IV effect.  
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Table4.5 Returns of portfolios from the Hong Kong share market sorted by 
idiosyncratic volatility 
 Raw Return Sizea B/M FF-3 Alpha 
 Mean Std. Dev   Mean Std. Error 
Panel A: Equal-Weighted 
High IV 0.0205 
(2.6129) 0.1422 
829.96 
(27.8689) 
1.3748 
(41.8030) 
0.0351 
(8.6646) 0.0040 
Medium IV -0.0042 
(-0.7980) 0.0957 
2338.01 
(25.6838) 
1.2417 
(45.5254) 
-0.0105 
(-4.2037) 0.0025 
Low IV -0.0042 
(-1.1666) 0.0650 
10192.12 
(24.7145) 
1.1925 
(48.1180) 
-0.0140 
(-8.1748) 0.0017 
High- Low 0.0247 
(2.8614) 0.1023 
-9362.16 
(-22.643) 
0.1823 
(4.4263) 
0.0491 
(11.297) 0.0043 
Panel B: Value- Weighted 
High IV 0.0545 
(6.6882) 0.1476 
829.96 
(27.8689) 
1.3748 
(41.8030) 
0.0536 
(10.594)  0.0051 
Medium IV 0.0211 
(3.7068) 0.1030 
2338.01 
(25.6838) 
1.2417 
(45.5254) 
0.0035 
(1.6572) 0.0021 
Low IV 0.0116 
(2.5242) 0.0831 
10192.12 
(24.7145) 
1.1925 
(48.1180) 
-0.0063 
(-6.7974) 0.0009 
High- Low 0.0429 
(4.5888) 0.1042 
-9362.16 
(-22.643) 
0.1823 
(4.4263) 
0.0599 
(11.566) 0.0052 
a
 Market capitalisation in million HK Dollar. 
Numbers in parenthesis are t-statistics. 
 
 
4.2.5 Controlling for cross-sectional effects 
In this section, we control for four cross-sectional effects: size, value, momentum and short-
term reversal (REV), in search of a possible explanation for the positive relationship between 
IV and alpha and report the results in Table 4.65. Similar to Ang et al. (2006, 2009), we focus 
on alpha to control for the standard set of systematic factors. Panel A shows the results when 
we double-sort on size and IV. The evidence in Panel A in Table 4.6 indicates that all alpha 
spreads are positive and statistically significant for both equal- and value-weighted portfolios. 
The alpha spreads of medium-size portfolios are higher than the other two size portfolios for 
both equal- and value-weighted portfolios, which indicate that the IV effect is strongest for 
the medium-size portfolios. More importantly, averaging the alpha spreads within each 
idiosyncratic volatility category results in three portfolios with variation in IV but similar to 
                                                            
5We also controlled for three additional cross-sectional effects, BM(no lag), 11-month past returns, and past month returns 
with one-month lag in search of a possible explanation for the positive relationship between IV and alpha. The results are 
qualitatively similar to those reported in Table 4.6. To save space, we do not report these results but they are available from 
the author upon request.  
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the levels of the control variable, we find positive and highly significant equal- (value-) 
weighted alpha spread of 5.34% (5.35%) per month. Therefore the size effect is not driving 
the positive relationship between IV and alpha.   
Panel B in Table 4.6 shows the results when we control for value (book-to-market). The 
alpha spreads are positive and highly significant for all equal- and value-weighted portfolios. 
Alpha spreads decrease from HBM to LBM portfolios for both equal- and value-weighted 
portfolios, 4.67% to 3.16% per month for equal-weighted portfolios and from 6% to 4.29% 
per month for value-weighted portfolios. More importantly, both average equal- and value-
weighted alpha spreads are positive and highly significant at 3.99% and 5.18% per month, 
respectively. The results suggest that the BM effect is also not the cause of the relationship 
between IV and FF-3 alpha.   
Panel C in Table 4.6 reports the results for portfolios double-sorted on momentum and IV. 
Similarly, the alpha spreads are positive and highly significant for all equal- and value-
weighted portfolios. We find that the IV effect is stronger for loser portfolios than for the 
winner and medium portfolios. More importantly, both average equal- and value-weighted 
alpha spreads are positive and highly significant at 4.93% per month and 5.12% per month, 
respectively. The evidence suggests that momentum is not the cause of the relationship 
between the IV and risk-adjusted returns.   
Panel D in Table 4.6 reports the results when we control for short-term reversal (REV). 
Surprisingly, alpha spreads of the loser portfolios (LSR) for both equal- and value-weighted 
portfolios were negative and highly statistically significant, which suggests a negative instead 
of a positive IV effect for loser stocks. This suggests that investors in the Hong Kong stock 
market prefer loser stocks with high IV probably hoping for a strong reversal from these 
stocks. The alpha spreads of mid-portfolios for both equal- and value-weighted portfolios are 
positive but statistically insignificant. Only the results of alpha spreads for winner portfolios 
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are consistent with our previous findings of a positive relationship between IV and returns. 
Our results are consistent with Nartea et al. (2011) who also report for Asian stock markets 
that the positive IV effect disappears in the loser portfolios and instead turns to a negative IV. 
More importantly, both average equal- and value-weighted alphas spreads are still positive 
and highly significant at 2.17% per month and 2.54% per month, respectively. These results 
suggest that REV is not the cause of the relationship between the IV and risk-adjusted returns.  
Our results suggest that the positive IV effect in the Hong Kong stock market cannot be 
explained by size, BM, momentum and REV.   
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Table4.6 Alpha double sorted portfolios from the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 
 Panel A. Double sort on size (market capitalisation) and IV 
 Equal-weighted  Value -weighted 
 LIV MIV HIV HIV-LIV  LIV MIV HIV HIV-LIV 
BIG  -0.0146 
(-7.9197) 
-0.0112 
(-5.2996) 
0.0293 
(7.3735) 
0.0439 
(10.008)  
-0.0058 
(-5.3075) 
-0.0034 
(-1.9338) 
0.0311 
(7.8635) 
0.0369 
(8.8948) 
MED -0.0161 
(-7.5221) 
-0.0108 
(-3.6096) 
0.0517 
(9.9170) 
0.0678 
(12.090)  
-0.0157 
(-7.8415) 
-0.0100 
(-3.2416) 
0.0513 
(9.3486) 
0.0670 
(11.448) 
SMA -0.0175 
(-6.6459) 
-0.0147 
(-4.8323) 
0.0309 
(6.6244) 
0.0484 
(9.0110)  
-0.0171 
(-6.7660) 
-0.0133 
(-4.2801) 
0.0396 
(8.2443) 
0.0567 
(10.477) 
AVE -0.0161 
(-12.697) 
-0.0122 
(-7.7526) 
0.0373 
(13.867) 
0.0534 
(17.951)  
-0.0129 
(-11.402) 
-0.0089 
(-5.6339) 
0.0407 
(14.656) 
0.0535 
(17.872) 
  
 Panel B. Double sort on value (book-to-market) and IV 
HBM  -0.0146 
(-7.5833) 
-0.0105 
(-3.5454) 
0.0321 
(6.9125) 
0.0467 
(9.2119)  
-0.0113 
(-5.1380) 
-0.0035 
(-1.1029) 
0.0487 
(7.2364) 
0.0600 
(8.5083) 
MBM -0.0136 
(-5.9021) 
-0.0087 
(-2.7609) 
0.0277 
(5.6970) 
0.0413 
(7.6299)  
-0.0130 
(-5.6806) 
-0.0012 
(-0.3657) 
0.0395 
(7.1173) 
0.0525 
(8.8064) 
LBM -0.0101 
(-4.6494) 
-0.0050 
(-1.8425) 
0.0215 
(4.4475) 
0.0316 
(5.9847)  
-0.0039 
(-2.2292) 
0.0056 
(2.0670) 
0.0390 
(7.7474) 
0.0429 
(8.0728) 
AVE -0.0128 
(-10.333) 
-0.0081 
(-4.6984) 
0.0271 
(9.7775) 
0.0399 
(13.137)  
-0.0094 
(-7.7123) 
0.0003 
(0.1688) 
0.0424 
(12.711) 
0.0518 
(14.586) 
          
 Panel C. Double sort on momentum and IV 
WNR  -0.0150 
(-5.9104) 
-0.0092 
(-2.9049) 
0.0356 
(7.0148) 
0.0506 
(8.9088)  
0.0204 
(7.1441) 
0.0050 
(1.5675) 
0.0504 
(7.6655) 
0.0300 
(4.1615) 
MID -0.0144 
(-6.8071) 
-0.0093 
(-3.8109) 
0.0281 
(6.2796) 
0.0425 
(8.5584)  
-0.0090 
(-4.3142) 
0.0006 
(0.2449) 
0.0369 
(7.3192) 
0.0459 
(8.4638) 
LSR -0.0170 
(-7.4012) 
-0.0143 
(-3.9577) 
0.0378 
(6.6724) 
0.0548 
(8.9156)  
-0.0139 
(-4.5679) 
-0.0022 
(-0.4923) 
0.0638 
(8.5503) 
0.0777 
(9.6190) 
AVE -0.0155 
(-11.618) 
-0.0109 
(-6.0950) 
0.0338 
(11.438) 
0.0493 
(15.198)  
-0.0008 
(-0.5352) 
0.0011 
(0.5639) 
0.0504 
(13.525) 
0.0512 
(12.685) 
  
 Panel D. Double sort on REV and IV 
WNR  0.0774 
(26.709) 
0.1131 
(30.413) 
0.2078 
(33.441) 
0.1304 
(19.051)  
0.0748 
(27.390) 
0.1146 
(28.862) 
0.2114 
(26.685) 
0.1366 
(16.362) 
MID -0.0077 
(-3.8295) 
-0.0063 
(-3.0213) 
-0.0053 
(-2.4726) 
0.0024 
(0.8276)  
-0.0070 
(-3.9922) 
-0.0051 
(-2.444*) 
-0.0045 
(-2.103*) 
0.0025 
(0.9039) 
LSR -0.0877 
(-24.966) 
-0.1074 
(-31.479) 
-0.1553 
(-34.588) 
-0.0676 
(-11.858)  
-0.0788 
(-24.439) 
-0.1026 
(-28.242) 
-0.1418 
(-31.682) 
-0.0630 
(-11.409) 
AVE -0.0060 
(-3.6247) 
-0.0002 
(-0.1622) 
0.0157 
(5.9419) 
0.0217 
(6.9598)  
-0.0037 
(-2.4142) 
0.0023 
(1.7338) 
0.0217 
(6.9766) 
0.0254 
(7.3282) 
At the end of each month over the test period, stocks were double-sorted 3x3, first by the control factor (size, value, 
momentum, and REV) into three portfolios and then within each portfolio we sort stocks again by idiosyncratic volatility 
measured with respect to the Fama-French three factor model (FF-3) (1). The alpha of each value- and equal-weighted 
portfolio is presented with t-statistics in parentheses. Alpha refers to the FF-3model (1) alpha (α coefficient) using the full 
sample of monthly value- or equal-weighted returns for each portfolio. To control for a particular factor, we averaged the 
alpha within each idiosyncratic volatility category with three portfolios with dispersion in idiosyncratic volatility but contain 
all values of the factor being controlled. Size is the firm’s market capitalisation at the end of month t; value is the book-to-
market ratio six months prior, i.e. at the end of t-6; momentum at time t is the stock’s 11-month past return lagged one month; 
REV is stock’s past month return. LIV, MIV , HIV  refer to low, medium, and high idiosyncratic volatility portfolio, 
respectively; BIG, big size; MED, medium size; SMA, small size; HBM, MBM , LBM  refer to high, medium, low book-to-
market, respectively; WNR, winner; MID, middle; LSR, loser. 
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4.2.6 Is idiosyncratic volatility priced? 
In this section, we test the robustness and significance of the positive IV effect in the Hong 
Kong stock market. We estimate a four-factor model using the Fama-French three factors, 
namely MKT, SMB, and HML, in addition to a fourth factor related to IV. Following Drew et 
al.’s (2004) method, we refer this additional factor as HIVMLIV, which in the spirit of the FF 
three-factor model’s mimicking portfolios, is the return of high IV minus the low IV portfolio. 
Therefore, HIVMLIV is the return of a zero-investment factor mimicking portfolio for IV. We 
estimate equation (4.3) for each of the double-sorted equal-weighted size-IV portfolios as 
follows:  
Rt= α + βMKT MKTt + βSMBSMBt + βHML HMLt + βHIVMLIVHIVMLIVt + εt       (4.3) 
If IV is a significant factor in determining asset returns, βHIVMLIV should be significantly 
different from zero. Moreover, since the mean HIVMLIV is positive (2.47% per month), 
βHIVMLIV should increase monotonically from low to high IV to confirm the positive 
relationship between IV and returns presented in the previous section.   
Table 4.7 reports the regression estimates and shows that βHIVMLIV increases monotonically 
from low to high IV portfolios for all size categories. For instance, βHIVMLIV in Panel A 
increases from -0.1001 to 0.6918 among the big size portfolios, which is consistent with the 
positive relationship between IV and returns documented in Section 4.4. In addition, all nine 
HIVMLIV coefficients are statistically significant at conventional levels.6 
Overall, the evidence suggests that IV is priced in the Hong Kong stock market with high IV 
portfolios being compensated by high returns.7 
                                                            
6We also estimate equation (4.3) for other equal-weighted double sorted portfolios, i.e. Value-IV, momentum-IV, and REV-IV.  
The results show that 24 out of 27βHIVMLIV estimates are statistically significant at conventional levels. We do not report the 
results here, but they are available from the author upon request. 
7
 We also estimated the four-factor model for value-weighted double sorted portfolios, i.e. size-IV, Value-IV, momentum-IV, 
and REV-IV. The results show that 29 out of 36 βHIVMLIV are statistically significant at any level, 2 out of 36 βHIVMLIV are 
statistically significant at 5% level, and 5 out of 36 βHIVMLIV are statistically insignificant. We further conduct a four–factor 
model test for additional three cross-sectional categories, BM, 11-month past return, and past month return with one-month 
lag in search whether IV is priced in the Hong Kong stock market. The results are also qualitatively the same as those 
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Table4.7 Four-factor model for equal-weighted size-IV sorted portfolios 
from the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 
 Rt  = α + βMKTMKTt + βSMBSMBt + βHML,HMLt + βHIVMLIVHIVMLIVt + ε,t 
Panel A: Big size portfolios 
 Coefficient  Probability 
 BIG/HIV BIG/MIV BIG/LIV  BIG/HIV BIG/MIV BIG/LIV 
α -0.0048 -0.0143 -0.0094  0.1084 0.0000 0.0001 
βMKT 0.8093 0.9496 0.9111  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βSMB -0.6317 -0.0131 0.1326  0.0000 0.8195 0.0010 
βHML 0.0948 0.0711 0.0792  0.0415 0.0623 0.0040 
βHIVMLIV 0.6918 0.0572 -0.1001  0.0000 0.0295 0.0000 
Adj-R2 0.9101 0.8872 0.8868     
BG-LM     0.1782 0.0000 0.0771 
ARCH     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Panel B: Medium size portfolios 
 MED/HIV MED/MIV MED/LIV  MED/HIV MED/MIV MED/LIV 
α 0.0067 -0.0185 -0.0100  0.0384 0.0000 0.0000 
βMKT 0.7381 0.9245 0.6564  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βSMB 0.2406 0.4283 0.5138  0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 
βHML 0.2489 0.1574 0.0841  0.0000 0.0033 0.0014 
βHIVMLIV 0.9574 0.1587 -0.0764  0.0000 0.0000 0.0007 
Adj-R2 0.9095 0.8193 0.7591     
BG-LM     0.2762 0.0007 0.2849 
ARCH     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Panel C: Small size portfolios 
 SMA/HIV SMA/MIV SMAL/LIV  SMA/HIV SMA/MIV SMA/LIV 
α -0.0098 -0.0206 -0.0080  0.0001 0.0000 0.0069 
βMKT 0.7423 0.9783 0.7021  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βSMB 1.2043 0.9810 0.9846  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βHML 0.0374 0.1150 0.1566  0.2726 0.0375 0.0007 
βHIVMLIV 0.9182 0.1203 -0.1941  0.0000 0.0016 0.0000 
Adj-R2 0.9366 0.8300 0.6975     
BG-LM     0.0021 0.0129 0.4661 
ARCH     0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 
Portfolios are first sorted by size (market capitalisation) and then sorted by idiosyncratic volatility (IV). Size categories are 
big (BIG), medium (MED) and small (SMA). IV categories are high (HIV), medium (MIV) and low (LIV). 
Rt, portfolio return; MKT, excess market return; SMB, return of small minus big size portfolio; HML, return of high minus 
low BM portfolio; HIVMLIV, return of high IV minus low IV portfolio. 
B-G LM, Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM test p value 
ARCH, Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity test p value 
Reported regression coefficients are re-estimated coefficients using M-L-ARCH for cases with significant serial correlation 
and/or Heteroscedasticity. 
 
 
4.2.7 Market, size, BM and idiosyncratic volatility premiums 
In this section, we quantify the average premiums associated with the four factors related to 
market, size, BM and IV. Following Drew et al. (2004), we multiply the average excess 
returns of the market portfolio (MKT) and the returns of mimic portfolio for size, BM, and IV, 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
reported above. To save space, we do not report results here, but results are available from the author upon request. 
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which are reported in Table 4.8 with their respective beta coefficients reported in Table 4.7. 
Table 4.8 reports an average monthly excess market return of 1.10% over the study period. 
The mimic portfolio for size, BM and IV earned average monthly returns of -2.27%, 1.50%, 
and 2.47%, respectively. Surprisingly, the result shows a negative size premium in the Hong 
Kong stock market during the study period, which indicates that big size stocks outperformed 
small size stocks during the period.   
Table4.8 Descriptive statistics of the returns of the market factor and mimic portfolios 
from the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 
 Monthly returns 
 MKT SMB HML HIVMLIV 
Mean 
 
0.0110 
(2.2734) 
-0.0227 
(-9.8805) 
0.0150 
(5.9111) 
0.0247 
(4.3739) 
Median 0.0119 -0.0200 0.0137 0.0147 
Standard Deviation 0.0874 0.0416 0.0461 0.1023 
Minimum 0.2793 0.1383 0.1697 0.4756 
Maximum -0.6238 -0.1746 -0.1819 -0.3826 
MKT, market factor; SMB, HML, HIVMLIV, mimic portfolios for size, book to market, and idiosyncratic volatility, 
respectively. 
Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics. 
 
Table 4.9 reports the monthly premiums associated with market, size, BM and IV for the 
equal-weighted size-IV sorted portfolios. The market risk premium is positive and similar in 
magnitude for all portfolios. The average absolute market risk premium for all portfolios is 
around 0.91% per month or 10.92% per year. SMA/MIV generates the highest risk premium 
of 1.08% per month or 12.96% per year and MED/LIV generates the lowest at 0.72% per 
month or 8.64% per year.   
Most size premiums are negative with the exception BIG/HIV and BIG/MIV. The average 
absolute size premium is 1.29% per month or 15.45% per year. Consistent with an inverse 
size effect, the size premiums decreased monotonically from big to small size portfolios. For 
example, the size premium decreased from 1.43%, to -0.55%, and then to -2.73% for 
BIG/HIV, MED/HIV and SMA/HIV, respectively; 0.03%, -0.97% and -2.23% for BIG/MIV, 
MED/MIV and SMA/MIV, respectively; and -0.30%, -1.17% and -2.24% for BIG/LIV, 
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MED/LIV and SMA/LIV respectively. Our results indicate that the size effect exists in the 
Hong Kong stock market but it might be an inverse relationship during the test period. Our 
results are supported by Lam (2002) who reports an inverse size effect in the Hong Kong 
stock market during 1984 to 1997. 
The average BM premium for the nine portfolios is 0.17% per month or 2.04% per year.  
MED/MIV is the highest at 0.37% per month or 4.44% per year and SMA/HIV is the lowest 
at 0.06% per month or 0.72% per year.   
The premium for IV exhibits positive relationship between IV and returns reported previously. 
The IV premium decreases monotonically from 1.71% to 0.14% and then to -0.25% for 
BIG/HIV, BIG/MIV and BIG/LIV, respectively; 2.36%, 0.39% and -0.19% for MED/HIV, 
MED/MIV and MED/LIV, respectively; and 2.27%, 0.30% and -0.48% for SMA/HIV, 
SMA/MIV and SMA/LIV, respectively. The largest IV premium is 2.36% per month or 28.32% 
per year for MED/HIV and the lowest IV premium is -0.48% per month for SMA/LIV. In 
terms of absolute value, the average IV premium is 0.90% per month or 10.79% per year, 
which is higher than the BM premium, but similar in size to the market premium and smaller 
than the size premium. Our results support Guo and Savickas’s (2007) findings that IV 
should have a stronger effect in explaining asset returns than the BM factor. Our results are 
also consistent with Nartea et al.’s (2010) findings for the Chinese stock market where the IV 
premium is lower than the market and size premiums during the test period 1993 to 2007. 
Overall, the evidence suggests that IV matters in the Hong Kong stock market, but seems to 
be outweighed by the reverse size effect8. 
  
                                                            
8We also computed the monthly premiums associated with market, size, BM and idiosyncratic volatility for the 
nine value-weighted  size-IV sorted portfolios, 18 equal- and value-weighted value-IV sorted portfolios, 18 
momentum-IV sorted portfolios, and 18 REV-IV sorted portfolios. Due to the limited space, we do not report all 
results here, but all results are similar to those in Table 9. These results are available from the author upon 
request.    
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Table4.9 Market, size, BM, and idiosyncratic volatility premium, per month 
for equal-weighted size-IV sorted portfolios in the Hong Kong Stock Exchange 
 MKT 
premium 
(%) 
p-
value 
SIZE 
premium 
(%) 
p-
value 
BM  
premium 
(%) 
p-
value 
IV 
premium 
 (%) 
p-
value 
BIG/HIV 0.0089 0.0000  0.0143  0.0000  0.0014  0.0415  0.0171  0.0000  
BIG/MIV 0.0104 0.0000  0.0003  0.8195  0.0011  0.0623  0.0014  0.0295  
BIG/LIV 0.0100 0.0000  -0.0030  0.0010  0.0012  0.0040  -0.0025  0.0000  
MED/HIV 0.0081 0.0000  -0.0055  0.0003  0.0037  0.0000  0.0236  0.0000  
MED/MIV 0.0102 0.0000  -0.0097  0.0000  0.0024  0.0033  0.0039  0.0000  
MED/LIV 0.0072 0.0000  -0.0117  0.0000  0.0013  0.0014  -0.0019  0.0007  
SMA/HIV 0.0082 0.0000  -0.0273  0.0000  0.0006  0.2726  0.0227  0.0000  
SMA/MIV 0.0108 0.0000  -0.0223  0.0000  0.0017  0.0375  0.0030  0.0016  
SMA/LIV 0.0077 0.0000  -0.0224  0.0000  0.0023  0.0007  -0.0048  0.0000  
BM, book-to-market; IV, idiosyncratic volatility 
p-values are those of the regression coefficients. 
 
 
4.3 Robustness Test 1 – Weekly Data 
In this section, we employ weekly return data over the past 26 weeks to compute IV for each 
stock instead of the daily return data used to compute IV in Section 4.2.   
 
4.3.1 Descriptive results 
Panel A in Table 4.10 reports the descriptive statistics for the equal-weighted (IVew) and 
value-weighed (IVvw) idiosyncratic volatility across all firms. The mean IVew is 0.0564, 
which is nearly double the mean IVvw (0.0286). This implies that smaller size firms were 
more volatile than big size firms in the Hong Kong stock market during the study period, 
which is consistent with previous findings in the US stock markets (Campbell et al, 2001). 
The coefficients of variation of both IVew and IVvw are similar, which indicates they are equal 
variables (with low variance). Panel B shows that the IVew and IVvw were positively 
correlated. The coefficient of correlation is 0.7150. Compare to descriptive results reported in 
Table 4.1, the absolute values of both equal- and value-weighted IV reported in Table 4.10 
are higher than those reported in Table 4.1, because both IV in Table 4.10 are computed 
using longer time frames which is past 26 weeks’ stocks’ return data.  The results in Table 
4.10 are consistent with those reported in Table 4.1. For example, the correlation between 
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equal- and value weighted IV in Table 4.10 is 0.7150, which is similar to the correlation 
coefficient of equal- and value-weighted IV (0.7547) reported in Table 4.1.  
Table4.10 Descriptive Statistics of the Idiosyncratic Volatility 
in the Hong Kong stock market (1980 – 2007) 
Panel A: Summary statistics  
 Mean Median StdDev CV Max Min 
IVew 0.0564 0.0512 0.0161 0.2855 0.1078 0.0325 
IVvw 0.0286 0.0269 0.0071 0.2483 0.0532 0.0174 
Panel B: Correlation table 
 IVew IVvw MVOL    
IVew 1.0000 0.7150 0.2994    
IVvw 0.7150 1.0000 0.5617    
 
4.3.2 Investigating the trend of idiosyncratic volatility 
We investigate whether there is a change of the IV trend employing weekly return data to 
compute IV for stocks in the HK stock market. Figure 4.2 plots both the IVew and IVvw. Panel 
A in Figure 4.2 shows IVew has a clear upward trend from the early 1980s to the end of 1990s. 
However, the IVew trend decreased after 2000.  The IVvw exhibits a similar shape to IVew, 
except IVvw decreased more than the IVew trend after 2000, whereas IVvw reached its lowest 
level in November 2005 (0.0174). The results are partly consistent with Bekaert et al.’s (2009) 
findings. Bekaert et al. (2009) conclude that the IV increased after 1995 and decreased after 
2001 in 23 developed stock markets except for the US stock markets. The authors point out 
that the IV fell back to the pre-1990 level after 2003 in the US stock market, which is also 
reported in our findings for the Hong Kong stock market (see Figure 4.2). We argue that the 
IV decreased after 2000 because of the introduction of the Hong Kong Tracker Fund, which 
was formed in November 1999. The Hong Kong SAR government would like to depend on 
the fund to reduce the stock market volatility and protect small investors from future financial 
crises.  Compared to Figure 4.1, we found that the IV in Figure 4.2 does not increase 
dramatically over the 1987 stock market crash, but it does continue to climb up after the 1997 
Asian financial crisis.  The reason could be that the 1987 stock market crash is more like an 
independent event and the stock market reverts back to the normal level quickly.  However, 
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the 1997 Asian financial crisis has a longer impact on the HK economy as well as HK stock 
market.   
We replicate Equation 4.1 to test the IV trend, but we report only the t-dan test. Panel A in 
Table 4.11 shows that there were upward trends for both IVew and IVvw, which is consistent 
to our observations above. Panel A in Table 4.11 also reports a statistically significant 
decreased trend of market volatility during the full sample period. Moreover, the results in 
Table 4.11 are partly consistent to results in Table 4.2; equal-weighted IV exhibits an upward 
shape and the MVOL a downward trend.  However, the value-weighted IV in Table 4.11 also 
exhibits an upward trend, but the value-weighted IV is flat in Table 4.2.   
To further investigate how the 1987 stock market crash affected the IV trend for Hong Kong 
stocks, we conducted a robustness test for our data from 1990 to 2007. The results show IVew 
still exhibits a statistically significant upward trend over the period 1990 to 2007 (see Panel A 
in Table 4.11). However, the IVvw exhibits no trend in the robustness test because of a 
statistically insignificant coefficient. The coefficient MVOL remains negative, but it is 
statistically insignificant. The results might indicate that the 1987 stock market crash had 
some effect on the IV trend for stocks in the Hong Kong stock market.   
Panel B in Table 4.11 reports the results of the IV trends according to monthly IV data9. The 
results are similar to those reported in the Panel A in Tables 4.11 and 4.2.   
  
                                                            
9
 We compute firm-level IV according to weekly return data.  Next, we select every first firm-level IV of each month to form 
a monthly time series firm-level IV data.  Finally, we compute both equal- and value-weighted time series market IV, and test 
the trend of IV.   
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Table4.11 Time trend of the volatility series for the Hong Kong stock market 
Panel A Weekly Results 
 1981:08-2007-12  1990:01-2007:12 
 Linear 
Trend  
(x 10 -5) 
t-dan    Linear 
Trend  
(x 10 -6) 
t-dan 
IVew 2.80 17.1034    37.4 7.6870 
IVvw 0.33 3.7612    0.36 0.1225 
MVOL -1.40 -7.9160    -4.10 -1.3886 
Panel B Monthly Results 
 1981:08-2007-12  1990:01-2007:12 
 Linear 
Trend  
(x 10 -5) 
t-dan    Linear 
Trend  
(x 10 -5) 
t-dan 
IVew 12.1 8.0209    16.3 3.6457 
IVvw 1.44 1.7832    0.18 0.0659 
  *The 5% critical value for t-dan is 1.726.  
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Figure4.2 Idiosyncratic volatility in the Hong Kong stock market 
 
Panel A. Average equal-weighted IV across all firms 
 
 
 
Panel B. Average value-weighted IV across all firms 
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4.3.3 Cross-sectional relationship between the idiosyncratic volatility and stock returns 
Table 4.12 shows the average monthly raw returns of stock portfolios sorted according to IV 
computed using weekly returns over the past 26 weeks. It also shows the average abnormal 
returns or FF-3 alpha. Panel A in Table 4.12 reports the equal-weighted average raw returns 
and FF-3 alpha and Panel B reports the corresponding value-weighted returns. Table 4.12 
also presents the average size and book to market (BM) ratio of the three-IV sorted portfolios. 
Panel A in Table 4.12 indicates that high IV portfolio has lower raw return than low IV 
portfolio during the study period, which is -0.05% per month, but it is statistically 
insignificant. On the other hand, Panel B in Table 4.12 reports that high IV portfolio 
outperforms low IV portfolio by 1.49% per month in raw return with a weak and is 
statistically significance. However, the results of FF-3 alpha indicate that there is a strong 
positive relationship between the IV and expected returns in the Hong Kong stock market. 
The FF-3 alpha indicates that the high IV portfolio generates a higher return than low IV 
portfolio around 2.47% per month for equal-weighted returns or 3.14% per month for value-
weighted returns. In addition, the positive relationship between IV and expected stock returns 
is confirmed by a monotonic decrease in FF-3 alpha from high to low IV portfolios. 
The results in Table 4.12 are similar to the results in Table 4.4. Therefore, we confirm a 
significant positive IV effect in the HK stock market over the study period, when weekly data 
are used to compute IV for HK stocks. We argue that the methodology and data frequency 
used to estimate IV for stocks might not alter the results of the IV effect. Bali and Cakici 
(2008) and Fu (2009) argue that the IV effect might be due to the data frequency in 
estimating IV for stocks does not apply to our data set.  
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Table4.12 Returns of Hong Kong stock exchange portfolios sorted by idiosyncratic 
volatility 
 Raw Return Sizea B/M FF-3 Alpha 
 Mean Std. Dev   Mean Std. Error 
Panel A: Equal-Weighted 
High IV 0.0031 
(0.4238) 0.1291 
691.6395 
(30.6485) 
1.2410 
(47.2759) 
0.0181 
(4.6858) 0.0039 
Medium IV -0.0012 
(-0.2180) 0.0978 
1894.199 
(29.1206) 
1.2615 
(46.8523) 
-0.0027 
(-1.1103) 0.0025 
Low IV 0.0036 
(0.8507) 0.0744 
11760.22 
(26.9086) 
1.1961 
(48.6669) 
-0.0066 
(-3.9283) 0.0017 
High- Low -0.0005 
(-0.0577)  
-11068.58 
(-25.292) 
0.0449 
(1.2483) 
0.0247 
(5.8057)  
Panel B: Value- Weighted 
High IV 0.0287 
(3.6794) 0.1391 
691.6395 
(30.6485) 
1.2410 
(47.2759) 
0.0282 
(5.2040) 0.0054 
Medium IV 0.0162 
(2.8552) 0.1012 
1894.199 
(29.1206) 
1.2615 
(46.8523) 
0.0045 
(1.9125) 0.0024 
Low IV 0.0139 
(2.8965) 0.0854 
11760.22 
(26.9086) 
1.1961 
(48.6669) 
-0.0032 
(-4.4103) 0.0007 
High- Low 0.0149 
(1.6798)  
-11068.58 
(-25.292) 
0.0449 
(1.2483) 
0.0314 
(5.7666)  
a
 Market capitalisation in million HK Dollar. 
Numbers in parenthesis are t-statistics. 
 
As discussed in section 4.2.5 we control for four cross-sectional effects – size, BM, 
momentum, and short-term reversal (REV). The results are reported in Table 4.1310. Panel A 
in Table 4.13 shows the results on double-sorted size and idiosyncratic volatility. The results 
show a positive and highly significant equal- (value-) weighted alpha spread of 2.50% 
(2.76%) per month when we averaged the alpha spreads within each idiosyncratic volatility 
category. The evidence in Panel A indicates that all alpha spreads are positive and 
statistically significant for both equal- and value-weighted portfolios. We noticed that the 
alpha spread for the medium-size portfolios was higher than the other two size portfolios 
(big-size and small-size) for both equal- and value-weighted portfolios, which indicates that 
the IV effect is strongest for the medium-size portfolios. Therefore the size effect is not 
driving the positive relationship between idiosyncratic volatility and alpha.   
                                                            
10We also controlled for three additional  cross-sectional effect, value (lagged 6-month BM), 11-month past return with one-
month lag, and past month return with one-month lag in search of a possible explanation for the positive relationship of IV 
and alpha. The results are similar to those reported in Table 4.13. We do not report these results but they are available from 
the author upon request.  
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Panel B in Table 4.13 shows the results on double-sorted BM and idiosyncratic volatility. 
Similarly, both average equal- and value-weighted alphas’ spreads are positive and highly 
significant at 2.32% and 2.84% per month, respectively. The results also show that the 
average alpha spreads for both equal- and value-weighted LBM portfolios are higher than the 
other two portfolios, which are above 4% per month. This might indicate that the IV has a 
strong effect on LBM portfolios. The results suggest that the BM effect is not behind the 
relationship between idiosyncratic volatility and FF-3 alpha.   
Panel C in Table 4.13 reports the results for portfolios double-sorted on momentum and 
idiosyncratic volatility. The alpha spreads are positive and highly significant for all equal- 
and value-weighted portfolios. The IV effect is stronger for loser portfolios than the other two 
portfolios, winner and medium. More importantly, both average equal- and value-weighted 
alpha spreads are positive and highly significant at 2.75% and 3.59% per month, respectively. 
The evidence suggests that momentum is not behind the relationship between the 
idiosyncratic volatility and risk-adjusted returns.   
Panel D in Table 4.13 reports the results when we controlled for short-term reversal (REV). 
Both average equal- and value-weighted alpha spreads are positive and highly significant at 
1.11% and 2.02% per month, respectively, though the alpha spread of equal-weighted 
portfolios is weakly significant. This suggests that REV does not explain the relationship 
between the idiosyncratic volatility and risk-adjusted returns. We note however that the alpha 
spreads of the loser portfolios (LSR) for both equal- and value-weighted portfolios are 
negative and highly statistically significant, which suggests a negative instead of a positive 
idiosyncratic volatility effect for loser stocks. This finding is consistent with Nartea et al. 
(2011) who also report a positive IV effect in the South East Asia stock markets that 
disappears in the loser portfolios and turns to a negative IV.  
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Our results suggest that, based on weekly return data, the positive IV effect in the Hong Kong 
stock market cannot be explained by size, BM, momentum, and REV. These results are 
similar to those reported in section 4.2 when we computed IV using daily returns. Therefore 
the positive IV effect is robust to data frequency used in estimating IV. 
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Table4.13 Alpha double sorted portfolios on the Hong Kong stock exchange 
 Panel A. Double sort on size (market capitalisation) and IV 
 Equal-weighted  Value -weighted 
 LIV MIV HIV HIV-LIV  LIV MIV HIV HIV-LIV 
BIG  -0.0066 
(-3.9708) 
-0.0044 
(-2.126*) 
0.0152 
(3.4740) 
0.0218 
(4.9116)  
-0.0032 
(-3.2223) 
-0.0021 
(-1.0149) 
0.0189 
(4.5068) 
0.0221 
(5.1188) 
          
MED -0.0050 
(-2.0523) 
0.0015 
(0.4921) 
0.0270 
(5.4792) 
0.0320 
(5.8649)  
-0.0063 
(-2.7244) 
0.0015 
(0.4921) 
0.0267 
(5.1817) 
0.0330 
(5.8985) 
          
SMA -0.0083 
(-2.9850) 
-0.0060 
(-2.1794) 
0.0128 
(3.0428) 
0.0211 
(4.1801)  
-0.0080 
(-2.9972) 
-0.0039 
(-1.3350) 
0.0197 
(4.4580) 
0.0277 
(5.3658) 
          
AVE -0.0066 
(-4.9005) 
-0.0030 
(-1.9325) 
0.0183 
(7.1934) 
0.0250 
(8.6516)  
-0.0058 
(-4.7488) 
-0.0015 
(-0.9634) 
0.0218 
(8.2264) 
0.0276 
(9.4612) 
  
 Panel B. Double sort on BM and IV 
HBM  -0.0134 
(-5.3562) 
-0.0108 
(-3.3115) 
-0.0051 
(-1.0899) 
0.0083 
(1.5853)  
-0.0160 
(-5.7568) 
-0.0085 
(-2.2070) 
0.0036 
(0.6309) 
0.0196 
(3.0863) 
          
MBM -0.0072 
(-3.2677) 
-0.0030 
(-1.0444) 
0.0118 
(2.6155) 
0.0190 
(3.7932)  
-0.0089 
(-4.2132) 
-0.0009 
(-0.2692) 
0.0106 
(2.0271) 
0.0195 
(3.4772) 
          
LBM -0.0001 
(-0.0406) 
0.0109 
(3.6488) 
0.0422 
(7.4989) 
0.0423 
(7.1135)  
0.0001 
(0.0655) 
0.0134 
(4.4374) 
0.0461 
(6.6547) 
0.0460 
(6.4731) 
          
AVE -0.0069 
(-5.3288) 
-0.0010 
(-0.5451) 
0.0163 
(5.7323) 
0.0232 
(7.4253)  
-0.0083 
(-6.3737) 
0.0013 
(0.6752) 
0.0201 
(5.8256) 
0.0284 
(7.6958) 
  
 Panel C. Double sort on momentum and IV 
WNR  -0.0057 
(-2.3332) 
0.0015 
(0.4851) 
0.0140 
(2.6958) 
0.0197 
(3.4398)  
-0.0006 
(-0.2644) 
0.0052 
(1.4388) 
0.0306 
(4.0906) 
0.0312 
(3.9621) 
MID -0.0062 
(-3.0824) 
-0.0032 
(-1.2576) 
0.0134 
(3.4162) 
0.0196 
(4.4719)  
-0.0057 
(-2.6046) 
0.0005 
(0.1987) 
0.0205 
(4.3335) 
0.0262 
(5.0487) 
LSR -0.0117 
(-4.3020) 
-0.0074 
(-2.1316) 
0.0314 
(5.8431) 
0.0431 
(7.1389)  
-0.0080 
(-2.4698) 
-0.0015 
(-0.3525) 
0.0422 
(5.7302) 
0.0502 
(6.2265) 
AVE -0.0079 
(-5.7154) 
-0.0030 
(-1.7254) 
0.0196 
(6.9582) 
0.0275 
(8.7610)  
-0.0048 
(-3.1325) 
0.0014 
(0.6795) 
0.0311 
(8.0871) 
0.0359 
(8.6723) 
 
 Panel D. Double sort on REV and IV 
WNR  0.0858 
(16.569) 
0.1095 
(18.240) 
0.1842 
(22.192) 
0.0984 
(10.047)  
0.0783 
(25.952) 
0.1124 
(27.066) 
0.2000 
(23.621) 
0.1217 
(13.501) 
MID -0.0107 
(-2.553*) 
-0.0105 
(-2.3465) 
-0.0113 
(-2.5051) 
-0.0006 
(-0.0975)  
-0.0072 
(-4.0297) 
-0.0053 
(-2.4116) 
-0.0067 
(-3.0460) 
0.0005 
(0.1759) 
LSR -0.0977 
(-17.127) 
-0.1175 
(-19.885) 
-0.1622 
(-21.674) 
-0.0645 
(-6.8470)  
-0.0797 
(-24.509) 
-0.1039 
(-28.552) 
-0.1414 
(-24.052) 
-0.0617 
(-9.1270) 
AVE -0.0075 
(-2.5738) 
-0.0062 
(-1.9432) 
0.0036 
(0.8874) 
0.0111 
(2.2325)  
-0.0029 
(-1.7936) 
0.0011 
(0.5375) 
0.0173 
(4.9063) 
0.0202 
(5.2064) 
At the end of each month over the test period, stocks are double-sorted 3x3, first by the control factor (size, BM, 
momentum, and short-term reversal) into three portfolios and then within each portfolio we sort the stocks again 
by idiosyncratic volatility using the Fama-French three factor model (FF-3) (see Eq. 3.6). The alpha of each 
value- and equal-weighted portfolio is shown with t-statistics in parenthesis. Alpha refers to the FF-3 model (Eq. 
3.6) alpha (α coefficient) using the full sample of monthly value- or equal-weighted returns for each portfolio. 
To control for a particular factor, we averaged the alpha within each idiosyncratic volatility category result in 
three portfolios with dispersion in idiosyncratic volatility but contain all values of the factor being controlled. 
Size is the firm’s market capitalisation at the end of month t, BM is firms’ book-to market ratio at the end of 
month t. LIV, MIV, HIV refer to low, medium, and high idiosyncratic volatility portfolio, respectively; BIG, big 
size; MED, medium size; SMA, small size; HBM, MBM, LBM refer to high, medium, low book-to-market, 
respectively; WNR, winner; MID, middle; LSR, loser. 
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 4.3.4 Is idiosyncratic volatility priced? 
This section replicates the method used in Section 4.2.6 to further test whether idiosyncratic 
volatility is priced in the Hong Kong stock market when weekly data are used to estimate IV 
for HK stocks. The results are reported in Tables 4.14 to 4.17. 
Table 4.14 reports the regression estimates for the value-weighted size-IV sorted portfolios. 
The result shows that βHIVMLIV increases monotonically from low to high IV portfolios for all 
size categories. For instance, βHIVMLIV in Panel A in Table 4.14 increases from -0.0939 to 
0.5561 among the big size portfolios, which is consistent with the positive relationship 
between IV and returns documented. Moreover, eight out of nine IV coefficients are highly 
statistically significant at all levels;  except for the coefficient of HIVMLIV for BIG-MIV 
(big size and medium IV), which is statistically insignificant.    
Table 4.15 reports the regression estimates for the value-weighted BM-IV sorted portfolios. 
Similarly, the βHIVMLIV increases monotonically from low to high IV portfolios for all BM 
categories. Moreover, eight out of nine βHIVMLIV are statistically significant at all levels; the IV 
coefficient of HBM-LIV (high BM and low IV) is statistically significant only at the 5% level.   
Table 4.16 reports the regression estimates for the value-weighted momentum-IV sorted 
portfolios. The result shows βHIVMLIV increases monotonically from low to high IV portfolios 
for all momentum categories. More importantly, all nine βHIVMLIV are statistically significant 
at all levels, and eight out of nine constant variables are statistically insignificant at the 1% 
level. 
Table 4.17 reports the regression estimates for the value-weighted REV-IV sorted portfolios. 
The result shows βHIVMLIV increases monotonically from low to high IV portfolios for all REV 
categories. Similarly, all nine βHIVMLIV are statistically significant at all levels.   
Overall, the evidence suggests that IV should be priced in the Hong Kong stock market with 
high IV portfolios compensated for high returns. Thirty-four of 36 reported βHIVMLIV are 
statistically significant at the 1% level, one βHIVMLIV is statistically significant at the 5% level, 
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and one of the 36βHIVMLIVis insignificant at all levels. Our result indicates that the IV effect in 
the Hong Kong stock market is not due to the data frequency in estimating IV for each stock. 
We thus confirm that the positive IV effect is present in the Hong Kong stock market and 
reject Bali and Cakici (2008) and Fu’s (2009) arguments11.   
  
                                                            
11We also computed the monthly premiums associated with market, size, BM and idiosyncratic volatility for equal-weighted 
nine size-IV sorted portfolios, nine BM-IV sorted portfolios, nine momentum-IV sorted portfolios, and nine REV-IV sorted 
portfolios. Due to limited space, we do not report the results here, but the results are similar to results reported in Table 4.14, 
where the IV premium decreases from high IV portfolios to low IV portfolios and the IV premium is bigger than the BM 
premium.  The results are available upon request from the author.    
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Table4.14 Four-factor model for value-weighted size-IV sorted portfolios 
on the Hong Kong stock exchange 
 Rt  = α + βMKTMKTt + βSMBSMBt + βHML,HMLt + βHIVMLIVHIVMLIVt + ε,t  
Panel A: Big size portfolios 
 Coefficient  Probability 
 BIG/HIV BIG/MIV BIG/LIV  BIG/HIV BIG/MIV BIG/LIV 
α -0.0008 -0.0019 -0.0003  0.6925 0.3702 0.7388 
βMKT 0.9973 1.0554 0.9628  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βSMB -0.3351 -0.0589 -0.0298  0.0000 0.2031 0.1132 
βHML -0.1404 -0.0002 0.0253  0.0000 0.9966 0.1023 
βHIVMLIV 0.5561 -0.0050 -0.0939  0.0000 0.7972 0.0000 
Adj-R2 0..9314 0.9073 0.9793     
BG-LM     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
ARCH     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Panel B: Medium size portfolios 
 MED/HIV MED/MIV MED/LIV  MED/HIV MED/MIV MED/LIV 
α 0.0070 -0.0061 -0.0069  0.0606 0.0172 0.0000 
βMKT 1.0411 0.9823 0.6724  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βSMB 0.6451 0.4400 0.3032  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βHML 0.2305 0.0236 0.1297  0.0000 0.5435 0.0000 
βHIVMLIV 0.6268 0.2564 0.0938  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Adj-R2 0.8647 0.8545 0.7975     
BG-LM     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
ARCH     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Panel C: Small size portfolios 
 SMA/HIV SMA/MIV SMAL/LIV  SMA/HIV SMA/MIV SMA/LIV 
α 0.0078 -0.0118 -0.0123  0.0047 0.0000 0.0000 
βMKT 1.1458 0.9483 0.5936  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βSMB 1.6264 0.9958 0.6096  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βHML 0.1140 0.1167 0.0977  0.0251 0.0134 0.0215 
βHIVMLIV 0.4402 0.2496 0.0971  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Adj-R2 0.8769 0.8831 0.7536     
BG-LM     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
ARCH     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Portfolios were first sorted by size (market capitalisation) and then sorted by idiosyncratic volatility (IV). Size 
categories include big (BIG), medium (MED) and small (SMAL). IV categories are high (HIV), medium (MIV) 
and low (LIV). 
RP, portfolio return; RF, risk-free rate; RM, market return; SMB, return of small minus big size portfolio; HML, 
return of high minus low BM portfolio; HIVMLIV, return of high IV minus low IV portfolio. 
B-G LM, Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM test p value 
ARCH, Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity test p value 
Reported regression coefficients are re-estimated coefficients using M-L-ARCH for cases with significant serial 
correlation and/or Heteroscedasticity. 
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Table4.15 Four-factor model for value-weighted BM-IV sorted portfolios on the Hong 
Kong stock exchange 
 Rt  = α + βMKTMKTt + βSMBSMBt + βHML,HMLt + βHIVMLIVHIVMLIVt + ε,t  
Panel A: High BM portfolios 
 Coefficient  Probability 
 HBM/HIV HBM/MIV HBM/LIV  HBM/HIV HBM/MIV HBM/LIV 
α -0.0124 -0.0130 -0.0142  0.0040 0.0005 0.0000 
βMKT 0.9126 0.9932 0.9891  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βSMB 0.2435 -0.1229 0.1027  0.0026 0.0245 0.0975 
βHML 0.4558 0.2834 0.3135  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βHIVMLIV 0.5243 0.1791 -0.0564  0.0000 0.0000 0.0324 
Adj-R2 0.7347 0.7455 0.8278     
BG-LM     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
ARCH     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Panel B: Medium BM portfolios 
 MBM/HIV MBM/MIV MBM/LIV  MBM/HIV MBM/MIV MBM/LIV 
α -0.0056 -0.0035 -0.0058  0.1447 0.3031 0.0062 
βMKT 1.0742 1.0380 1.0526  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βSMB 0.1159 -0.0024 -0.0010  0.0890 0.9741 0.9820 
βHML 0.2481 0.0978 0.1233  0.0001 0.1024 0.0000 
βHIVMLIV 0.5854 0.0831 -0.0970  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Adj-R2 0.8238 0.8009 0.9063     
BG-LM     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
ARCH     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Panel C: Low BM portfolios 
 LBM/HIV LBM/MIV LBM/LIV  LBM/HIV LBM/MIV LBM/LIV 
α 0.0136 0.0083 0.0022  0.0000 0.0000 0.2028 
βMKT 0.8293 1.0047 0.9420  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βSMB -0.2158 -0.0656 -0.0796  0.0000 0.3084 0.0303 
βHML -0.3499 -0.3299 -0.1774  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βHIVMLIV 0.8774 0.1629 -0.0658  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Adj-R2 0.8199 0.8349 0.9237     
BG-LM     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
ARCH     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Portfolios were first sorted by book to market ratio (BM) and then sorted by idiosyncratic volatility (IV). BM 
categories include high (HBM), medium (MBM), and low (LBM). IV categories are high (HIV), medium (MIV) 
and low (LIV). 
RP, portfolio return; RF, risk-free rate; RM, market return; SMB, return of small minus big size portfolio; HML, 
return of high minus low BM portfolio; HIVMLIV, return of high IV minus low IV portfolio. 
B-G LM, Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM test p value 
ARCH, Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity test p value 
Reported regression coefficients are re-estimated coefficients using M-L-ARCH for cases with significant serial 
correlation and/or Heteroscedasticity, otherwise OLS estimates. 
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Table4.16 Four-factor model for value-weighted momentum-IV sorted portfolios 
on the Hong Kong stock exchange 
 Rt  = α + βMKTMKTt + βSMBSMBt + βHMLHMLt + βHIVMLIVHIVMLIVt + ε,t 
Panel A: Winner portfolios 
 Coefficient  Probability 
 WIN/HIV WIN/MIV WIN/LIV  WIN/HIV WIN/MIV WIN/LIV 
α -0.0020 0.0013 0.0008  0.5497 0.6526 0.6709 
βMKT 0.9103 0.9701 1.0349  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βSMB -0.1595 0.0303 0.0874  0.0377 0.5917 0.0000 
βHML -0.0124 0.1728 0.0993  0.8773 0.0000 0.0000 
βHIVMLIV 1.0305 0.2192 -0.0570  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Adj-R2 0.8402 0.8013 0.8794     
BG-LM     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
ARCH     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Panel B: Middle portfolios 
 MID/HIV MID/MIV MID/LIV  MID/HIV MID/MIV MID/LIV 
α 0.0039 -0.0010 -0.0003  0.2882 0.6571 0.8024 
βMKT 1.0907 1.0734 1.0118  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βSMB 0.3757 0.0025 0.0200  0.0000 0.9613 0.4457 
βHML 0.1786 0.0183 0.0029  0.0000 0.6581 0.8949 
βHIVMLIV 0.5280 0.1158 -0.1146  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Adj-R2 0.8521 0.8768 0.9017     
BG-LM     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
ARCH     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Panel C: Loser portfolios 
 LSR/HIV LSR/MIV LSR/LIV  LSR/HIV LSR/MIV LSR/LIV 
α 0.0121 -0.0121 -0.0081  0.0444 0.0018 0.0115 
βMKT 1.0206 0.9954 0.9109  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βSMB 0.2577 0.0335 0.0486  0.0000 0.6319 0.3810 
βHML 0.1696 0.0134 -0.1024  0.0674 0.8310 0.0306 
βHIVMLIV 0.7859 0.3014 0.0723  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Adj-R2 0.7316 0.7415 0.7667     
BG-LM     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
ARCH     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Portfolios are first sorted by size (market capitalisation) and then sorted by idiosyncratic volatility (IV). Size 
categories include big (BIG), medium (MED) and small (SMAL). IV categories are high (HIV), medium (MIV) 
and low (LIV). 
RP, portfolio return; RF, risk-free rate; RM, market return; SMB, return of small minus big size portfolio; HML, 
return of high minus low BM portfolio; HIVMLIV, return of high IV minus low IV portfolio. 
B-G LM, Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM test p value 
ARCH, Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity test p value 
Reported regression coefficients are re-estimated coefficients using M-L-ARCH for cases with significant serial 
correlation and/or Heteroscedasticity. 
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Table4.17 Four-factor model for value–weighted REV-IV sorted portfolios 
on the Hong Kong stock exchange 
 Rt  = α + βMKTMKTt + βSMBSMBt + βHMLHMLt + βHIVMLIVHIVMLIVt + ε,t 
Panel A: Winner portfolios 
 Coefficient  Probability 
 WIN/HIV WIN/MIV WIN/LIV  WIN/HIV WIN/MIV WIN/LIV 
α 0.1691 0.0906 0.0708  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βMKT 0.7904 0.9254 0.8459  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βSMB 0.0773 0.1155 0.1488  0.5745 0.0401 0.0135 
βHML 0.3415 0.2443 0.1238  0.0000 0.0000 0.0123 
βHIVMLIV 0.9845 04533 0.2385  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Adj-R2 0.7062 0.8025 0.8265     
BG-LM     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
ARCH     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Panel B: Middle portfolios 
 MID/HIV MID/MIV MID/LIV  MID/HIV MID/MIV MID/LIV 
α -0.0120 -0.0102 -0.0103  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βMKT 0.8975 0.8943 0.9005  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βSMB 0.4219 0.4004 0.3729  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βHML 0.0970 0.0884 0.0677  0.0000 0.0169 0.0296 
βHIVMLIV 0.1666 0.1569 0.0987  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Adj-R2 0.8998 0.8963 0.9199     
BG-LM     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
ARCH     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Panel C: Loser portfolios 
 LSR/HIV LSR/MIV LSR/LIV  LSR/HIV LSR/MIV LSR/LIV 
α -0.1501 -0.1082 -0.0838  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βMKT 1.2348 1.0698 1.0183  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βSMB 0.9879 0.8305 0.6401  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
βHML -0.1856 -0.0175 -0.0330  0.0109 0.7898 0.5712 
βHIVMLIV 0.2117 0.1350 0.1319  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Adj-R2 0.6419 0.7931 0.8105     
BG-LM     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
ARCH     0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Portfolios are first sorted by size (market capitalisation) and then sorted by idiosyncratic volatility (IV). Size 
categories include big (BIG), medium (MED) and small (SMAL). IV categories are high (HIV), medium (MIV) 
and low (LIV). 
RP, portfolio return; RF, risk-free rate; RM, market return; SMB, return of small minus big size portfolio; HML, 
return of high minus low BM portfolio; HIVMLIV, return of high IV minus low IV portfolio. 
B-G LM, Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM test p value 
ARCH, Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity test p value 
Reported regression coefficients are re-estimated coefficients using M-L-ARCH for cases with significant serial 
correlation and/or Heteroscedasticity. 
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4.4 Robustness Test 2 – Additional Control Variables 
Since we showed a significant positive IV effect in the Hong Kong stock market over the 
study period, this section further investigates whether the positive IV effect in the Hong Kong 
stock market can be explained by six other control variables which have not been widely 
tested in previous researches and were introduced in the previous chapter. Therefore, our 
study further tests whether any of these variables could be driving the IV effect away from 
the Hong Kong stock market.    
Table 4.18 shows the descriptive results of average values of dividend yield, P/E ratio, 
turnover ratio, AltmanZ ratio, NZV ratio, and NZR ratio of three IV-sorted portfolios. Panel 
A in Table 4.18 reports the equal-weighted average ratios and Panel B reports the 
corresponding value-weighted ratios. Table 4.18 shows that high IV portfolios contain stocks 
with low dividend yield and AltmanZ ratios for both equal- and value-weighted weighting 
schemes; the differences between high- and low-IV portfolios for dividend yield and 
AltmanZ are -0.9376 and -0.7649, respectively, for the equal-weighted scheme and -0.4571 
and -0.1423 for the value-weighted scheme. The results indicate that high IV stocks are likely 
to be firms in financial distress in the Hong Kong stock market and thus pay lower dividends 
relative to their share price (low dividend yield) than low IV stocks. On the other hand, high 
IV portfolios also have higher P/E ratio and turnover ratio than low IV portfolios; the 
difference between high- and low-IV portfolios P/E ratio and turnover ratio are 18.8053 and 
0.0612, respectively, for the equal-weighted scheme 11.7069 and 0.0923 for the value-
weighted scheme. The results indicate that high IV stocks are more liquid and expensive 
relative to their earnings than low IV stocks. Finally, high IV stock portfolios exhibit lower 
values in both the number of zero returns and the number of zero volumes than low IV stock 
portfolios for the equal-weighted schemes. However, this relationship is inverse for the value-
weighted schemes. The difference between high- and low-IV portfolios of NZR and NZV are 
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-2.1063 and -2.2660, respectively for the equal-weighted scheme 1.7214 and 2.0839 for the 
value-weighted scheme. The average equal-weighted results of both NZR and NZV indicate 
that high IV portfolios contain more liquid stocks than low IV portfolios. On the other hand, 
the positive value-weighted results of both NZR and NZV might indicate that few stocks with 
NZR or NZV in the high IV portfolio with an enormous market capitalization compared with 
stocks in the low IV portfolio. In general, we found that high IV stocks are likely to be more 
liquid, have a higher P/E ratio, smaller market capitalization, lower dividend yield, and in 
more financial distress than low IV stocks.        
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Table4.18 Additional control variables sorted by idiosyncratic volatility in the analysis of portfolios 
on the Hong Kong stock exchange 
 
 
Dividend  
Yield 
Price-
Earnings 
Ratio 
Turnover Ratio AltmanZ Ratio 
Number of 
Zero 
Volume 
Number  
of Zero 
Returns 
  Panel A: Equal-Weighted 
High IV 3.2001 (23.9100) 
38.5560 
(11.0801) 
0.1113 
(17.2900) 
0.2746 
(7.0691) 
6.8159 
(36.278) 
8.5922 
(35.708) 
Medium IV 3.9500 (38.5236) 
21.2373 
(33.5800) 
0.0680 
(28.1913) 
0.8196 
(14.326) 
5.376 
(40.263) 
7.7870 
(33.995) 
Low IV 4.1377 (61.7358) 
19.7507 
(24.2627) 
0.0501 
(19.0492) 
1.0395 
(10.670) 
8.9222 
(42.075) 
10.858 
(34.600) 
High- Low 
-0.9376 
(-6.2636) 
18.8053 
(5.2621) 
0.0612 
(8.7937) 
-0.7649 
(-7.2927) 
-2.1063 
(-7.4505) 
-2.2660 
(-5.7301) 
  Panel B: Value- Weighted 
High IV 3.2507 (22.6982) 
28.0448 
(16.1132) 
0.1445 
(14.3882) 
0.3064 
(8.8545) 
3.9226 
(31.169) 
5.8161 
(32.429) 
Medium IV 3.3982 (34.7688) 
21.4660 
(25.6078) 
0.0789 
(25.0393) 
0.5327 
(25.465) 
2.3761 
(24.374) 
4.4315 
(27.896) 
Low IV 3.7078 (58.8061) 
16.3379 
(44.4534) 
0.0522 
(35.9361) 
0.4487 
(27.180) 
2.2013 
(23.167) 
3.7321 
(27.690) 
High- Low -0.4571 (-2.9213) 
11.7069 
(6.5811) 
0.0923 
(9.0980) 
-0.1423 
(-3.7122) 
1.7214 
(10.939) 
2.0839 
(9.2889) 
Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics. 
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Panel A in Table 4.19 shows the results when we double-sort on dividend yield and IV. The 
evidence in Panel A indicates that all alpha spreads are positive and statistically significant 
for both equal- and value-weighted portfolios. More importantly, averaging the alpha spreads 
within each IV category results in three portfolios with variation in IV but similar levels in 
the control variable, where we reported positive and highly significant average equal- (value-) 
weighted alpha spread of 4.62% (5.31%) per month. Therefore the dividend yield effect is not 
driving the positive relationship between IV and alpha.   
Panel B in Table 4.19 shows the results when we control for the P/E ratio. The alpha spreads 
are all positive and highly significant for all equal- and value-weighted portfolios. The alpha 
spreads decrease from HPE to LPE portfolios for both equal- and value-weighted portfolios, 
5.34% to 3.25% per month for equal-weighted portfolios and 5.96% to 3.44% per month for 
value-weighted portfolios. More importantly, both average equal- and value-weighted alphas 
spreads are positive and highly significant at 4.15% and 4.50% per month, respectively. The 
results suggest that the P/E ratio effect is not behind the relationship between IV and FF-3 
alpha.   
Panel C in Table 4.19 reports the results for portfolios double-sorted on turnover ratio and IV. 
The alpha spreads are positive and highly significant for all equal- and value-weighted 
portfolios. The alpha spreads decrease from HTO to LTO portfolios for both equal- and 
value-weighted portfolios, 9.67% to 1.31% per month for equal-weighted portfolios and 
10.27% to 2.35% per month for value-weighted portfolios. The turnover ratio effect is also 
not behind the relationship between IV and FF-3 alpha, since both average equal- and value-
weighted alphas spreads are positive and highly significant at 4.90% and 5.56% per month, 
respectively. 
Panel D in Table 4.19 shows the results for portfolios double-sorted on the AltmanZ ratio and 
IV. The alpha spreads are positive and highly significant for all equal- and value-weighted 
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portfolios. The alpha spreads increase from HAZ to LAZ portfolios for both equal- and value-
weighted portfolios, 2.53% to 5.47% per month for equal-weighted portfolios and 3.11% to 
6.70% per month for value-weighted portfolios. The AltmanZ ratio effect is also not behind 
the relationship between IV and FF-3 alpha as average equal- and value-weighted alphas 
spreads at 3.60% and 4.71% per month, respectively, are positive and highly significant.  
Panel E in Table 4.19 shows the results for portfolios double-sorted on the number of zero 
volumes and IV. The alpha spreads decrease from HZV to LZV portfolios for both equal- and 
value-weighted portfolios 5.76% to 4.51% per month for equal-weighted portfolios and 9.09% 
to 5.79% per month for value-weighted portfolios. The alpha spreads are positive and highly 
significant for all equal- and value-weighted portfolios. Similarly, both average equal- and 
value-weighted alpha spreads are positive and highly significant at 5.25% and 7.10% per 
month, respectively. The results suggest that the NZV effect is not behind the relationship 
between IV and FF-3 alpha.   
Panel F in Table 4.19 shows the results for portfolios double-sorted on the number of zero 
returns and IV. The alpha spreads are positive and highly significant for all equal- and value-
weighted portfolios. The alpha spreads increase from HZR to LZR portfolios only for equal-
weighted portfolios from 4.08% to 5.32% per month, but there is no order for the value-
weighted portfolios. Again, both average equal- and value-weighted alpha spreads are 
positive and highly significant at 4.56% and 5.80% per month, respectively. The results 
suggest that the NZR effect is not behind the relationship between IV and FF-3 alpha.   
In summary, the above results suggest that the positive IV effect in the Hong Kong stock 
market cannot be explained by dividend yield, P/E ratio, turnover ratio, AltmanZ ratio, 
number of zero volumes or number of zero returns.    
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Table 4.19 Alpha of double sorted portfolios on the Hong Kong stock exchange 
 Panel A. Double sort on Dividend Yield and IV 
 Equal-weighted  Value -weighted 
 LIV MIV HIV HIV-LIV  LIV MIV HIV HIV-LIV 
HDY  -0.0145 
(-7.4046) 
-0.0140 
(-5.1670) 
0.0073 
(1.7915) 
0.0218 
(4.7788)  
-0.0157 
(-7.2912) 
-0.0107 
(-3.9455) 
0.0113 
(2.526*) 
0.0270 
(5.3903) 
MDY -0.0102 
(-6.0657) 
-0.0059 
(-2.391*) 
0.0348 
(7.3034) 
0.0450 
(8.8371)  
-0.0033 
(-2.409*) 
0.0054 
(2.444*) 
0.0438 
(7.7483) 
0.0471 
(8.0247) 
LDY -0.0159 
(-7.9179) 
-0.0045 
(-1.3178) 
0.0559 
(9.6013) 
0.0718 
(11.703)  
-0.0091 
(-3.3274) 
0.0097 
(2.3049) 
0.0761 
(8.5058) 
0.0852 
(9.1318) 
AVE -0.0135 
(-12.303) 
-0.0081 
(-4.9185) 
0.0327 
(11.432) 
0.0462 
(15.088)  
-0.0094 
(-7.3441) 
0.0015 
(0.8064) 
0.0437 
(11.422) 
0.0531 
(13.157) 
  
 Panel B. Double sort on Price-Earning Ratio and IV 
HPE  -0.0068 
(-3.8330) 
0.0003 
(0.1148) 
0.0466 
(9.3844) 
0.0534 
(10.049)  
-0.0019 
(-1.1963) 
0.0148 
(5.8065) 
0.0577 
(9.7284) 
0.0596 
(9.7496) 
MPE -0.0101 
(-5.8326) 
-0.0097 
(-3.9997) 
0.0285 
(6.6169) 
0.0386 
(8.3480)  
-0.0106 
(-5.1270) 
-0.0070 
(-2.8017) 
0.0303 
(6.5672) 
0.0409 
(8.0883) 
LPE -0.0188 
(-6.8693) 
-0.0170 
(-5.2909) 
0.0137 
(3.0075) 
0.0325 
(6.0932)  
-0.0166 
(-5.8282) 
-0.0148 
(-4.2737) 
0.0178 
(3.3001) 
0.0344 
(5.6123) 
AVE -0.0119 
(-9.7452) 
-0.0088 
(-5.5968) 
0.0296 
(11.044) 
0.0415 
(14.091)  
-0.0097 
(-7.4202) 
-0.0023 
(-1.3928) 
0.0353 
(11.467) 
0.0450 
(13.456) 
          
 Panel C. Double sort on Turnover ratio and IV 
HTO  -0.0078 
(-3.0863) 
0.0104 
(2.418*) 
0.0889 
(12.572) 
0.0967 
(12.847)  
0.0005 
(0.2429) 
0.0247 
(5.6976) 
0.1032 
(12.158) 
0.1027 
(11.791) 
MTO -0.0149 
(-7.5541) 
-0.0139 
(-4.8430) 
0.0224 
(4.6047) 
0.0373 
(7.0478)  
-0.0082 
(-4.1735) 
-0.0024 
(-0.7371) 
0.0323 
(5.3251) 
0.0405 
(6.3089) 
LTO -0.0164 
(-10.405) 
-0.0256 
(-9.1976) 
-0.0033 
(-0.6828) 
0.0131 
(2.5891)  
-0.0126 
(-5.4113) 
-0.0199 
(-6.4000) 
0.0109 
(1.72**) 
0.0235 
(3.5040) 
AVE -0.0130 
(-10.925) 
-0.0097 
(-4.9372) 
0.0360 
(10.940) 
0.0490 
(14.008)  
-0.0068 
(-5.6520) 
0.0008 
(0.3876) 
0.0488 
(11.988) 
0.0556 
(13.095) 
          
 Panel D. Double sort on AltmanZ Ratio and IV 
HAZ  -0.0088 
(-3.5415) 
-0.0035 
(-1.0573) 
0.0165 
(2.9500) 
0.0253 
(4.1254)  
-0.0054 
(-1.96**) 
0.0076 
(2.2842) 
0.0257 
(4.3934) 
0.0311 
(4.7621) 
MAZ -0.0108 
(-4.0624) 
-0.0092 
(-2.415*) 
0.0173 
(2.9230) 
0.0281 
(4.3308)  
-0.0093 
(-3.7151) 
-0.0021 
(-0.5650) 
0.0340 
(5.0680) 
0.0433 
(6.0549) 
LAZ -0.0158 
(-5.5602) 
-0.0113 
(-2.9360) 
0.0389 
(5.5219) 
0.0547 
(7.2554)  
-0.0123 
(-4.0671) 
-0.0002 
(-0.0418) 
0.0547 
(5.8524) 
0.0670 
(6.8564) 
AVE -0.0118 
(-7.6560) 
-0.0080 
(-3.7694) 
0.0242 
(6.7743) 
0.0360 
(9.2508)  
-0.0090 
(-5.6189) 
0.0018 
(0.8402) 
0.0381 
(8.8741) 
0.0471 
(10.278) 
  
 Panel E. Double sort on Number of Zero Volume and IV 
HZV -0.0097 
(-7.2347) 
-0.0121 
(-4.7940) 
0.0479 
(9.1180) 
0.0576 
(10.555)  
-0.0080 
(-3.6877) 
-0.0037 
(-1.0388) 
0.0829 
(7.5365) 
0.0909 
(8.1032) 
MZV -0.0154 
(-6.5397) 
-0.0076 
(-2.0364) 
0.0394 
(6.5865) 
0.0548 
(8.4801)  
-0.0066 
(-3.0411) 
0.0091 
(2.154*) 
0.0577 
(7.5534) 
0.0643 
(8.1269) 
LZV -0.0167 
(-7.5590) 
-0.0136 
(-3.7313) 
0.0284 
(4.7002) 
0.0451 
(7.0572)  
-0.0099 
(-5.5443) 
0.0005 
(0.1738) 
0.0480 
(7.7457) 
0.0579 
(8.9684) 
AVE -0.0139 
(-11.923) 
-0.0111 
(-5.8056) 
0.0386 
(11.565) 
0.0525 
(14.857)  
-0.0082 
(-6.8161) 
0.0020 
(0.9446) 
0.0629 
(12.797) 
0.0710 
(14.048) 
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 Panel F. Double sort on Number of Zero Return and IV 
HZT  -0.0104 
(-5.5430) 
-0.0115 
(-4.2251) 
0.0304 
(6.7775) 
0.0408 
(8.3527)  
-0.0093 
(-4.0074) 
-0.0046 
(-1.3919) 
0.0522 
(7.5353) 
0.0615 
(8.4557) 
MZT -0.0110 
(-5.2722) 
-0.0078 
(-2.5486) 
0.0317 
(6.2526) 
0.0427 
(7.7419)  
-0.0077 
(-3.7922) 
0.0016 
(0.4579) 
0.0447 
(6.3850) 
0.0524 
(7.1977) 
LZT -0.0156 
(-8.1743) 
-0.0066 
(-2.1592) 
0.0376 
(6.9436) 
0.0532 
(9.2934)  
-0.0081 
(-5.8675) 
0.0060 
(2.2429) 
0.0520 
(8.8113) 
0.0601 
(9.9112) 
AVE -0.0123 
(-10.850) 
-0.0086 
(-5.0303) 
0.0332 
(11.480) 
0.0456 
(14.652)  
-0.0084 
(-7.4834) 
0.0010 
(0.5438) 
0.0496 
(12.989) 
0.0580 
(14.567) 
At the end of each month over the test period, stocks are double-sorted 3x3, first by the control factor (dividend yield, price-earnings ratio, 
turnover ratio, AltmanZ ratio, number of zero volume, number of zero returns) into three portfolios and then within each portfolio we sort 
stocks again by idiosyncratic volatility using the Fama-French three factor model (1993) (FF-3) (see Eq. 3.6). The alpha of each value- and 
equal-weighted portfolio is presented with t-statistics in parenthesis. Alpha refers to the FF-3model (Eq. 3.6) alpha (α coefficient) using the 
full sample of monthly value- or equal-weighted returns for each portfolio. To control for a particular factor, we average the alpha within 
each idiosyncratic volatility category resulting in three portfolios with dispersion in idiosyncratic volatility but contain the values of the 
factors being controlled. LIV, MIV , HIV  refer to low, medium, and high idiosyncratic volatility portfolio, respectively; HDY, high dividend 
yield; MDY, middle dividend yield; LDY, low dividend yield; HPE, high price-earnings ratio; MPE, medium price-earnings ratio; LPE, low 
price-earnings ratio; HTO, high turnover ratio; MTO, medium turnover ratio; LTO, low turnover ratio; HAZ, high AltmanZ ratio; MAZ, 
medium AltmanZ ratio; LAZ, low AltmanZ ratio; HZV, high number of zero volume;  MZV, medium number of zero volume; LZV, low 
number of zero volume; HZT, high number of zero returns; MZT, medium number of zero returns; LZT, low number of zero returns.  
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4.5 Robustness Test 3 – Sample Specification 
In this robustness test, we removed all H shares from the sample, and re-investigated whether 
the IV effect remains for the rest of the listed stocks. We compared the IV measures with and 
without the H shares. The results are reported in Tables 4.20 and 4.21. Table 4.20 reports the 
descriptive statistics for six volatility series: IVHew, IVHvw, IVNoHew, IVNoHvw, IVAllew and 
IVAllvw, from 1993.09 to 2007.12. IVHew and IVHvw are the equal-weighted and value-
weighted IV only for H shares, respectively. In contrast, IVNoHew and IVNoHvw are the equal-
weighted and value-weighted IV across all firms without H shares, respectively. IVAllew and 
IVAllvw are the equal-weighted and value-weighted IV across all firms, respectively. The 
results indicate that IVHew (0.0289) has lower mean and median than IVNoHew (0.0312) from 
1993.09 to 2007.12. On the other hand, IVHvw has a higher value of both mean and median 
than IVNoHvw, 0.0233 and 0.0168 respectively, which indicates that a few H shares with 
enormous market capitalization have a higher IV than the rest of the H shares.   
Table4.20 Descriptive statistics for Hong Kong stocks over period 1993.09 to 2007.12 
 
Mean Median StdDev CV Max Min 
IVHEW 0.0289 0.0269 0.0081 0.2803 0.0607 0.0153 
IVHVW 0.0233 0.0217 0.0089 0.3820 0.0492 0.0047 
IVNoHew 0.0312 0.0303 0.0087 0.2788 0.0762 0.0176 
IVNoHvw 0.0165 0.0151 0.0056 0.3394 0.0379 0.0094 
IVAllew 0.0309 0.0297 0.0085 0.2751 0.0739 0.0178 
IVAllvw 0.0167 0.0151 0.0057 0.3413 0.0379 0.0096 
 
According to the different characteristics of H shares compared with the rest of stocks in the 
Hong Kong stock market, the current study removed all H shares from the original sample to 
further test whether the positive IV effect remains. Table 4.21 reports the descriptive statistics 
for the firm level IV in the Hong Kong stock market from 1980 to 2007 after removing all H 
shares from the sample. IVNoHew and IVNoHvw are the equal-weighted and value-weighed IV 
across the rest of the firms after deleting the H shares, respectively, where IV is the standard 
deviation of residuals from (1). Panel A in Table 4.21 shows that both equal- and value-
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weighted average IV after removing the H shares are 0.0245 and 0.0119, respectively, are 
both lower than the values in Panel A in Table 4.1. Moreover, the average values of the 
median for both equal- and value-weighted IV reported in Panel A in Table 4.21  are 0.0231 
and 0.0112, respectively, are also lower than those in the Panel A in Table 4.1. Panel B in 
Table 4.21 initially shows that IVew and IVvw are positively correlated. The results in both 
Panel C and D in Table 4.21 are similar to the results in Table 4.1. We also reject the 
presence of unit roots for both the IVew and IVvw series whether or not a trend is included 
according to the augmented Dickey and Fuller’s (1979) test results in Panel D. Thus our 
analysis of the volatility series is in levels instead of first differences. The results in Table 
4.21 indicate that H shares seem to have a higher average IV than the rest of shares over the 
study period in the Hong Kong stock market, which is partly consistent to our findings in 
Table4.20.    
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Table4.21 Descriptive Statistics for Hong Kong stocks without H shares 
Panel A: Summary statistics  
 Mean Median StdDev CV Max Min 
IVNoHew 0.0245 0.0231 0.0076 0.3102 0.0634 0.0123 
IVNoHvw 0.0119 0.0112 0.0036 0.3025 0.0298 0.0063 
Panel B: Correlation table 
 IVNoHew IVNoHew   
IVNoHew 1.0000 0.6190   
IVNoHvw 0.6190 1.0000   
Panel C: Autocorrelation structure 
 IVNoHew IVNoHew   
ρ1 0.815 0.786   
ρ2 0.691 0.653   
ρ3 0.610 0.563   
ρ4 0.557 0.500   
ρ6 0.512 0.437   
ρ12 0.445 0.411   
Panel D: Unit root test t-statistics 
 Constant Constant and Trend    
IVNoHew -5.7122 -6.8724     
IVNoHvw -6.2348 -6.2383     
The Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit roots is based on regressions with a constant, and regressions with a 
constant and a trend. The 1 percent critical values for the unit root test are -3.45 with a constant, and -3.99 with 
a constant and trend. 
 
 
Table 4.22 shows that there is a significant positive IV effect for the value-weighted 
portfolios after removing H shares according to both the results of monthly raw returns and 
average abnormal returns (FF-3 alpha), but the significant positive IV effect for the equal-
weighted portfolio can be explained by systematic risk factors. In other words, there is no IV 
effect for equal-weighted portfolios in the Hong Kong stock market. Table 4.22 also shows 
the average size and book-to-market (BM ratio) of three IV-sorted portfolios. Table 4.22 
shows that high IV portfolios, in general, contain smaller size and high BM stocks than low 
IV portfolios, but low IV portfolios have a higher value-weighted BM than high IV portfolios. 
Panel A in Table 4.22 reports the equal-weighted average raw returns and FF-3 alpha and 
Panel B reports the corresponding value-weighted returns. It further shows that high IV 
portfolios outperformed low IV portfolios 2.19% per month over the study period, but the FF-
3 alpha value indicates that the positive relationship between IV and expected stock returns is 
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0.38% per month and statistically insignificant, has disappeared. The results support Bali and 
Cakici’s (2008) findings in the US stock markets from 1958 to 2004, which show there is no 
IV effect for equal-weighted portfolios but the IV effect remains for value-weighted 
portfolios. Panel B in Table 4.22 further confirms the positive relationship between IV and 
expected stock returns for the value-weighted portfolios; high IV portfolios earn a 4.29% per 
month raw return premium more than low IV portfolios in the Hong Kong stock market. 
More importantly, this relationship has been confirmed by the results of FF-3 alpha; high-IV 
portfolios outperform low-IV portfolios by 1.05% per month at a relatively significant level. 
The results in Panel B of Table 4.22 are consistent with the results in Panel B of Table 4.4. 
There are two implications from the results reported in Table 4.22. First, the positive IV 
effect in the Hong Kong stock market might be mainly due to a big stock effect, because the 
IV effect disappeared for equal-weighted portfolios but remained for value-weighted 
portfolios after removing the H shares. Our results are consistent with Dempsey et al.’s (2001) 
findings for the Australian stock market. Dempsey et al. (2001) indicate that the positive IV 
effect in the Australian stock market from 1990 to 2000 is mainly due to large stocks, which 
are mostly in the high IV portfolios. Second, the disappearance of the IV effect for equal-
weighted portfolios could be due to the removal of the H shares. Empirical evidence suggests 
that the IV effect in the other stock markets could also be due to a special group of stocks. 
For example, Bali et al. (2006) state that there is no IV effect in the US stock markets after 
removing the smallest, least liquid, and lowest-priced stocks in NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq stock 
markets from the sample.   
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Table4.22 Returns of portfolios on the Hong Kong stock exchange sorted by 
idiosyncratic volatility without H shares 
 Raw Return Sizea B/M FF-3 Alpha 
 Mean StdDev   Mean Std Error 
Panel A: Equal-weighted 
High IV 0.0180 
(2.2391) 0.1456 
831.01 
(27.8887) 
1.2603 
(41.8183) 
0.0385 
(8.9052) 0.0043 
Medium IV -0.0046 
(-0.8718) 0.0949 
2340.31 
(26.3586) 
1.2247 
(47.3167) 
0.0313 
(10.652) 0.0039 
Low IV -0.0039 
(-1.0924) 0.0648 
9878.88 
(29.3715) 
1.1224 
(49.0216) 
0.0347 
(10.112) 0.0034 
High- Low 0.0219 
(2.4898)  
-9047.87 
(-26.796) 
0.1379 
(3.9015) 
0.0038 
(0.6932)  
Panel B: Value-weighted 
High IV 0.0542 
(6.4421) 0.1525 
831.01 
(27.8887) 
1.2603 
(41.8183) 
0.0271 
(7.4758) 0.0036 
Medium IV 0.0197 
(3.5367) 0.1008 
2340.31 
(26.3586) 
1.2247 
(47.3167) 
0.0169 
(4.4926) 0.0038 
Low IV 0.0113 
(2.4782) 0.0827 
9878.88 
(29.3715) 
1.1224 
(49.0216) 
0.0166 
(4.4760) 0.0037 
High- Low 0.0429 
(4.4799)  
-9047.87 
(-26.796) 
0.1379 
(3.9015) 
0.0105 
(2.0340)  
a
 Market capitalisation in million HK Dollar. 
Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics. 
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4.6 Robustness Test 4 – Sub-period Analysis 
4.6.1 Trend analysis for sub-periods 
In this section, we divide the full sample period into two sub periods using the financial crisis 
in June 1997 as the break-point.  Panel A in Table 4.23 reports the descriptive statistics of the 
four volatility series pre-Asian financial crisis. TVew has a higher mean and median than 
TVvw before the Asian financial crisis, which implies that smaller size firms are more volatile 
than big size firms over the study period. Moreover, IVew has a higher mean and median than 
IVvw during the same period. Our findings for the HK stock market for the period 1981 to 
June 1997 are consistent with Campbell et al.’s (2001) findings in the US stock markets. We 
also noticed that the equal-weighted IV accounted for 88% of TV and the value-weighted IV 
accounted for about 81% of TV before June 1997. This supports Goyal and Santa-Clara’s 
(2003) findings in the US stock markets, where the authors report that 85% of firm-level TV 
is due to IV over 1962 to 2000. Panel B in Table 4.23 reports the correlations among four 
volatility series pre-Asian financial crisis. As expected, the four volatilities are highly 
correlated with each other.   
Panel C in Table 4.23 reports the descriptive statistics of the four volatility series post-Asian 
financial crisis. The results are similar to the results in the Panel A in Table 4.23. This 
indicates that the characteristics of the HK stocks did not change dramatically, i.e., small 
stocks are still more volatile than big stocks in the post- Asian financial crisis period. Panel D 
in Table 4.23 shows the correlations among four volatility series in the post-Asian financial 
crisis are similar to the pre-Asian financial crisis.   
However, we noticed that both the means and medians of TV and IV in the post-Asian 
financial crisis period were higher by approximately 40% for equal-weighted and 10% for 
value-weighted volatility compared with the pre-Asian financial crisis values. The results 
suggest that the HK stock market might have become more volatile after the Asian financial 
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crisis, especially for smaller size stocks. The results also indicate the correlation between 
equal- and value-weighted TV is weaker after the Asian financial crisis, 0.9253 before the 
Asian financial crisis and 0.8190 after the Asian financial crisis. The correlation coefficients 
between equal- and value-weighted IV are 0.9281 and 0.7978 pre- and post-Asian financial 
crises respectively. Our results further indicate that small stocks exhibited different volatility 
behaviour from big stocks after the Asian financial crisis.   
Table4.23. Descriptive statistics of four volatilities on the Hong Kong stock exchange 
pre- and post-Asian financial crisis 
 
Panel A: Summary statistics (pre crisis 1980.10-1997.06) 
 Mean Median StdDev CV Max Min 
TVew 0.0268 0.0239 0.0105 0.3918 0.1189 0.0148 
TVvw 0.0190 0.0170 0.0087 0.4579 0.0930 0.0102 
IVew 0.0236 0.0220 0.0068 0.2881 0.0625 0.0137 
IVvw 0.0154 0.0146 0.0048 0.3097 0.0445 0.0091 
       
Panel B: Correlation table (pre crisis 1980.10-1997.06) 
 
TVew TVvw IVew IVvw 
  
TVew 1.0000      
TVvw 0.9253 1.0000     
IVew 0.8627 0.7146 1.0000    
IVvw 0.7327 0.7659 0.9281 1.0000   
 
Panel C: Summary statistics (post crisis 1998.01-2007.12) 
 Mean Median StdDev CV Max Min 
TVew 0.0364 0.0350 0.0082 0.2253 0.0725 0.0247 
TVvw 0.0215 0.0191 0.0085 0.3953 0.0606 0.0106 
IVew 0.0338 0.0319 0.0077 0.2278 0.0739 0.0238 
IVvw 0.0172 0.0158 0.0059 0.3430 0.0379 0.0096 
       
Panel D: Correlation table (post crisis 1998.01-2007.12) 
 
TVew TVvw IVew IVvw 
  
TVew 1.0000      
TVvw 0.8190 1.0000     
IVew 0.9329 0.6701 1.0000    
IVvw 0.8030 0.9130 0.7978 1.0000   
The Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit roots is based on regressions with a constant, and regressions with a 
constant and a trend. The 1 percent critical values for the unit root test are -3.45 with a constant, and -3.99 with 
constant and a trend. 
 
 
Next, we examined the trends of the four volatility series pre- and post-Asian financial crisis. 
Previously, we reported positive trends for both equal-weighted TV and IV from 1981 to 
2007, but there is no trend for value-weighted TV and IV in the same periods. However, 
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Bekaert et al. (2009) hypothesizes that, in the US stock markets, the upward IV trend in 
previous studies might be due to data starting in a low IV regime and ending in a high IV 
regime. Brandt et al. (2009) also suggest that the time-series behaviour of IV is actually an 
episodic phenomenon rather than a time trend from 1925 to 2008 in the US stock markets. 
Angelidis (2010) confirms Brandt et al.’s (2009) findings in 24 emerging stock markets.  
Figure 4.3 plots TVew, TVvw, IVew, and IVvw before the Asian financial crisis. The figure 
shows no trends for any of the volatility series. However, all volatility series exhibit bell 
shapes due to a sharp increase in October 1987 global stock market crash. After which the 
four volatility series dropped to the average level quickly until the Asian financial crisis, in 
which the four volatility series started to climb from early 1997. The findings in Figure 4.3 
are consistent with Bekaert et al.’s (2009) findings for the US stock markets, in which high-
level IV regimes mostly coincide with periods of recession.  
Figure 4.4 plots TVew, TVvw, IVew, and IVvw after the Asian financial crisis. Similarly, we 
cannot observe clear trends for any of the four volatility series. However, both equal-
weighted TV and IV are much higher than the corresponding value-weighted TV and IV over 
the full study period. A sharp increase in the four volatilities measures around year 2000 
would be due to the burst of internet bubble around the global stock markets. Brandt et al.’s 
(2008) suggestions could also be true for the HK stock market, in which internet bubble 
caused an increase in IV in the US stock markets. The four volatility series in the HK stock 
market are stable following the internet bubble until the end of the study period.  
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Figure4.3 Monthly Total Volatility and Idiosyncratic Volatility before Asian 
Financial Crisis (1981.01 – 1997.06) 
 
Figure4.4 Monthly Total Volatility and Idiosyncratic Volatility after Asian Financial 
Crisis (1998.01 - 2007.12)  
 
Table 4.24 shows the parameter estimates of the trend line and Bunzel and Vogelsang’s 
(2005) t-dan statistics. Panel A in Table 4.24 shows that there are statistically significant 
decreased trends in four volatility series in the HK stock market from 1981 to June 1997. 
Furthermore, Panel B in Table 4.24 also indicates that there are statistically significant 
downward trends of three volatility series from 1998 to 2007 with the exception of the equal-
weighted IV, which shows no trend as demonstrated by the statistically insignificant 
coefficient. Our results  support Bekaert et al. (2009) and Brandt et al.’s (2008) hypotheses, 
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as well as Angelidis’s (2010) findings; who report statistically significant negative trends for 
six emerging markets and no trends for the rest of the 18 emerging markets from 1994 to 
2007. On the other hand, previous results reported in Section 4.2.2 revealed upward trends for 
both equal-weighted TV and IV from 1980 to 2007. When we divide the full study sample in 
Section 4.2.2 into two sub-periods, the results are different. This might confirm Brandt et 
al.’s (2009) hypothesis that the time-series behaviour of market volatilities is actually an 
episodic phenomenon.    
Table4.24 Trend analysis of portfolio volatilities on the Hong Kong stock exchange pre- 
and post-Asian financial crisis 
 
Panel A. The trends of volatilities pre-Asian financial crisis 
 Linear Trend 
(x 10 -5) 
t-dan  
TVew -4.83 -3.8604  
TVvw -3.54 -3.3756  
IVew -3.14 -3.5193  
IVvw -2.66 -4.4272  
 
 
Panel B. The trends of volatilities post-Asian financial crisis 
 
 Linear Trend 
(x 10 -5) 
t-dan  
TVew -8.12 -3.4663  
TVvw -13.5 -5.1019  
IVew -4.05 -1.4429  
IVvw -8.17 -3.0977  
The 5% critical value (two-sided) for t-dan is 1.726. 
 
Since our sub-sample results are different from the full sample results, we conducted the 
Chow’s structural test. Table 4.25 reports the statistical results of Chow’s breakpoint test, 
with the breakpoint defined as July to December 1997. The results show structural changes 
for all four volatility series before and after the breakpoint. After the Asian financial crisis, 
the level of market volatility increased to a new high level. Therefore, the trends of the 
market volatility were more likely to exhibit an upward trend from 1980 to 2007, because 
market volatilities after the Asian financial crisis are higher than market volatilities before the 
crisis. The market volatilities of each sub-period in the early stage are all at a high level, i.e. 
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the stock market crash in 1987 and the Asian financial crisis in 1998. Then the market 
volatilities returned to the average level; this might have caused by the observed decreased 
trend that existed in each sub-period in the HK stock market. The findings support Bekaert et 
al.’s (2009) research findings in the US stock markets. Bekaert et al. (2009) indicates that the 
trend of market volatilities depends on the level of market volatilities in the beginning and 
ending periods.  
Table4.25. Breakeven tests for market volatilities of portfolios 
on the Hong Kong stock exchange 
(Breakeven point: 1997.07 – 1997.12) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.6.2 IV effect for sub-periods 
4.6.2.1 IV effect using daily stock returns 
In this section we report the results of the robustness test for the IV effect in sub-periods. 
Table 4.26 shows the single sorted results for raw returns and FF-3 alphas for the period 
before the Asian financial crisis and Table 4.27 shows the results after the crisis. Table 4.26 
shows that before the Asian financial crisis, high IV portfolios have statistically higher raw 
returns than low IV portfolios irrespective of whether the raw returns are equal- or value-
weighted. More importantly, the positive relationship between IV and raw returns is 
confirmed by a monotonic decrease in FF-3 alpha from high to low IV portfolios. Panel A in 
Table 4.26 shows a statistically significant positive equal-weighted alpha spread of 5.99% per 
month between the high and low IV portfolios. Panel B confirms the positive relationship 
between the high and low IV portfolios, with a highly statistically significant spread of 6.29%. 
EW TV VW TV  EW IV VW IV 
F-statistic 25.5234 20.5643 30.0546 24.8147 
Log 
likelihood 
ratio 
90.3322 74.6198 103.8959 88.0163 
Wald 
Statistic  102.0937 82.2571 120.2186 99.2588 
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Table 4.27 confirms the findings in Table 4.26, since high IV portfolios have statistically 
higher raw returns than low IV portfolios irrespective of whether the raw returns are equal- or 
value-weighted. The equal-weighted spread of FF-3 alpha is 3.17% per month, and the value-
weighted spread of FF-3 alpha reported in Panel A in Table 4.27 is 3.25% per month, both of 
which decreased monotonically from high-IV portfolios to low-IV portfolios.  The single-
sorted results indicate the presence of a positive IV effect in the Hong Kong stock market for 
the period before and after the Asian financial crisis. 
Table4.26. Returns of portfolios on the Hong Kong stock exchange sorted by 
idiosyncratic volatility 
(Pre Asian financial crisis 1980.10-1997.06) 
 Raw Return FF-3 Alpha 
 Mean StdDev Mean StdDev 
Panel A: Equal-weighted 
High IV 0.0225 
(2.3782) 0.1335 
0.0432 
(3.6523) 0.0108 
Medium IV 0.0017 
(0.2302) 0.1034 
-0.0089 
(-2.1192) 0.0042 
Low IV 0.0012 
(0.2502) 0.0698 
-0.0167 
(-4.1712) 0.0040 
High- Low 0.0212 
(2.0003) 
 
0.1065 
0.0599 
(4.6784)  
Panel B: Value- weighted 
High IV 0.0406 
(4.1593) 0.1381 
0.0508 
(3.2956) 0.0154 
Medium IV 0.0191 
(2.3629) 0.1146 
0.0108 
(2.2389) 0.0048 
Low IV 0.0141 
(2.3625) 0.0842 
-0.0121 
(-3.3811) 
 
0.0034 
High- Low 0.0265 
(2.3271) 
 
0.1145 
0.0629 
(3.5269)  
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Table4.27. Returns of portfolios on the Hong Kong stock exchange sorted by 
idiosyncratic volatility 
(Post Asian financial crisis 1998.01-2007.12) 
 Raw Return FF-3 Alpha 
 Mean StdDev Mean StdDev 
Panel A: Equal-weighted 
High IV 0.0115 
(0.7993) 0.1563 
0.0208 
(3.7555) 0.0054 
Medium IV -0.0088 
(-1.1882) 0.0804 
-0.0087 
(-3.2245) 0.0027 
Low IV -0.0074 
(-2.3515) 0.0343 
-0.0109 
(-4.2863) 0.0025 
High- Low 0.0189 
(1.2903) 
 
0.1132 
0.0317 
(3.5031)  
Panel B: Value- weighted 
High IV 0.0729 
(4.8363) 0.1644 
0.0265 
(2.5948) 0.0098 
Medium IV 0.0249 
(2.8069) 0.0970 
0.0018 
(0.8793) 0.0021 
Low IV 0.0098 
(1.73**) 0.0617 
-0.0060 
(-3.1683) 0.0017 
High- Low 0.0631 
(3.9387) 
 
0.1241 
0.0325 
(3.5497)  
a
 Market capitalisation in million HK Dollars. 
Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics. 
 
 
We employed the double-sorting procedure to control for four variables, i.e. size, value, 
momentum, and short-term reversal. The results are reported in Table 4.28 for the pre-crisis 
period and Table 4.29 for the post-crisis period. In general, all alpha spreads reported in 
Panels A to F in Table 4.28 are positive and statistically significant. Panel A in Table 4.28 
reports the results for portfolios double-sorted on size and IV. Both average equal- and value-
weighted alpha spreads are positive and highly significant at 6.34% per month and 6.87% per 
month, respectively. The evidence suggests that size is not the cause of the relationship 
between the IV and risk-adjusted returns pre-Asian financial crisis. Panel B in Table 4.28 
reports the results for portfolios double-sorted on value and IV; the average equal- and value-
weighted alpha spreads are highly significant at 2.95% per month and 3.13% per month, 
respectively. The evidence suggests that value is also not the cause of the relationship 
between the IV and risk-adjusted returns pre-Asian financial crisis. Panel C in Table 4.28 
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reports the results for portfolios double-sorted on momentum and IV; the average equal- and 
value-weighted alpha spreads are significant at 6.36% per month and 9.73% per month, 
respectively. Thus the IV effect cannot be explained by the momentum before the crisis in the 
HK stock market. Finally, Panel D in Table 4.28 reports the results for portfolios double-
sorted on REV and IV; the average equal- and value-weighted alpha spreads are significant at 
2.76% per month and 3.84% per month, respectively. Therefore, results in Table 4.28 
indicate size, value, momentum, and REV cannot explain the IV effect in the HK stock 
market in the pre-crisis period, which is consistent with our findings in the previous sections.   
Table 4.29 reports FF-3 alphas of the double sorted portfolios by size, value, momentum, and 
REV, and IV for the period after the Asian financial crisis. The results in Table 4.29 are 
similar to the results reported in Table 4.28. To save space, we have not reported the detailed 
results in Table 4.29. In summary, the results in Table 4.29 suggest none of the control 
variables (size, value, momentum, and REV) can explain the IV effect in the HK stock 
market post Asian financial crisis. 
Therefore we document a positive IV effect in the HK stock market that is robust to control 
for size, value, momentum, and REV before and after the Asian financial crisis.   
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Table4.28 Alpha double sorted portfolios on the Hong Kong stock exchange 
(Pre Asian financial crisis 1980.10-1997.06) 
 Panel A. Double sort on size (market capitalisation) and IV 
 Equal-weighted  Value -weighted 
 HIV MIV LIV HIV-LIV  HIV MIV LIV HIV-LIV 
BIG  0.0414 
(2.5097) 
-0.0183 
(-2.7956) 
-0.0186 
(-3.9949) 
0.0600 
(3.8226)  
0.0469 
(3.8628) 
-0.0024 
(-0.9105) 
-0.0098 
(-2.0369) 
0.0567 
(2.9651) 
          
MED 0.0694 
(3.3296) 
-0.0157 
(-3.2858) 
-0.0157 
(-3.2978) 
0.0851 
(3.6425)  
0.0712 
(3.1938) 
-0.0143 
(-2.8983) 
-0.0163 
(-2.5508) 
0.0875 
(3.5414) 
          
SMA 0.0304 
(4.0525) 
-0.0187 
(-4.0144) 
-0.0148 
(-2.9822) 
0.0452 
(2.4048)  
0.0494 
(3.3599) 
-0.0146 
(-3.0329) 
-0.0125 
(-3.3707) 
0.0619 
(4.1701) 
          
AVE 0.0471 
(3.9568) 
-0.0176 
(-2.0823) 
-0.0164 
(-3.2823) 
0.0634 
(3.6608)  
0.0558 
(4.7525) 
-0.0104 
(-4.2460) 
-0.0129 
(-3.5556) 
0.0687 
(3.6246) 
          
 Panel B.  Double sort on value (book-to-market) and IV 
HBM  0.0221 
(2.1655) 
-0.0070 
(-2.5285) 
-0.0113 
(-3.1124) 
0.0334 
(3.1650)  
0.0244 
(4.7931) 
-0.0007 
(-0.2420) 
-0.0072 
(-3.2064) 
0.0316 
(5.6893) 
          
MBM 0.0230 
(4.6385) 
-0.0060 
(-1.9956) 
-0.0121 
(-2.0459) 
0.0351 
(3.3287)  
0.0269 
(4.7001) 
0.0025 
(0.7838) 
-0.0072 
(-3.4340) 
0.0341 
(5.6136) 
          
LBM 0.0121 
(2.6909) 
-0.0014 
(-0.5759) 
-0.0079 
(-3.3851) 
0.0200 
(3.9575)  
0.0227 
(4.9360) 
0.0039 
(1.5003) 
-0.0054 
(-2.3689) 
0.0281 
(5.4638) 
          
AVE 0.0191 
(3.1646) 
-0.0048 
(-2.9968) 
-0.0104 
(-3.2800) 
0.0295 
(3.0187)  
0.0247 
(4.2911) 
0.0019 
(1.1308) 
-0.0066 
(-5.1926) 
0.0313 
(5.6645) 
          
 Panel C. Double sort on momentum (11/1/1) and IV 
WNR  0.0408 
(2.0142) 
-0.0174 
(-3.3927) 
-0.0224 
(-4.3576) 
0.0632 
(4.1624)  
0.0777 
(4.8476) 
0.0028 
(0.5683) 
-0.0059 
(-1.7119) 
0.0836 
(3.9866) 
          
MID 0.0348 
(4.9139) 
-0.0156 
(-4.0501) 
-0.0141 
(-4.8888) 
0.0489 
(4.3760)  
0.0605 
(3.3431) 
0.0029 
(0.7375) 
-0.0107 
(-3.1026) 
0.0712 
(4.9420) 
          
LSR 0.0607 
(2.0310) 
-0.0135 
(-2.4505) 
-0.0181 
(-4.1630) 
0.0788 
(3.4869)  
0.1217 
(4.8045) 
0.0050 
(0.7300) 
-0.0155 
(-3.3915) 
0.1372 
(6.2468) 
          
AVE 0.0454 
(3.8888) 
-0.0155 
(-4.5302) 
-0.0182 
(-3.1630) 
0.0636 
(4.7879)  
0.0866 
(4.6012) 
0.0036 
(1.1456) 
-0.0107 
(-4.8239) 
0.0973 
(3.2778) 
          
 Panel D. Double sort on one-month past return and IV 
WNR  0.0202 
(2.0425) 
-0.0068 
(-1.0011) 
-0.0089 
(-1.9012) 
0.0291 
(2.6553)  
0.0487 
(4.6978) 
0.0159 
(2.0485) 
0.0096 
(1.7113) 
0.0391 
(3.3102) 
          
MID 0.0212 
(2.2815) 
-0.0049 
(-0.8247) 
-0.0059 
(-1.3645) 
0.0271 
(2.6449)  
0.0470 
(4.9773) 
0.0141 
(2.1548) 
0.0083 
(1.4731) 
0.0387 
(3.5369) 
          
LSR 0.0122 
(1.1518) 
-0.0143 
(-2.0133) 
-0.0143 
(-2.7980) 
0.0265 
(2.2536)  
0.0393 
(3.2083) 
0.0047 
(0.6368) 
0.0018 
(0.2940) 
0.0375 
(2.7402) 
          
AVE 0.0179 
(3.1109) 
-0.0087 
(-2.2684) 
-0.0097 
(-3.5661) 
0.0276 
(4.3379)  
0.0450 
(7.2644) 
0.0116 
(2.7633) 
0.0066 
(1.9593) 
0.0384 
(5.4564) 
At the end of each month over the test period, stocks were double-sorted 3x3, first by the control factor (size, value, 
momentum, and REV) into three portfolios and then within each portfolio we sort stocks again by idiosyncratic volatility 
measured with respect to the Fama-French three factor model (FF-3) (see Eq. 3.6). The alpha of each value- and equal-
weighted portfolio is presented with t-statistics in parentheses. Alpha refers to the FF-3model (see Eq. 3.6) alpha (α 
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coefficient) using the full sample of monthly value- or equal-weighted returns for each portfolio. To control for a particular 
factor, we averaged the alpha within each idiosyncratic volatility category results in three portfolios with dispersion in 
idiosyncratic volatility but contain all values of the factor being controlled. Size is the firm’s market capitalisation at the end 
of month t; value is the book-to-market ratio six months prior, i.e. at the end of t-6; momentum at time t is the stock’s 11-
month past return lagged one month; REV is stock’s past month return. LIV, MIV , HIV  refer to low, medium, and high 
idiosyncratic volatility portfolio, respectively; BIG, big size; MED, medium size; SMA, small size; HBM, MBM , LBM  refer 
to high, medium, low book-to-market, respectively; WNR, winner; MID, middle; LSR, loser. 
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Table4.29 Alpha double sorted portfolios on the Hong Kong stock exchange 
(Post Asian financial crisis 1998.01-2007.12) 
 Panel A. Double sort on size (market capitalisation) and IV 
 Equal-weighted  Value -weighted 
 HIV MIV LIV HIV-LIV  HIV MIV LIV HIV-LIV 
BIG  0.0199 
(4.4587) 
-0.0060 
(-2.6920) 
-0.0092 
(-5.5892) 
0.0291 
(6.0930)  
0.0180 
(4.2806) 
-0.0011 
(-0.5882) 
-0.0049 
(-3.5778) 
0.0229 
(5.1726) 
          
MED 0.0425 
(7.2586) 
-0.0087 
(-2.6006) 
-0.0118 
(-5.6902) 
0.0543 
(8.6705)  
0.0427 
(4.0032) 
-0.0083 
(-2.3961) 
-0.0110 
(-5.3432) 
0.0537 
(4.3238) 
          
SMA 0.0328 
(6.2454) 
-0.0126 
(-3.8564) 
-0.0176 
(-6.7685) 
0.0504 
(8.5375)  
0.0362 
(6.6382) 
-0.0124 
(-3.6798) 
-0.0162 
(-6.2134) 
0.0524 
(4.6133) 
          
AVE 0.0317 
(5.4400) 
-0.0091 
(-5.2259) 
-0.0129 
(-4.4170) 
0.0446 
(6.5946)  
0.0323 
(6.5042) 
-0.0073 
(-4.1632) 
-0.0107 
(-3.8588) 
0.0430 
(4.0169) 
  
 Panel B. Double sort on value (book-to-market) and IV 
HBM  0.0423 
(4.5453) 
-0.0263 
(-4.0320) 
-0.0209 
(-5.9718) 
0.0632 
(4.3602)  
0.0914 
(6.2100) 
-0.0200 
(-2.8185) 
-0.0202 
(-4.3680) 
0.1116 
(3.2454) 
          
MBM 0.0237 
(2.4573) 
-0.0241 
(-3.3912) 
-0.0166 
(-4.1133) 
0.0403 
(3.8409)  
0.0516 
(5.3314) 
-0.0198 
(-3.0624) 
-0.0307 
(-5.5389) 
0.0823 
(4.3806) 
          
LBM 0.0309 
(3.2489) 
-0.0186 
(-2.8173) 
-0.0173 
(-4.9249) 
0.0482 
(4.7609)  
0.0662 
(6.4444) 
0.0066 
(0.9973) 
-0.0015 
(-0.6241) 
0.0677 
(3.4013) 
          
AVE 0.0323 
(5.8881) 
-0.0230 
(-5.9119) 
-0.0183 
(-4.6110) 
0.0506 
(5.5976)  
0.0697 
(5.2542) 
-0.0111 
(-2.8446) 
-0.0175 
(-4.9302) 
0.0872 
(4.0230) 
          
 Panel C. Double sort on momentum (11/1/1) and IV 
WNR  0.0333 
(5.7819) 
-0.0059 
(-1.6341) 
-0.0109 
(-4.3363) 
0.0442 
(6.9983)  
0.0419 
(5.9607) 
-0.0007 
(-0.2017) 
-0.0050 
(-2.0562) 
0.0469 
(6.3378) 
          
MID 0.0239 
(4.7627) 
-0.0055 
(-1.999*) 
-0.0116 
(-5.6915) 
0.0355 
(6.5922)  
0.0274 
(5.2908) 
9.33E-05 
(0.0332) 
-0.0097 
(-3.9615) 
0.0371 
(6.4779) 
          
LSR 0.0325 
(5.3033) 
-0.0148 
(-3.7860) 
-0.0150 
(-6.0376) 
0.0475 
(7.2052)  
0.0415 
(5.1676) 
-0.0099 
(-2.0578) 
-0.0095 
(-2.9423) 
0.0510 
(5.9190) 
          
AVE 0.0299 
(3.1621) 
-0.0087 
(-4.3998) 
-0.0125 
(-4.2319) 
0.0424 
(4.0017)  
0.0369 
(3.3630) 
-0.0035 
(-1.5998) 
-0.0081 
(-5.1878) 
0.0450 
(3.6139) 
          
 Panel D. Double sort on one-month past return and IV 
WNR  0.1788 
(2.6127) 
0.1008 
(2.5489) 
0.0746 
(2.2498) 
0.1042 
(2.1098)  
0.1771 
(2.0905) 
0.1011 
(2.1809) 
0.0683 
(2.5718) 
0.1088 
(2.1987) 
          
MID -0.0049 
(-2.0332) 
-0.0057 
(-2.4766) 
-0.0068 
(-3.0542) 
0.0019 
(0.5836)  
-0.0035 
(-1.4570) 
-0.0051 
(-2.2834) 
-0.0061 
(-3.1086) 
0.0026 
(0.8322) 
          
LSR -0.1300 
(-3.4547) 
-0.0939 
(-6.2834) 
-0.0817 
(-3.5109) 
-0.0483 
(-3.7116)  
-0.1259 
(-2.8848) 
-0.0866 
(-2.4863) 
-0.0736 
(-2.0826) 
-0.0523 
(-2.0225) 
          
AVE 0.0146 
(5.6557) 
0.0004 
(0.2099) 
-0.0046 
(-2.5969) 
0.0193 
(3.1302)  
0.0159 
(4.6206) 
0.0031 
(1.5630) 
-0.0038 
(-2.2692) 
0.0197 
(3.1475) 
At the end of each month over the test period, stocks were double-sorted 3x3, first by the control factor (size, value, 
momentum, and REV) into three portfolios and then within each portfolio we sort stocks again by idiosyncratic volatility 
measured with respect to the Fama-French three factor model (FF-3) (see Eq. 3.6). The alpha of each value- and equal-
weighted portfolio is presented with t-statistics in parentheses. Alpha refers to the FF-3model (see Eq. 3.6) alpha (α 
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coefficient) using the full sample of monthly value- or equal-weighted returns for each portfolio. To control for a particular 
factor, we averaged the alpha within each idiosyncratic volatility category results in three portfolios with dispersion in 
idiosyncratic volatility but contain all values of the factor being controlled. Size is the firm’s market capitalisation at the end 
of month t; value is the book-to-market ratio six months prior, i.e. at the end of t-6; momentum at time t is the stock’s 11-
month past return lagged one month; REV is stock’s past month return. LIV, MIV , HIV  refer to low, medium, and high 
idiosyncratic volatility portfolio, respectively; BIG, big size; MED, medium size; SMA, small size; HBM, MBM , LBM  refer 
to high, medium, low book-to-market, respectively; WNR, winner; MID, middle; LSR, loser. 
 
 
4.6.2.2 Sub-period IV effect using weekly stock returns 
We test whether the IV effect is still robust in the sub-periods, pre- and post-Asian financial 
crisis, when the firm-level IV is computed using weekly instead of daily stock returns data.  
Table 4.30 shows the single sort portfolio raw returns and FF-3 alphas for the period before 
the Asian financial crisis and Table 4.31 shows the results after the crisis. Table 4.30 shows 
that high IV portfolios have higher raw returns than low IV portfolios irrespective of whether 
the raw returns are equal- or value-weighted before the crisis, but none of the return 
differences are statistically significant. However, the spreads of FF-3 alpha indicate that there 
is actually a significant positive IV effect in the HK stock market before the crisis, because 
both equal- and value-weighted alpha spreads are statistically significant and positive. Panel 
A in Table 4.30 also shows a statistically significant positive equal-weighted alpha spread of 
2% per month between the high and low IV portfolios. Panel B in Table 4.30 confirms the 
positive relationship between the high and low IV portfolios, with a highly statistically 
significant spread of 2.07%.  
Table 4.31 confirms our findings in Table 4.30, in that high IV portfolios have a statistically 
higher alpha than low IV portfolios irrespective of whether the alphas are equal- or value-
weighted, but the spread of raw returns for equal-weighted portfolios remains insignificant 
and weakly significant for value-weighted portfolios. The equal-weighted spread of FF-3 
alpha reported in Panel A in Table 4.31 is 4.35% per month and the value-weighted spread of 
FF-3 alpha is 4.83% per month; both monotonically decreased from the high-IV portfolios to 
low-IV portfolios.   
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Table4.30 Portfolios returns on the Hong Kong stock exchange sorted by weekly 
idiosyncratic volatility 
(Pre Asian financial crisis 1980.10-1997.06) 
 Raw return FF-3 Alpha 
 Mean StdDev Mean StdDev 
Panel A: Equal-weighted 
High IV 0.0091 
(1.0811) 0.1166 
0.0110 
(3.5391) 0.0031 
Medium IV 0.0018 
(0.2414) 0.1021 
-0.0082 
(-2.6293) 0.0031 
Low IV 0.0070 
(1.1216) 0.0864 
-0.0090 
(-2.9352) 0.0031 
High- Low 0.0021 
(0.2007)  
0.0200 
(4.5620)  
Panel B: Value-weighted 
High IV 0.0228 
(2.5920) 0.1216 
0.0132 
(4.2364) 0.0031 
Medium IV 0.0177 
(2.3037) 0.1061 
-0.0035 
(-1.1938) 0.0030 
Low IV 0.0158 
(2.3805) 0.0916 
-0.0075 
(-2.4680) 0.0030 
High- Low 0.0070 
(0.6389)  
0.0207 
(4.7984)  
 
Table4.31 Portfolios returns on the Hong Kong stock exchange sorted by weekly 
idiosyncratic volatility 
(Post Asian financial crisis 1998.01-2007.12) 
 Raw return FF-3 Alpha 
 Mean Std. Dev Mean Std. 
Dev 
Panel A: Equal-weighted 
High IV 0.0025 
(0.1916) 0.1402 
0.0240 
(2.7891) 0.0086 
Medium IV -0.0021 
(-0.2769) 0.0842 
-0.0184 
(-3.6231) 0.0048 
Low IV -0.0007 
(-0.1682) 0.0464 
-0.0195 
(-3.2168) 0.0061 
High- Low 0.0032 
(0.2347)  
0.0435 
(4.1257)  
Panel B: Value-weighted 
High IV 0.0420 
(2.9515) 0.1558 
0.0301 
(3.4881) 0.0086 
Medium IV 0.0187 
(2.3262) 0.0880 
-0.0178 
(-2.1057) 0.0094 
Low IV 0.0141 
(2.2307) 0.0694 
-0.0182 
(-1.9711) 0.0093 
High- Low 0.0278 
(1.7885)  
0.0483 
(3.8131)  
a
 Market capitalisation in million HK dollars. 
Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics. 
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We replicate the double-sorted procedure to further investigate whether the IV effect can be 
explained by the control variables (size, value, momentum, and REV). Table 4.32 reports the 
results for the pre-crisis period and Table 4.33 reports the results after the crisis. We do not 
report repeated results in detail to save space. In summary, the results in both Tables 4.32 and 
4.33 indicate that none of the control variables can explain the significant positive IV effect 
in the HK stock market either before or after the crisis. The results in this section are also 
consistent with the results reported in the Section 4.3.3 for the entire sample period. 
Therefore, there is a significant positive IV effect in the HK stock market.    
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Table4.32 Alpha double sorted portfolios on the Hong Kong stock exchange (weekly IV) 
(Pre Asian financial crisis 1980.10-1997.06) 
 Panel A. Double sort on size (market capitalisation) and IV 
 Equal-weighted  Value-weighted 
 HIV MIV LIV HIV-LIV  HIV MIV LIV HIV-LIV 
BIG  0.0073 
(2.2779) 
-0.0026 
(-1.5917) 
-0.0045 
(-3.3762) 
0.0118 
(3.4163)  
0.0092 
(3.0886) 
1.86E-05 
(0.0107) 
-0.0029 
(-2.6905) 
0.0121 
(3.7868) 
          
MED 0.0162 
(3.4937) 
0.0021 
(0.7394) 
-0.0041 
(-1.6057) 
0.0203 
(3.8418)  
0.0161 
(3.2975) 
0.0019 
(0.6257) 
-0.0058 
(-2.3467) 
0.0219 
(3.9812) 
          
SMA 0.0079 
(1.8829) 
-0.0074 
(-2.6554) 
-0.0055 
(-1.5374) 
0.0134 
(2.4510)  
0.0116 
(3.3582) 
-0.0060 
(-2.0387) 
-0.0064 
(-2.0329) 
0.0180 
(3.3582) 
          
AVE 0.0105 
(4.4839) 
-0.0026 
(-1.8215) 
-0.0047 
(-3.0991) 
0.0152 
(5.4484)  
0.0123 
(5.1419) 
-0.0014 
(-0.8925) 
-0.0050 
(-3.5891) 
0.0173 
(6.2510) 
          
 Panel B.  Double sort on value (book-to-market) and IV 
HBM  0.0107 
(2.5263) 
-0.0001 
(-0.0438) 
-0.0082 
(-3.9423) 
0.0189 
(4.0249)  
0.0113 
(2.0725) 
0.0027 
(0.9145) 
-0.0061 
(-2.5805) 
0.0174 
(2.9445) 
          
MBM 0.0076 
(1.5178) 
-0.0016 
(-0.5203) 
-0.0058 
(-2.8708) 
0.0134 
(2.4883)  
0.0084 
(1.4104) 
-0.0004 
(-0.1340) 
-0.0021 
(-1.0980) 
0.0105 
(1.6940) 
          
LBM 0.0059 
(1.1876) 
0.0004 
(0.1247) 
-0.0033 
(-1.4439) 
0.0092 
(1.6996)  
0.0130 
(2.6563) 
0.0064 
(2.0858) 
-0.0031 
(-1.3524) 
0.0161 
(2.9744) 
          
AVE 0.0081 
(2.9643) 
-0.0004 
(-0.2639) 
-0.0058 
(-4.6740) 
0.0138 
(4.6297)  
0.0109 
(3.4862) 
0.0029 
(1.6018) 
-0.0038 
(-2.9513) 
0.0147 
(4.3430) 
          
 Panel C. Double sort on momentum (11/1/1) and IV 
WNR  0.0141 
(3.0296) 
0.0012 
(0.4008) 
-0.0037 
(-1.7819) 
0.0178 
(3.4578)  
0.0191 
(3.3067) 
0.0034 
(0.9421) 
-0.0022 
(-1.0510) 
0.0213 
(3.4530) 
          
MID 0.0052 
(1.3251) 
-0.0045 
(-1.7156) 
-0.0049 
(-2.5862) 
0.0101 
(2.3282)  
0.0087 
(2.0451) 
-0.0023 
(-0.9405) 
-0.0029 
(-1.4851) 
0.0116 
(2.4675) 
          
LSR 0.0141 
(2.6747) 
-0.0092 
(-2.8030) 
-0.0114 
(-3.9972) 
0.0255 
(4.2208)  
0.0221 
(3.7556) 
-0.0048 
(-1.1416) 
-0.0051 
(-1.6973) 
0.0272 
(4.1094) 
          
AVE 0.0111 
(4.1304) 
-0.0042 
(-2.4214) 
-0.0067 
(-4.9341) 
0.0178 
(5.9035)  
0.0166 
(5.3517) 
-0.0012 
(-0.6095) 
-0.0034 
(-2.4724) 
0.0200 
(5.8944) 
          
 Panel D. Double sort on one-month past return and IV 
WNR  0.0138 
(2.8942) 
-0.0015 
(-0.4643) 
2.6E-05 
(0.0080) 
0.0138 
(2.3646)  
0.0311 
(5.0541) 
0.0073 
(1.8784) 
-0.0011 
(-0.4155) 
0.0322 
(4.7895) 
          
MID 0.0041 
(1.0063) 
-0.0051 
(-2.1349) 
-0.0047 
(-2.4694) 
0.0088 
(1.9474)  
0.0008 
(0.1014) 
0.0004 
(0.1428) 
-0.0034 
(-1.8167) 
0.0042 
(0.5247) 
          
LSR 0.0117 
(2.3993) 
-0.0027 
(-0.9257) 
-0.0038 
(-1.4034) 
0.0155 
(2.7705)  
0.0126 
(2.2027) 
-0.0010 
(-0.2908) 
-0.0044 
(-1.6689) 
0.0170 
(2.7135) 
          
AVE 0.0099 
(3.7041) 
-0.0031 
(-1.8578) 
-0.0028 
(-1.8153) 
0.0127 
(4.1140)  
0.0148 
(3.8766) 
0.0022 
(0.1708) 
-0.0030 
(-2.1740) 
0.0178 
(4.3816) 
At the end of each month over the test period, stocks were double-sorted 3x3, first by the control factor (size, value, 
momentum, and REV) into three portfolios and then within each portfolio we sort stocks again by idiosyncratic volatility 
measured with respect to the Fama-French three factor model (FF-3) (see Eq. 3.6). The alpha of each value- and equal-
weighted portfolio is presented with t-statistics in parentheses. Alpha refers to the FF-3model (see Eq. 3.6) alpha (α 
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coefficient) using the full sample of monthly value- or equal-weighted returns for each portfolio. To control for a particular 
factor, we averaged the alpha within each idiosyncratic volatility category results in three portfolios with dispersion in 
idiosyncratic volatility but contain all values of the factor being controlled. Size is the firm’s market capitalisation at the end 
of month t; value is the book-to-market ratio six months prior, i.e. at the end of t-6; momentum at time t is the stock’s 11-
month past return lagged one month; REV is stock’s past month return. LIV, MIV , HIV  refer to low, medium, and high 
idiosyncratic volatility portfolio, respectively; BIG, big size; MED, medium size; SMA, small size; HBM, MBM , LBM  refer 
to high, medium, low book-to-market, respectively; WNR, winner; MID, middle; LSR, loser. 
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Table4.33 Alpha double sorted portfolios on the Hong Kong stock exchange (weekly IV) 
(Post Asian financial crisis 1998.01-2007.12) 
 Panel A. Double sort on size (market capitalisation) and IV 
 Equal-weighted  Value-weighted 
 HIV MIV LIV HIV-LIV  HIV MIV LIV HIV-LIV 
BIG  0.0231 
(2.5578) 
-0.0125 
(-2.3144) 
-0.0133 
(-4.0185) 
0.0364 
(3.7972)  
0.0375 
(3.0930) 
-0.0077 
(-1.4085) 
-0.0032 
(-1.6456) 
0.0407 
(4.1505) 
          
MED 0.0405 
(3.7684) 
-0.0072 
(-1.0756) 
-0.0099 
(-2.5511) 
0.0504 
(4.4255)  
0.0397 
(3.5301) 
-0.0064 
(-0.9129) 
-0.0100 
(-2.5594) 
0.0497 
(4.1907) 
          
SMA 0.0149 
(1.8062) 
-0.0116 
(-2.0671) 
-0.0153 
(-3.9506) 
0.0302 
(3.3259)  
0.0293 
(3.1987) 
-0.0085 
(-1.3911) 
-0.0134 
(-3.4527) 
0.0427 
(4.2732) 
          
AVE 0.0262 
(4.8430) 
-0.0104 
(-3.0486) 
-0.0128 
(-5.9901) 
0.0390 
(6.7100)  
0.0355 
(6.1260) 
-0.0075 
(-2.1041) 
-0.0089 
(-4.5339) 
0.0444 
(7.2541) 
  
 Panel B. Double sort on value (book-to-market) and IV 
HBM  0.0246 
(2.8062) 
-0.0091 
(-1.3911) 
-0.0114 
(-3.0700) 
0.0360 
(3.7711)  
0.0346 
(3.3853) 
-0.0091 
(-1.3911) 
-0.0174 
(-3.5296) 
0.0520 
(3.0899) 
          
MBM 0.0135 
(1.4352) 
-0.0128 
(-1.8686) 
-0.0161 
(-3.8698) 
0.0296 
(2.8750)  
0.0188 
(1.7531) 
-0.0128 
(-1.8686) 
-0.0259 
(-4.5099) 
0.0447 
(3.6870) 
          
LBM 0.0244 
(2.4746) 
-0.0100 
(-1.5422) 
-0.0105 
(-3.5623) 
0.0349 
(3.3831  
0.0324 
(4.0543) 
-0.0100 
(-1.5422) 
-7.5E-05 
(-0.0358) 
0.0325 
(2.4847) 
          
AVE 0.0208 
(3.8480) 
-0.0106 
(-2.7754) 
-0.0127 
(-6.0280) 
0.0335 
(3.3831)  
0.0286 
(3.6919) 
-0.0106 
(-2.7754) 
-0.0145 
(-5.5577) 
0.0431 
(5.2691) 
          
 Panel C. Double sort on momentum (11/1/1) and IV 
WNR  0.0129 
(1.1024) 
-0.0012 
(-0.1673) 
-0.0087 
(-2.1986) 
0.0216 
(1.7514)  
0.0410 
(2.5528) 
0.0073 
(0.9907) 
0.0082 
(1.6396) 
0.0328 
(1.9456) 
          
MID 0.0203 
(2.3062) 
-0.0125 
(-2.2225) 
-0.0117 
(-3.5307) 
0.0320 
(3.4048)  
0.0352 
(3.0981) 
-0.0044 
(-0.6579) 
-0.0123 
(-2.4401) 
0.0475 
(3.8158) 
          
LSR 0.0442 
(4.2729) 
-0.0130 
(-1.6391) 
-0.0197 
(-3.5879) 
0.0639 
(5.4725)  
0.0915 
(5.8534) 
-0.0073 
(-0.7112) 
-0.0251 
(3.4970) 
0.1166 
(6.7864) 
          
AVE 0.0258 
(4.3240) 
-0.0089 
(-2.2346) 
-0.0134 
(-3.5876) 
0.0392 
(6.0534)  
0.0559 
(6.6680) 
-0.0015 
(-0.3068) 
-0.0097 
(-2.8935) 
0.0656 
(7.2689) 
          
 Panel D. Double sort on one-month past return and IV 
WNR  0.0163 
(1.6625) 
-0.0060 
(-1.0629) 
-0.0094 
(-2.5571) 
0.0257 
(2.4534)  
0.0566 
(3.4254) 
0.0105 
(1.5165) 
0.0020 
(0.5252) 
0.0546 
(3.2204) 
          
MID 0.0135 
(1.7064) 
-0.0127 
(-2.1690) 
-0.0076 
(-1.9570) 
0.0211 
(2.3949)  
0.0339 
(3.2679) 
-0.0082 
(-1.3210) 
-0.0075 
(-1.7430) 
0.0414 
(3.6787) 
          
LSR 0.0363 
(3.4194) 
-0.0071 
(-0.8146) 
-0.0131 
(-1.8634) 
0.0494 
(3.8889)  
0.0414 
(2.7156) 
0.0056 
(0.6123) 
-0.0009 
(-0.1135) 
0.0423 
(2.4492) 
          
AVE 0.0220 
(4.0167) 
-0.0086 
(-2.1576) 
-0.0100 
(-3.4103) 
0.0321 
(5.1516)  
0.0440 
(5.3341) 
0.0026 
(0.6047) 
-0.0021 
(-0.6370) 
0.0461 
(5.1816) 
At the end of each month over the test period, stocks were double-sorted 3x3, first by the control factor (size, value, 
momentum, and REV) into three portfolios and then within each portfolio we sort stocks again by idiosyncratic volatility 
measured with respect to the Fama-French three factor model (FF-3) (see Eq. 3.6). The alpha of each value- and equal-
weighted portfolio is presented with t-statistics in parentheses. Alpha refers to the FF-3model (see Eq. 3.6) alpha (α 
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coefficient) using the full sample of monthly value- or equal-weighted returns for each portfolio. To control for a particular 
factor, we averaged the alpha within each idiosyncratic volatility category results in three portfolios with dispersion in 
idiosyncratic volatility but contain all values of the factor being controlled. Size is the firm’s market capitalisation at the end 
of month t; value is the book-to-market ratio six months prior, i.e. at the end of t-6; momentum at time t is the stock’s 11-
month past return lagged one month; REV is stock’s past month return. LIV, MIV , HIV  refer to low, medium, and high 
idiosyncratic volatility portfolio, respectively; BIG, big size; MED, medium size; SMA, small size; HBM, MBM , LBM  refer 
to high, medium, low book-to-market, respectively; WNR, winner; MID, middle; LSR, loser. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter concludes the thesis. Our study has investigated the role of IV in the HK stock 
market from 1980 to 2007. The Hong Kong stock market is unlike the US stock markets 
since institutional and individual investors are nearly equally represented. A survey of the 
Hong Kong stock exchange indicates that most retail investors’ portfolios are under 
diversified (HKSE.com, 2010). In addition, the Hong Kong stock market has been more 
volatile than the US stock markets in the last 30 years. Therefore, the Hong Kong stock 
market is ideal to study how stock volatility affects expected stock returns. Moreover, 
because of the wide disparity in the level of market efficiency, price informativeness and 
degree of investors’ diversification between the Hong Kong and US stock markets, coupled 
with evidence that investors in these two markets exhibit different behavioural biases, a 
comparison of the volatility effect between these two markets would be informative in 
discussing the role, if any, of these factors in determining the relationship between TV and IV 
and returns (Zhu et al., 2002; Bris et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008; Kumar and Lee, 2006; 
HKSE.com, 2010). 
Few studies have studied the role of the IV in pricing HK stocks. For example, Drew and 
Veeraraghavan (2002), Pukthuanthong-Le and Visaltanachoti (2009) and Brockman et al. 
(2009), employed either the indirect method or the EGARCH model to estimate IV for HK 
stocks. To differentiate from these studies, our study employs Ang et al.’s (2006, & 2009) 
method to estimate the IV for HK stocks. Furthermore, our study is the first study to use 
weekly stock returns data to estimate IV for Hong Kong stocks. Both Bali and Cakici (2008) 
and Fu (2009) argue that the data frequency alters the IV effect in US stock markets, thus the 
IV effect in the US stock markets depends on the data frequency to estimate IV for US stocks. 
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2discusses the research findings; 
Section 5.3 presents the implications of the research; Section 5.4 discusses the contributions 
of the study; and Section 5.5 provides future research directions and discusses the limitations 
of the study.   
 
5.2 Discussion of Research Findings 
The research seeks to answers three research questions. First, this research seeks to answer 
whether there is a significant positive IV effect in the HK stock market. This research 
investigates whether the IV effect in the HK stock market can be explained by firms’ 
characteristics. Alternatively, this research seeks to test whether the positive IV effect is 
robust by to different data frequency and model specification in estimating IV for HK stocks, 
and is also robust to the sub-period analysis. Second, this research investigates the trends of 
both TV and IV, and the market volatility in the HK stock market over the study period. Our 
study tests whether there is a time series IV trend in the HK stock market or the IV trend is 
just an episodic phenomenon. Third, our study also seeks to test whether IV could be used to 
predict the expected market returns in the HK stock market over the sample period.  
 
5.2.1 The volatility effect 
An important finding of this research is that there is a statistically positive relationship 
between the TV/IV and abnormal stock returns in the HK stock market over the study period. 
This result is broadly consistent with Brockman et al. (2009), Drew and Veeraraghavan 
(2002) and Pukthuanthong-Le and Visaltanachoti’s (2009) findings in the Hong Kong stock 
market and Nartea et al. (2011) in the ASEAN emerging stock markets. However, our finding 
contradicts to the findings of Ang et al. (2006, 2009) who presented a puzzling negative IV 
effect in the US and 22 other developed markets including Hong Kong. Our study argues that 
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Ang et al.’s (2009) findings are biased, because their sample consisted only of 242 stocks per 
month, on average, which is about half of our study as well as of Brockman et al.’s (2009) 
study. Moreover, the IV premium of in the HK stock market is bigger than those reported IV 
premium in the US stock markets (Goyal& Santa-Clara, 2003; Ang et al., 2006 & 2009; Fu, 
2009). We thus argue that the difference could be due to the level of market efficiency, price 
informativeness and degree of investor under-diversification. The sample period could be 
another factor causing the high risk premium in our study. Since our results document a 
strong positive TV and IV effect in the Hong Kong stock market, we thus suggest limits to 
arbitrage and behavioural biases among institutional and private investors as possible reasons 
for the TV effect (Blitz and Vliet, 2007). First, Blitz and Vliet (2007) argue that investors 
may be unable or unwilling to apply leverage in the amounts needed to take advantage of the 
arbitrage opportunity presented by the TV effect similar to the argument by Black (1972) 
where good performance of low-beta stocks was due to borrowing restrictions. Second, a 
preference among money managers and retail investors for high volatility stocks could push 
up prices of these stocks leading to subsequent underperformance. The IV effect on the other 
hand, has two possible explanations. One assumes that investors in the Hong Kong stock 
market are relatively under-diversified and therefore demand compensation for bearing 
idiosyncratic risk. The other is a behavioural explanation whereby investors in the Hong 
Kong stock market dislike volatility and are therefore willing to pay more (less) for low (high) 
volatility stocks with the consequent correction in price leading to the positive IV(TV) effect. 
We also suggest that investors are better off executing an IV rather than a TV strategy given 
that the equal- (value) weighted IV strategy outperforms the TV strategy by 0.41% (0.99%) 
per month. 
Furthermore, the positive relationship between IV and cross-sectional stock returns is robust 
to control for cross-sectional effects related to size, value, momentum, short-term reversal, 
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dividend yield, price-earnings ratio, turnover ratio, AltmanZ ratio, the number of zero volume, 
and the number of zero returns. In other words, none of these variables could explain the 
significant positive IV effect in the Hong Kong stock market. Apart from the four most tested 
variables in the literature, i.e., size, BM, momentum and REV, most control variables have 
not been widely tested in the literature (for example, dividend yield, price-earning ratio, 
turnover ratio, AltmanZ ratio, the number of zero volume, and the number of zero returns). 
The finding in our study indicates that liquidity is not the potential explanation behind the IV 
effect in the HK stock market; our study employs three measurements to represent the 
liquidity effect. Our study estimates a four-factor model using the Fama-French three factors, 
namely MKT, SMB, and HML, in addition to a fourth factor related to IV. Following Drew et 
al.’s (2004) method, this additional factor is referred as HIVMLIV, which in the spirit of the 
FF three-factor models, mimicking portfolios, is the return of high IV minus the low IV 
portfolios. The results show that IV is priced in the Hong Kong stock market with high IV 
portfolios being compensated for by high returns. The results also indicate that the IV 
premium is larger than the BM premium, but smaller than market premium and size premium 
in absolute value in the HK stock market.  
This study confirms that the positive IV effect in the Hong Kong stock market might not be 
due to model specification and data frequency in estimating IV for each firm, since we 
employ weekly stock return data to estimate IV for each stock, where the significant positive 
IV effect still exists. Table 5.1 presents a summary comparison of our results with those with 
other studies on the IV effect in the HK stock market. Our study employs different methods 
to estimate IV compared with previous studies. For example, Drew and Veeraraghavan (2002) 
measure IV for stocks as the difference between the variance of returns for each stock and the 
variance of the index. Both Pukthuanthong-Le and Visaltanachoti (2009) and Brockman et al. 
(2009) employ Fu’s (2009) method to compute conditional IV for stocks rather than the 
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realized IV used in our study. However, these studies report a positive IV effect in the Hong 
Kong stock market similar to our findings. We thus argue that the methodology used to 
estimate IV for stocks might not alter the results of the IV effect. Our finding supports Guo 
and Savickas’s (2006) argument but rejects Bali and Cakici (2008) and Fu (2009) hypotheses, 
whereby the IV effect might be due to the data frequency and model specification in 
estimating IV for each stock. 
However, our findings suggest that the positive IV effect of equal-weighted portfolios 
disappeared after removing the H shares from the sample in the Hong Kong stock market 
over the study period. The positive IV effect of the value-weighted portfolios becomes 
weakly significant.Therefore, our results indicate that the positive IV effect in the Hong Kong 
stock market might be due to the big stock effect, because the IV effect disappeared for 
equal-weighted portfolios but remained for value-weighted portfolios after removing the H 
shares. Our results are consistent with Dempsey et al.’s (2001) findings in the Australian 
stock market from 1990 to 2000. In addition, our results are consistent with Bali et al.’s 
(2005) findings whereby the authors argue that the IV effect in the US stock markets is 
actually due to the sample specification. For example, Bali et al. (2006) states that there is no 
IV effect in the US stock markets after removing the smallest, least liquid, and lowest-priced 
stocks in NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq stock markets from the sample. 
Finally, we also confirm that the significant positive IV effect in the HK stock market is 
robust in the sub-period analysis. The significant positive IV effect remains significant in the 
pre- and post-Asian financial crisis periods.  
Overall, our findings are consistent with traditional finance theory about the relationship 
between risk and return. 
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Table 5.1 The IV effect in the Hong Kong stock market in the literatures 
Authors/Year Sample Period Sample size Methodology in Estimating IV Findings 
Drew & 
Veeraraghavan 
(2002) 
1995 to 1999 N/A The CAPM model Positive IV effect; 
Ang et al. (2009) 1980 to 2003 242 stocks FF three-factor 
model 
A negative IV effect in 
the Asian stock market; 
HK is only one of their 
Asian markets; no 
detailed results for HK 
stock market. 
Brockman et al. 
(2009) 1980 to 2007 980 stocks EGARCH model 
Positive IV effect; 
Reasons: 1. investors 
hold undiversified 
portfolios; 2. a low GDP 
per capita and high risk 
tolerance among 
investors 
Pukthuanthong-Le 
and Visaltanachoti 
(2009) 
1973 to 2007 971 stocks EGARCH model 
Positive IV effect; 1. An 
IV of one standard 
deviation higher than 
other stocks generate a 
return of 1.89% higher 
than in a month; 2. IV 
effect robust controlling 
for market beta, size and 
momentum. 
Our study 1980 to 2007 1108 stocks 
FF three-factor 
model 
Positive IV effect; 
Reasons: 1. 
Undiversified investors 
asking risk premium for 
holding idiosyncratic 
risk; 2.  HK investors 
dislike volatile stocks;  
 
5.2.2 The trend of volatility 
 
The second finding of this research reports that both equal-weighted firm-level TV and IV 
trended upwards over the study period. However, both value-weighted TV and IV remained 
flat over the sample period indicating that the upward trend in volatility in the Hong Kong 
stock market could be a small firm phenomenon. Moreover, the market volatility decreased 
over the study period. The results are consistent with Campbell et al.’s (2001) findings in the 
US stock markets where firm-level aggregate volatility increased while market volatility was 
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flat. Compared with an upward TVew trend, the flat TVvw trend implies that large stocks had a 
relatively stable TV compared with small stocks over the study period. The results suggest 
that the average correlation among the stocks has been decreasing, suggesting further 
increased benefit from diversification over our sample period. In other words, the numbers of 
stocks needed to achieve a given level of diversification would have decreased over time 
(Malkiel and Xu, 1997; Campbell et al., 2001; Hamao et al., 2003). 
However, when the whole sample period is divided into two subsample periods, the results 
changed. The two sample periods are pre- and post-Asian financial crisis, excluding the 
period of the crisis. The results indicate that there were decreasing trends of both TV and IV 
over both periods1981 to June 1997 and 1998 to 2007. We explained that the Asian financial 
crisis changed the market structure and, hence, lifted both TV and IV to a higher average 
level than before the crisis. Therefore, both the equal-weighted TV and IV show upward 
trends for the whole sample period because the average levels of both TV and IV in the 
second sub-sample period were higher than in the first sub-sample period. Both sub-sample 
tests coincidentally started on a high level of TV/IV and ended on a low level of TV/IV, thus 
decreasing the trend of both TV/IV in each sub-sample period. Our findings confirm both 
Brandt et al. (2009) and Angelidis’ (2010) conclusions that the time-series behaviour of IV 
might be an episodic phenomenon. On the other hand, our findings also support Bekaert et 
al.’s (2009) findings in the US stock markets, where the trend of market volatility depended 
on the start and ending period of the test. 
 
5.2.3 The predictive power of volatility 
Thirdly, we found that neither the average firm-level TV nor IV could predict one-month 
ahead excess market returns in the Hong Kong stock market. This finding is broadly 
consistent with recent studies by Bali et al. (2006) in the US stock markets, but contradict 
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Goyal and Santa-Clara (2003) and Gao et al.’s (2010) findings in the US stock markets. The 
results of our study also support both Nartea and Ward (2009) and Nartea et al.’s (2010) 
findings that IV cannot predict one-month ahead market returns in the Philippine and Chinese 
stock markets, respectively, whereas Angelidis (2010) reports the absence of a relationship 
between the value-weighted IV and excess market returns in 23 emerging stock markets.   
 
5.3 Research Implications 
This study’s findings have three implications for future investors investing in the HK stock 
market. First, the most important implication of the study finding is that investors could have 
increased their portfolio returns by systematically going long on high IV stocks and short on 
low IV stocks over the study period. The data frequency used to compute IV for each stock 
does not change the positive relationship in the HK stock market over the study period. 
Moreover, investors could increase their portfolios’ returns by using the “IV strategy” to sort 
stock portfolios rather than by using the “TV strategy” in the HK stock market. Furthermore, 
the finding shows that the IV premium is actually bigger than the BM premium but lower 
than the market and size premium in absolute value. Our findings in the HK stock market 
contradict the evidence reported for the US stock markets. There exist wide disparities 
between the US and Hong Kong stock markets in terms of market efficiency, price 
informativeness and level of investor diversification. It appears that these factors could 
explain the differences between our findings and those for US stock markets (Zhu et al., 2002; 
Bris et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008; Kumar and Lee, 2006; HKSE.com, 2010).  
Second, our findings imply that the average correlation among HK stocks has decreased over 
the study period. Thus, the benefit of diversification in the HK stock market has increased. 
This implies that the numbers of stocks in a portfolio to achieve a certain level of 
diversification has decreased in the HK stock market over study period. Institutional investors 
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might invest in fewer stocks than before in order to diversify the idiosyncratic risk in their 
portfolio. On the other hand, it is also easy for retail investors to create a well diversified 
stock portfolio today in the HK stock market.  
Finally, if investors exclude the H shares in the HK stock market from their stock portfolios, 
then they could not generate excess returns from the “IV trading strategy”, at least for the 
equal-weighted portfolios. In other words, the significant positive IV effect in the HK stock 
market disappeared. This implies that the significant positive IV effect of the equal-weighted 
portfolio in the HK stock market might be partly driven by the H shares in the portfolio. Thus, 
investors who have a specific investment strategy must be aware that the “IV strategy” in the 
HK stock market works only when they include all listed stocks in their portfolios.  
 
5.4 Research Contributions 
This research has three contributions to the literature. First, the findings of the research 
contribute to the field of asset pricing. The findings suggest that IV was priced in the HK 
stock market over the study period. However, the findings in this research contradict 
traditional the capital asset pricing model, which asserts that only systematic risk would be 
priced in the stock market and unsystematic risk, or the idiosyncratic risk, can be diversified 
away by the theory of the portfolio selection (Sharp, 1964). However, the findings of this 
research indicate that the IV is priced in the stock market; at least for the HK stock market 
from 1980 to 2007, and the sub-periods1980 to 1997 and 1998 to 2007. Thus, portfolio 
managers could use the findings of this research to increase their portfolios’ returns in the HK 
stock market. On the other hand, financial managers could use the findings of this research to 
evaluate a firm’s cost of capital. 
Second, we found that a multi-factor asset pricing model, including market beta, size, BM 
and IV, is better in explaining the asset returns than either the CAPM model or the Fama-
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French three-factor model in the HK stock market. Our findings thus indicate that the 
residuals from the multi-factor model will isolate the firm-specific components of returns 
better than the CAPM model and the FF thee-factor model. The multi-factor model might be 
a developed version of the existing asset pricing models, i.e. the CAPM model and the FF 
three-factor model. Moreover, the findings of this research also contribute to the efficient 
market hypothesis where factors such as firm size, BM ratio, market factor, and IV, could be 
regarded as risk factors to access the risk-return trade-off for HK stocks. 
Third, the results of this research show that both equal-weighted firm-level TV and IV have 
trended upwards over the study period. However, both value-weighted TV and IV remained 
flat over the sample period indicating that the upward trend in volatility in the Hong Kong 
stock market could be a small firm phenomenon. Moreover, market volatility decreased over 
the study period. Therefore, our results confirm Campbell et al.’s (2001) findings in the US 
stock market where individual stocks are becoming more volatile than before.   
 
5.5 Limitations and Future Research 
5.5.1 Research limitations 
The first research limitation is that this research was conducted before the global financial 
crisis that started in the middle of 2008. Therefore, the sample period of this research does 
not cover the recent global financial crisis. However, we are aware that the HK stock market 
was dramatically impacted by the 2008 financial crisis. Therefore, it might be helpful to 
investigate how both the firm-level TV and IV change during the 2008 financial crisis. 
Further, it is interesting to further examine the relationship between TV/IV and expected 
stock returns in the HK stock market over the period. Moreover, how both TV and IV trends 
performed over the 2008 financial crisis time should also be attractive to future researchers.  
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Second, this research examined the relationship between IV and expected stock returns for 
the rest of the stocks after removing the H shares from the sample in the HK stock market. 
However, there are other classes of stocks in the HK stock market such as the red-chips, blue-
chips, etc. Due to data unavailability, our study could not separate each class of stocks into 
independent samples to test the relationship between TV/IV and stock returns. Bali et al. 
(2006) suggests that the IV effect might be due to the sample specification, it is attractive to 
further examine whether the IV effect exists for each class of shares in the HK stock market.  
Finally, our study could not directly examine how institutional investors’ stock portfolios 
impact the relationship between TV/Viand stock returns due to limited information; 
institutional investors would not release information about their stock holdings to public. 
Therefore, it is unclear whether the increased level of TV/I recently was caused by 
institutional investors’ stock holdings, and how institutional investors changed the risk-return 
relationship in the HK stock market. The argument in the literature that the increased IV and 
the IV effects are caused either by institutional investors (Xu and Malkiel, 2003) or retail 
investors (Brandt et al., 2008), remain unclear. 
 
5.5.2 Future research   
Our study showed that the TV/IV has been priced in the HK stock market. The reasons why 
the TV/IV has been priced in remain unclear, and our study indicates a group of risk factors 
or firms’ characteristics that cannot be used to explain the IV effect in the HK stock market. 
Future research can focus on three existing issues.   
First, future research could continue to examine whether there is an IV trend in global stock 
markets. Alternatively, the time-series behaviour of IV might be an episodic phenomenon. 
Moreover, future research might also be interested in testing the causes of the increased level 
of IV in global stock markets. The causes might be due to the changes of the investors’ 
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behaviour, or the increased level of institutional investors, or even the improvement of 
trading technology, i.e., high frequency trading. The massive trading in global stock markets 
might increase the level of IV.   
Second, future research should continually investigate the reasons why IV is currently priced 
in global stock markets. The IV effect might be due to sample specification, which means IV 
is priced only by some stocks because institutional investors might have investment 
preferences for some types of stocks rather than others in stock market. It might be due to the 
herding behaviour among either institutional investors or retail investors, or both of them.   
Finally, future research in the asset pricing field should work on combining both rational risk 
and behavioural factors. As Hirshleifer’s (2001) suggested, the major task of asset pricing 
today is to investigate how stock returns are related to risk and to investor mis-evaluation. 
Gao et al. (2010) as well as Chang and Dong (2006), indicate that the relationship between 
the market volatility and expected stock returns is closely related to investors’ sentiment. 
Therefore, future research can examine how investors’ sentiment relates to the TV/IV effect 
in stock markets.    
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